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Six separate attacks
3 kill four, wound 54
KUWAIT (AP) — An
explosives-laden dump truck
roared through the U.S. Embassy
gates today and blew up, causing
extensive damage and fires in one
of six separate bomb attacks that
killed four people and injured 54
others, officials said.
In Washington, U.S. State
Department spokesman Brian
Carlson said four people were killL
ed, 14 others seriously injured and
one embassy employee was unaccounted for in the U.S. Embassy
blast.
Carlson said the embassy compound's three-story annex
building, which took the brunt of
the explosion, collapsed after the
blast, confirming earlier reports
of extensive damage.

arrests had been made.
Carlson said two of dead were
embassy employees, whom he did
not identify. As for the other two
victims, he said, "The bodies are
quite charred and we have not
'been able to make an identification."
"There are no Americans killed,
no Americans hospitalized as far
as we know in Kuiwat," Carlson
said, adding a few Americans suffered "superficial injuries from
flying glass, that type of thing."
An American living near the
U.S. Embassy said the blast
"devastated" the _..em.ss y administrative sectir.ceh:ost 'øf the
employees of the
Or( were
Arabs, he said.
In Beirut, a caller who said they
represent the Islamic Jihad, or
Holy War, group telephoned the
The other explosions were at the
Agence France Presse news agenFrench Embassy, near the
Kuwaiti International Airport con- cy and claimed responsibility for
trol tower, a residential district the blasts. It was the same group
that claimed it carried out Oct. 23
where U.S. technicians and
bombings of the U.S. Marine base
diplomats live, a power station
and French military headquarters
and an oil depot.
in Beirut.
The Kuwait News agency said
Secretary of State George P.
54 people were injured in all the
explosions and also said several Shultz condemned the bombing at-

tack and said it would not deter
U.S. efforts to bring peace to the
Middle East. He was in Rabat,
Morocco, where he met with King
Hassan II before flying to Lisbon,
Portugal.
"The vehicle crashed through
the gate. A piece of the truck is
still attached to the gate," Carlson
said. He said the truck went about
150 feet inside the compound,
passed the chancellery building
and exploded very near the threestory annex. Carlson said there
apparently were two people in the
truck and one of those killed may
have been in the truck.
Normally, the embassy has a
strong security force, including
armored cars.
On Oct. 23, a suicide terrorist in
an explosives-laden truck sma,shed into the U.S. Marine base at
Beirut in an attack that killed 240
American servicemen. There was
a coinciding attack at the French
base in Beirut and,on Nov. 4, at an
Israeli military post at Tyre.
On April 18, a suicide truckbomber attacked the U.S. Embassy in Beirut and killed 63 people,including 17 Americans.

WELCOME HOME ROGER — U.S. Marine Corporal Roger Colson received a hearty welcome from
students and faculty at East Elementary School this morning during a reception in his honor. Colson
returned home last week after spending several months with the peace-keeping forces in Beirut,
Lebanon. During the reception, he was presented with a United States flag flown over the U.S. Capitol in
Washington, D.C. Making the presentation is Bill Cherry, field representative for Sen. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston. Looking on are Colson's parents, June and Cleo Colson, Rt.1,
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Bell cites economics for closing East Calloway celebrates return
Murray customer service center of local Marine from Lebanon
Citing rising expenses, lagging
sales, and basic changes in the
structure of the phone business,
Marvin Orgill, district manager
for South Central Bell, announced
that Bell will close its Customer
Service Center in Murray.
The center, at 604 Olive St., will
close on Friday, Dec. 16.
"Closing the center is not a
move we want to make, ok enfby'
making," Orgill said. "BUt the
center just isn't paying its own
way — we're spending more to
keep it open than it's bringing in."
Orgill said that big changes taking place in the phone business are
also a factor.
"This move is tied in with the
dismantling of the Bell System.
On Jan. 1, South Central Bell will
split off from its parent, AT&T. At
that time, ownership of all
telephones still being leased from

South Central Bell will be
transferred to AT&T. For the time
being, AT&T has chosen to serve
Murray customers in other ways
besides a local service center.
We're closing the center now
because it's simply the most
economical thing to do. It doesn't
make good business sense to keep
it open and keep losing money."
In the meantime, Orgill said,
folks in Murray will still have convenient ways to meet their
telephone needs.
"If you're moving or making
changes in your service the first
thing to do is place your order with
a service representative. Folks in
Murray should call 1-444-5080. The
call is toll-free.
"If you need new or replacement phones you can get fast and
easy service through our Direct
Delivery Service. With Direct

Church members support
Faith Christian school
The minister and some church
members of Eastwood Baptist
Church were in Louisville, Neb.
last week in support of parents
and students of the Faith Christian School there.
The Rev. Johnny Wayne Terry
and four Eastwood church
members were in Louisville from
Sunday through Thursday to support the efforts of the school.
Terry says he fears that a similar
situation could occur at Eastwood
Christian School.
Seven fathers of students who
attend the illegal christian school
in Nebraska are in jail until they
agree to answer questions about
their alleged involvement with the
re-opening of the school, a judged
ruled last week.
The jailed fathers have refused
to reveal the location of their
'Wives and children. Terry says the
families are "out of state" and
that there are also warrants for
their arrests.
The school has for years defied
a Cass County Court order to close
until it complies with state

teacher certification and other
regulations.
Terry says that all five teachers
of Eastwood Christian School are
accredited but adds that "we don't
make that a test" before they are
employed. He says one substitute
teacher for Eastwood has not been
accredited by the state.
The Ad Hoc Coalition of
Nebraska Pastors for religious
Liberty backs school supporters
who have gathered in Louisville
from around the country to keep
classes in session and to free the
seven men who are jailed.
Terry says he and members of
Eastwood Baptist Church and
other supporters of Eastwood
Christian School are encouraging
local people to "write the Congressmen of our state encouraging them to support educational
freedom and freedom of worship
in the United States."
Church members accompanying Terry to Nebraska were
Gerald Boyd, Steve Treas, Andy
Harrell and Bill Harrell.

Collins administrationwarned to
watch government pocketbook
unanimous in their warnings to
By MARK R. CHELLGFtEN
the new governor to watch the
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — It's state% balance sheet.
"If I had to list the three biggest
all a matter of money, say
members of the soon-to-be- issues facing the 1984 General
departed administration of Gov. Assembly and Governor Collins, I
would say the budget, the budget,
John Y. Brown Jr.
budget,' said Finance
A matter of money that the state apth
doesn't have as Martha Layne 'Secretary Robert Warren.
Collins prepares to become Ken- " "The Brown administration has
been beset with revenue shortfalls
tucky's first woman governor.
Members of the Brown ad- ... that have had an unprecedented
(Continued on Page 2)
ministration were nearly

Delivery, your sets are delivered
by United Parcel Service, and if
you need to return a set, you simply mail it to us,in a prepaid mailer
that we provide. You can take
care of all your equipment needs
without leaving home.
Murray Municipal Utilities, 5th
and Poplar, will continue to serve
as a payment agent. Effective
Dec. 1, Coast to Coast Hardware,
Central Shopping Center, will
serve as a full agency for picking
up and dropping off of telephones.
"I want to emphasize that we
certainly value our customers in
Murray. We regret that this move
is necessary. At the time, we face
the same challenges as any
business — we have to keep a tight
rein on our costs, provide service
as efficiently as possible, here and
throughout Kentucky."

clearing
Some clearing expected this
afternoon, but with little
change in temperature. Highs
will be in the 40s, with northwest winds 5 to 15 mph.
Tonight will be partly cloudy,
with lows in the mid 30s. Light
and variable winds. Tuesday
will become mostly cloudy,
with highs in the upper 40s to
low 50s. East winds will be 5 to
10 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
354.3
Kentucky Lake
353.8
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Students and faculty members at East Calloway
Elementary today celebrated the return of Corporal Roger Colson from active duty in the war-torn
region of Beirut, Lebanon.
Colson, the 20-year-old son of Cleo and June Colson of Route 1, Almo, had recently spent some four
months with the multi-national peace-keeping force
in Lebanon.
Although he was not stationed at the United
States Compound which suffered extensive
damages during the recent bombing that killed 230
Americans, he did recall being awakened by the intense sounds of the explosion and looking out to see
the giant mushroom-shaped cloud which hovered
overhead.
"I was on line duty about two miles from the compound," Colson commented, remembering that
tragic Sunday morning.
Our first thoughts were that the explosions were
incoming artillery fire. It wasn't until later that we
found out the compound had been bombed," he
said.
He recalled that his main objective during the
whole ordeal was "just trying to stay alive.
Colson, who attended East Elementary and
Calloway County High School, arrived home on Friday but is scheduled to leave this afternoon.
Although he is uncertain of his future plans at this
time, there is a possibility that he can be stationed

in Murray as a Recruiting Officer temporarily.
When asked about American servicemen being
stationed in Lebanon, Colson stated that it was
necessary for all concerned to stand behind President Reagan's decision regardless of pro or con opinions.
He said that from what he could tell it was
basically a unanimous opinion of all servicemen in
Lebanon that being there was the right thing.
"Overall the moral is running pretty high," he continued.. .
Colson stated that because the units stationed
around Beirut all so isolated from each other he did
not know any of the Marines in the compound.
Colson's parents, who were also present for this
morning's reception, recalled spending many hours
in front of their television grasping for any latebreaking pieces of information that might give
them some information about their son.
•'I thought we were going to break the knob on the
television set just turning from station to the other
searching for different news," his father smiled and
said.
It wasn't until Thursday after the Sunday bombing that Colson's parents were able to determine
from Senator Walter "Dee" Huddleston's office
that their son's name and number was included on
the list of servicemen not killed in the disaster.
The Colsons stated that they were most appreciative of the prayers and many kind expressions shown them during the uncertainty of their
son's location.

Kentuckians asked to support move
to get drunk drivers offstate roads
FRANKFORT — Kentuckians
are being asked to show their support for a state campaign to get
the drunk and drugged driver off
the road by driving with their
headlights on during the daylight
hours on Saturday, Dec. 17.
Gov. John Y. Brown, Jr. made
the call for support by proclaiming the week of Dec. 11-17 as
"Drunk and Drugged Driver
Awareness Week in Kentucky." A
similar proclamation has also
been issued nationwide by the U.S.
Congress, but Brown carried it a
step further by urging local
citizens to get more involved by
also reporting drunk drivers to the
Kentucky State Police via the
KSP's Action RAP-ID toll free,
telephone hotline, 1-800-222-5555.
Drivers who take drugs or
drink, or use a combination of
both, accounted for at least onethird of the 836 fatalities reported
on Kentucky highways last year,
he said.
"And the problem is worse at
Christmas and New Year's when
so many more people are on the
highway, and the number of drinking drivers always seem to increase dramatically", he said.
An identical proclamation was
also issued dy Gov.-elect Martha
I,,ayne Collins who takes office as
Kentucky's newest governor at
mid-week during the special obervance.
In signing his proclamation.
Brown noted that the observance

•••••

•
-•

`

has special meaning for Kentucky
where, with less than one month to
run before the year ends,"we are
on the verge of achieving a record,
22-year low in traffic deaths."
Currently, the death toll stands at
716. If the preser)t trend continues,
the state is expected to end the
year with the fewest number of
fatalities reported since 1961 when
the number killed was 717.
Both Brown and state police attribute the turn-around in
fatalities to growing citizens
awarenss of the drunk driver
threat to their safety on the
highway; and the highlypublicized work of such groups as
the ( MADD ) Mothers Against
Drunk Drivers and the Governor's
Task Force on Drunk Driving to
convince legislators that new,
tougher anti-drunk driving laws
are needed.
State police say that one
measure of increased citizen
awareness of the problem can be
seen in the way local citizens are
using the KSP's Action RAP-ID
hotline to report drunk drivers.
Established just a year ago, it
already has handled 2,485 calls
resulting in the arrest of 239
motorist on drunk driving
charges.
The KSP also reports that their
"life-saving difference" and
"safety belts are the best defense
against a drunk driver" campaigns are helping keep the death
toll down too by winning over
•
•

more of those and passengers who
never used to buckle up. Compliance with the state's new child
restraint seat law also seems to be
on the increase.
Passed in 1982, that law requires
that all children 40 inches and
under in height be kept in a child
restraint seat at all times while
riding in any motor vehicle.
Although state police are reluctant to predict just how much
higher the death toll may climb
between now and the end of the
year, they are hopeful that the experience of the past six years will
not be repeated.
According to a special, trendexamining study just completed
by the KSP Records and Communications Divison's Fatal Accident Reporting System ( FARS),
an average of 82 persons died in
traffic accidents annually over the
six-week period between
Thanksgiving and New Year's
1977-82. "Contrast that with just
716 fatalities during the same
periods thus far this year, and a
22-year low in our yearly death toll
may very well become reality,"
said one state police spokesman.
The biggest threat to keeping
the death toll down now, he added,
is the drunk driver who,according
to the FARS study, has played a
proiminent role in pushing the
death toll up in years past. Of the
average 82 killed during the final
weeks of 1977-82, FARS reported
( Continued on Page 2
4
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Calloway's academic competitors
getting different look at team spirit

FINALS TIME — Tammy Potts (left) of South Fulton, Tenn., and Carmen Traylor of Murray prepare for
final examinations at Murray State University. Both women are senior marketing majors. Finals began today and run through Friday.
MSU photo by Michael Brown

State revenue...
(Continued from Page 1)
impact on state revenues," said
Warren. "That's not going to go
awry."
The words may have changed
from speaker to speaker, but the
tune remained the same — there
isn't enough money.

Christmas
play is
• Tuesday
MMS

The Murray Middle School will
be getting into the spirit of the
season when the sixth grades present their Christmas play Tuesday. Dec. 13, at 7 p.m. in the Murray Middle School Auditorium.
The play, directed by Jo Ann
Bowker and sponsored by the
Parent-Teacher Organization, is
intitled, — Computerized
Christmas." In the play, 'Father
Time' purchases a computer to
assist him in running the' hoildays
more smoothly. Later, many
unusual things happen that will
lift your spirits.
The Murray Middle School P-T-'
0 has invited the community to
come share the holidays with
them and enjoy the play "Computerized Christmas."

"Money-wise, the one thing that
hits me is the Medicaid budget,"
said Buddy Adams, secretary of
the giant Human Resources
Cabinet.
The state currently spends
about $455 million for its part of
Medicaid, Adams explained. That
total could easily grow to $1
billion, he warned, unless carefully watched.
A similar situation exists with
the Medicare budget, Adams said.
"It's a matter of how much you
want to let that thing grow," he
said. "It will grow 20 percent, or 8.
percent or 40 percent, depending
on how much you let it."

Drunk...
(Continued from Page 1)
that 48 percent were either drinking, riding with someone else who
had been drinking or were hit by a
drunk in another vehicle.
Statistics on drugged dricer involvement were not as detailed.
They do show,however, that there
were at least seven drug-involved,
non-fatal accidents over the
Christmas and New Year's
holidays last year.

In education, where Mrs. Collins
will be under tremendous
pressure to improve the overall
quality of the state's schools, current Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber said
the new administration must be
vigilant.
"The state needs to demand
academic performance in exchange for the new state dollars
granted," Barber said. "The state
must be willing to pay for quality,
but it must also be aware that the
best often does not cost anymore
than the mediocre."
William B. Sturgill, who has
served the Brown administration
in many capacities, most recently
as secretary of the Energy
Cabinet, said the state's traditional economic backbone must be
helped.
•
The coal industry, which has
been reeling through four of its
most dismal years, must receive
help from the state in order to
regain its Ileakh.'.
"I believe .the- number one
priority or tlie—rielitigcretary of
energy should be to continue our
efforts to establish a synthetic
fuels industry in Kentucky,"
Sturgill said.

Everybody knows what fun and
excitement sports provide for the
students who participate in them.
And there's nothing that beats the
pride that comes from earning
that first school letter or toeing
named Most Valuable Player.
Calloway County Middle and
High Schools are taking a different approach to that team
spirit and individual recognition
by applying it to academics. The
academic team programs at these
two schools allows students to
compete with students from other
schools in subject areas such as
history, math, English, literature
and grammar, science,
geography and general -topics
such as sports, music, art and
drama.
Calloway County Middle School
principal Roy Cothran began the
academic teams program 10
years ago when he was principal
at Southwest Elementary School.
When he became principal at the
middle school, he began academic
teams there also. He said that
some students were concerned
about their grades and he decided
to start academic teams for these
students. The middle school
academic teams use a written exam format, with students accumulating points for their school
with each correct answer given.
Cothran said he sees several advantages to this format. "It allows

Cooper to serve
two-year term
FRANKFORT — Bennie L.
Cooper of Murray has been reappointed to a term on the Emergency Medical Technician Advisory
Cornrnitte. The appointment by
Cabinet for Human Resources
Secretary Buddy Adams is effective immediately.
Cooper, instructor of safety
engineering and public health at
Murray State University, will
serve a two-year term on the committee.
The Emergency Medical
Technician Training Advisory
Committee advises cabinet • officials on issues relgting to the administration of a statewide training program for technicians to ensure quality emergency medical
service for all Kentuckians.

quieter students to compete," he
said, "and it tests retention and
not just the ability to give an immediate response."
Cothran said that participation
in academic teams has several
benefits for students. "They get to
compare themselves with other
students grade-wise," he said,
"and they also gain a great deal of
confidence. "They see it pays to
make good grades.
"We give them a temendous
amount of recognition; they give a
lot. We make them feel special.
They are," he said.
Calloway County Middle School
faculty member Vicki Ragsdale is
head coach for the middle school
academic team. She is assisted by
Bill Miller and Patricia Lassiter.
Although this is the fourth year for
academic teams at the school, this
is Ragsdale's first year as head
coach. She said that Calloway
Middle School is one of the few
schools she is aware of with an
academic team for middle school
students. Christian County also
has an academic team for middle
school students as does several
other school districts, but
Calloway and Christian County
are the only districts hosting middle school academic competition
at this time,she said.
Ragsdale said students make up
questions to use for pratice sessions. Information for these questions comes from computer software, books, SRA kits and faculty
input. She said that the program
stresses the importance of
academics to the students while at

MSU libraries'
'hours announced
According to Keith Heim, Interim Dean of Libraries at Murray State University, temporary
library hours have been established until students return to classes
in ,January.
The following hours will be
observed:
Dec. 11-15: Open until midnight;
Dec. 16: Close at 4:30 p.m.; Dec.
17-18: Closed; Dec. 23-Jan. 2:
Closed; Jan. 3-6: 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.;*Jan. 7-8: Closed; Jan. 9-13: 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; Jan. 14-15: Closed; Jan. 16-17: 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
( late registration); Jan. 18: Begin
regular hours.

the same time being fun for them.
Brenda Call, co-coach for the
high school academic team, said
that the high school program is
also designed to promote
academics to students in much the
same way sports are. She said
that academic teams have been
established in Illinois and other
states for several years, but this is
the first year for the high school
program.
Call and Marian O'Rourke, the
other high school co-coach, along
with other teachers from the area,
formed the West Kentucky
Academic Association, which held
its first meeting in early June. She
said the association is the coor-•
dinating body for the academic
teams and has meetings to discuss
rules and scheduling of the contests. Membership in the association is open to any school in the
first basketball region.
Call said that although competition is on an informal basis at present, they "hope to be competing
on a sceduled basis from January
to April."
The high school academic
teams are different from the middle school teams because they use
the old College Bowl format
rather than written exams. Competition consists of two teams of
four students each sounding a
buzzer when they feel they know
the answer to a question that has
been posed to them. There is a
tossup question that has been posed to them. There is a tossup question and a bonus for the teams that
answer it correctly.
O'Rourke said that participation in the academic team helps
students with their schoolwork.
"They gain a different way of
looking at what they're learning,"
she said. "They learn to appreciate things they're learning in
school."
Students on the academic team
agreed, saying that their being on
the team makes classes mean
more. They also said they enjoy
meeting students from other
schools. The team members felt
that the general subject content of
the questions tests a wide range of
their knowledge in the various
study areas.
Participation in academic
teams gives students an opportunity to combine learning and
team participation for a unique
educational experience.
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Every man's olympics

Mtierray Ledger & Times

agree or not

Faced with the prospect of allocating hundreds of
thousands of tickets to events in the 1984 Olympic
Games, and realizing it would be deluged with
countless requests for choice seats, the Los Angeles
Olympic Organization Committee came up with
what it thought was a terrific idea: Let the computer process ticket applications at random, firstcome, first-served basis. What could be more
democratic, or American? Are you kidding? Now
that the applications have been dealt with, and both
tickets and regrets sent out to the applicants,
LAO0C officials have been hit by a fire-storm of
criticism from — you guessed it — their
democratically elected public officials.
Most wanted special consideration and
unlimited access to tickets they thought they might
need," said Peter Ueberroth, committee president,
who didn't even get most of the tickets he wanted.
Many officials apparently didn't believe it when
they were told the organizing committee wouldn't
honor such requests,so when the reality sank in, the
response was scathing. One California legislator
even threatened to hold up measures related to the
Games unless he gets his tickets.
So far, Ueberroth and his colleagues are
unyielding. Only President Reagn, Gov. Deukmejian, Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley and their
spouses will be accorded privileged status, along
with members of the Coliseum Commission, who
took care of themselves in negotiating lease terms
with Games officials, another sore point among
public officials.
Ueberroth is negotiqting with the International
Olympic Committee for some of the 100,000 tickets
allocated to that body, which rarely uses even half
that number. But even that holds out little hope for
the disappointed officeholders. The LAO0C president says any newly available tickets will be given
either to deserving athletes or put up for public
sale.
It would be nice to conclude from all of this that it
marks a victory for the Little Guy, to the extent that
ticket-holders prize seeing the Games above the
prospect of a quick buck, that's probably true. Still,
as opening day nears and the clamor for tickets
builds, one suspects the spectre of the marketplace
will arise to create one of the liveliest ticketscalping bazaars in history.

by s.c. van curon

New governor means new job seekers
FRANKFORT — It happens every
four years.
While the chief news interest in this
Capital City is focused on the change
in governors, there are about 983
state employees who will become
potential job seekers come Jan. 1.
These are members of the
govenor's staff (25), lieutenant
governor (14), Historical Society (50)
and approximdtely 300 in the executive secretarial or management
fields who are not covered by the
state's merit system, Harold Newton
in personnel reported.
Dutch Hatterick, executive director of the Personnel Board, said the
number has declined every four
years for the last few administrations.
However, there is a new twist this
time, a 1982 amendment to personnel
statutes gives the unclassified
employee who was dismissed for
cause a right to appeal to the Person-

nel Board.
At one time, a change in administrations, especially when one
Democratic faction defeated the
other, or a Republican took over,
there was a wholesale firing, but the
merit law was passed in 1960 and
became fully effective in 1961.
Even then some administrations
found innovative ways to circumvent
the Merit System, but successive
tightening of the law has about stopped it in the field for classified
employees. It's the jobs of the
unclassified which are at the choosing of the administration.
Cases went to court under Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. in instances where
some of his executive appointees
fired classified employees. Some
won,and some lost, but there are still
120 or 130 cases in Franklin Circuit
Court where former state employees
are suing for reinstatement and back
wages. There also is a class action

suit in Federal Court and 1250 appeals are still before the Personnel
Board, Hatterick said. These appeals
relate to the change in status caused
by institution of the WPPR system by
the Brown administration.
Many of the unclassified
employees will follow their bosses into other places in state governments,
this is especially true of the Constitutional officers who play the musical
chairs game.
Many of the career state
employees in the unclassified rank
will be retained in their positions
since public opinion through the
years has forced some of the politicians to recognize its in the public interest to retain experienced help.
This every-four-year event also used to mean a surge in the real estate
market in Frankfort. Many of the
govenor's chief appointees would
return to their former professions or
lines of business and offer their

Closer offices
wanted by staff

Not whether, but how

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My mother required an emergency admission to a
hospital and the hospital insisted
they had to have a check for the
deductible amount before they would
admit her. Is this the proper procedure? J.F.
ANSWER: Medicare says they
consider this improper procedure inasmuch as they guarantee the
hospital that Medicare will pay the
deductible when the hospital is

Ten years ago
Students of the Carpentry Class of
Murray Vocational School are pictured helping to erect Santa's house
on the courtsquare in Murray. Santa
will be there each afternoon to visit
with area youngsters.
The trailer home of Larry Wilson
at Riviera Court was destroyed by
fire yesterday afternoon.
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Vickie Lamb and Gail Broach of
Calloway County are pictured as
junior varsity cheerleaders at Murray State University.
Forty-five members of the Calloay
County High School Beta Club attended the state Beta convention at
Louisville Nov. 30 and Dec. 1. They
were accompanied by Betty Riley,
ksponsor, and Geraldine Myers.
New officers of the Welcome
Wagon Club are Mrs. Scott Seiber,
Mrs. Neal Tanner, Mrs. Billie Hall,
Mrs. Ken Humphreys, Mrs. Norman
Hood, Mrs. Billy Dan Crouse and
Mrs. Charles Savelle
Twenty years ago
A story by Jerry Lassiter, son of
Mr and Mrs. Charlie Lassiter and
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them, as longaas you accept liability
for them.
HEARTLINE: My husband has
had a stroke and cannot feed himself,
get out of bed to go to the bathroom,
take a bath, and so on. He is too
heavy for me to lift and some days
my arthritis is so bad that I cannot
make meals or take care of him properly. The social workers say there is
no Medicare coverage to help me out,
but I don't understand — doesn't
home health care provide for this
kind of situation? W.H.
ANSWER: No, not if your husband's condition has stabilized and
cannot be improved through therapy
and doesn't require skilled nursing
care. Everything you have described
is called "custodial care," and
coverage for custodial care is
specifically excluded from coveage
under the Medicare Law.

looking back

Wady Ledger & Times
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unable to collect it from the Medicare
beneficiary. So it is not only unconscionable, it is also unnecessary for
the hospital to have such a rule, since
they are not taking any risk either
way.
HEARTLINE: My grandfather
died recently and he was a Medicare
beneficiary. My sister had told me
that I must pay all of his final
medical bills before I can file a claim
to Medicare. This would really cause
a financial hardship for me — in fact
I would have to secure some type of
loan to meet the bills. Is thee any oter
way to get Medicare to pay their part
on the medical bills without me paying them all in advance? D.S.
ANSWER: The law has been
changed so tha you no longer have to
pay bills for deceased beneficiaries
before Medicare will pay their share.
You can file them before paying for

••

student at Calloway County High
School, about his attendance at the
inauguration of Edward T. Breathitt
as governor of Kentucky in Frankfort
on Dec. 10 is published.
William E.( Bill) Collie, son of Mr.
and Mrs. T.C. Collie, has been
selected as a summer missionary to
Thailand by the Baptist Student
Union. He is a junior at Murray State
College.
Nore Winter, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Winter and senior at Murray
College High School, has been
selected to attend the U.S. Senate
Youth Program in Washington, Jan.
26 to Feb. 1, sponsored by William
Randolph Hearst Foundation.
Mrs. A.G. Wilson reviewed the
book, Oh Ye Jugs and Juleps, at a
meeting of the Town and Country
Homemakers Club at the home of
Mrs. James Fee.
Red potatoes are listed as selling
for 39 cents for 10 pounds in the ad for
Jim Adams IGA.
• Thirty years ago
Sheriff-elect Brigham Futrell announced he had appointed Cohen
Stubblefield as deputy sheriff effec-

washington today
by donald m. rothberg

MILD
WINTER

The Reagan administration has chosen a case involving the Detroit police department to make its
first agrument in court that Affirmative Action programs which use racial quotas for hiring and promotion are unconstitutional. The suit brought by
white officers claiming to be victims of discrimination on the Detroit police force is an ideal one to
elicit a definitive ruling on the issue from the U.S.
Supreme Court.
It is ideal because all the parties can agree at the
outset that there was discrimination against blacks
on the Detroit police force and that it needed to be
corrected. The Justice Department has
acknowledged this in its friend-of-the-court brief on
behalf of white officers. No one is trying to defend a
discriminatory personnel system.
The Detroit police department obviously needed
an Affirmative Action program when Mayor Coleman Young was elected mayor in 1973. The
number of black officers on the force was woefully
out of line with the number of blacks in the city
population, nothing was being done to see that more
of them were hired and earned promotions, and the
force was not responsive to the concerns of a
substantial portion of the city's population.
It is not at issue that the Detroit police department needed to recruit more minorities and to help
its minority officers qualify for promotion. It can do
this in a manner that is fair to everyone. What is at
issue is the way the department has persued its Affirmative Action goals. It has rigged its merit
system so that a black officer is promoted even if a
white officer ranks higher on the promotion list.
This is exactly how Affirmative Action programs
step over the line into "reserve discrimination," a
form of racial obnoxious because it is designed to
help blacks get into the system rather than keep
them out.
In the Detroit case it is the white officers who are
feeling the injustice of racial quotas, but their plight
is not unusual in the wake of the Affirmative Action
mania that seized the federal government a decade
ago. In an attempt to do right by a minority, the
government has induced many employers to persue
personnel practices that are patently unfair to the
majority.
The administration has picked the Detroit police
case to take a forthright stand in court against
reverse discrimination in the name of Affirmative
Action. We can hope its agrument will help clarify
the issue for the Supreme Court and bring a ruling
that reaffirms the principle of equal opportunity in
employment — a principle which should protect
both black and white Americans.

homes for sale while the newcomers
were looking for a place to call home.
The real estate market was such
for 30 years or more than a person
could buy a home, live in it for four
years, and then sell it at a profit.
There was very little of this buying
by Brown administration appointees.
Most of them lived in Lexington or
Louisville or merely rented temporary quarters here and commuted
home on weekends.
Even the governor commuted from
his home in Lexington to Frankfort
because the Executive Mansion was
being refurbished during his term.
In addition to the unclassified
employees hunting jobs, there are
some in the classified ranks who will
be seeking higher positions and there
is no better time to do it than in a
change of administrations.

tive the first of the year. Mrs. Futrell
wll be office assistant.
Elected as officers of Camp 592
Woodmen of the World were Harold
Douglas, H.W.(Stub ) Wilson, James
Rogers.,, James Johnson, Ivan
Johnson, Wilson Stiles, Charles
Oakley, John Tom Taylor and Jack
Dodd.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. W.C. Clouser, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Puckett, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie Jones, a girl to Dr. and
Mrs. James C. Hart and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Brayboy.
Members of the cast of the play,
The Laughing Cure," to be
presented Dec. 15 by the Sophomore
Class of Lynn Grove High School are
Roy Hartsfield, Glenn Cochrum, Betty Sue Armstrong, Prentice Darnell,
Ray Sims, Linda McReynolds,
Jeanne Williams, Linda Fay Waters
and Bobby Fain. Betty Riley is sponsor.
Dr. H.C. Chiles talked about "Service Above Self" at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club at the Murray
Woman's Club House.

An AP News Analysis
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan's re-election committee oc.7
cupies the 6th floor of a spiffy office
building across town from the White
House, a distance that one day could
seem miles too far to the Reaganites
determined to control his 1984 campaign.
"We are one team," responds campaign spokesman James Lake when
he is asked about the potential for
conflicts between the re-election
committee and the White House
staff.
"I haven't seen anybody sharpshooting anybody else," he added.
"That's not going to happen."
Don't bet on it.
Lake's optimism may prove correct. But it is worth recalling that it
comes from a guy who was a victim
of infighting during the 1980 Reagan
campaign.
Lake was one of three top Reagan
campaign aides fired in 1980, the day
of the New Hampshire primary. The
others were John Sears, the campaign manager, and Charles Black.
the field director.
Sears was the real target. He lost
out in a power struggle with such old
line Reagan supporters as Edwin
Meese III and Lyn Nofziger.
In those days the rivalry tended to
be between the Californians who
worked for Reagan when he was
governor and the relative latecomers, like Sears, who had taken
control of his presidential campaign.
Reagan's victory in 1980 changed
the equation. As president he was
surrounded by an executive
bureaucracy that many conservatives felt was pushing him toward
moderate Republican positions.
The villain of that scenario was
James A. Baker III, White House
chief of staff, a Texan who backed
Gerald Ford over Reagan in 1976.
and ran George Bush's 1980 campaign for the presidential nomination.
Baker has always seemed too
moderate for some of the conservatives who consider themselves the
real keepers of the Reagan
philosophy and they have chafed at
some of the appointments of people
they considered Ford and Bush
Republicans to key administration
posts.
But the real test for many of those
conservatives was the Reagan reelection effort and who would be in
charge. Would it be Sen. Paul Laxalt
of Nevada, a close Reagan friend and
unquestioned conservative, or would
it be Baker? The re-election effort
started although Reagan hasn't said
he'll run. Aides say they expect him
to.
The answer seemed to be Laxalt,
who was named general chairman of
the Republican Party and the man in
charge of the Reagan campaign
along with Ed Rollins, who moved to
the re-election committee from his
post as White House political director.
"It's the same team housed in a different location," was Lake's description.
So far it is working that way.
But the real conflicts are not likely
to come until later, when there are
greater demands on the president's
time and when decisions must te
made on how to deal with such issues
as the continuing political problem
the president has with women voters
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Mrs. Hortin speaks about Lanier
Mrs. L.J. Hortin,
writer, speaker and community leader, presented
a program on "Sidney
Lanier" at the November
meeting of the J.N.
Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the
Confederacy.
The meeting was at the
home of Dr. Halene
Visher.
Mrs. Hortin discussed
Lanier as a lyric poet,
Confederate soldier and
musician. In his Macon,
Ga., home, Lanier early
wrote verses and
developed an enduring
fondness for music.
The speaker pointed
out that as a boy, he
learned to play the flute,
organ, piano, violin,
guitar and banjo. His
special devotion was to
the flute with which he
early "communed with
nature, immitating bird
calls, water rippling and
wind rustling."
Lanier entered
Oglethrop University at
the age of 14 and
graduated with high
honors. He was appointed
as tutor in languages for
the following year. He
served in War Between
the States and was a
prisoner for five months,
developing "consumption" as it was called
then. During the remaining 15 years of life, Lanier
was in battle with disease
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and poverty.
He was married in 1867
to a talented woman from
Macon,and they had four
sons. He published his
first book, Tiger Lilies, in
1867.
He became the first
flutist in the Peabody
Conservatory Orchestra
and from his pen came
great literary masterpieces of which Mrs. Hortin mentioned a few and
quoted lines from some of
the best known poems.
Although Lanier's
death came at the age of
39, he left a heritage of
writings later combined
and published in 1945 in 10
volumes, Mrs. Hortin
said.
"The most widely
known honor for Lanier
came in 1945 when the
United Daughters of the
Confederacy succeeded

Evans home scene of meeting
Uldine Evans opened
her home of Ole
November meeting of the
South'Murray
Homemakers Club.
"Mastering Stress"
was the subject of the
lesson presented by
Larue Redden.
A lesson on Decorative
Sewing" was given by
Zeffie Woods, president,

Two lessons were
presented at the
November meeting of the
Pottertown Homemakers
Club held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
"Decorative Sewing"
was the lesson presented
by Shirley Werts.
Mary Gertzen discussed the lesson on "Basic
Car Care."
Landscape notes on
"Drought Injury and Propagate Roses From Cuttings" were given by Dolly Lorenz.
Mary Hopson, president, presided. Reports
were given by Lavine
Carter and Mary Moore.
Louise Short gave the
devotion and played the

Windy Ledger & Times
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piano for group snging
led by Lurene Cooper.
Games were directed by
Dorothy Simon.
Also present were Lucy
Alderdice, Iva Alford,
Margaret Chase, Kay
Carlson, Lotie Hurt,
Eloise King, Anita Purvis, Mildred Riordan,
Lois Smith and Dorothy
Sobieski, members.
Two guests were
Margaret Fretz and
Helen West with the latter becoming a new
member.
The club will meet
Wednesday, Dec: 14, at 10
a.m. for a Christmas party at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.

Anniversary event planned Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis R.
Paschall, Rt. 4, will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 18.
A reception will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend. The family requests
that guests not bring
gifts.
The couple was married Dec. 23, 1933, in the
parsonage of the South
Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church at
Hazel with the Rev. W.A.
Baker officiating.
Their attendants were
Lurene Erwin and R.I.
Cooper who were later
married to each other,
Leila Ellis, the late Edwin Gunter, Viola
Paschall and the late
Autry McReynolds who
were later married to
each other.
Mrs. Paschall, the
former Imogene Erwin,
is the daughter of the late
Tom Erwin and Amelia
Gunter Erwin.
Mr. Paschall, a retired
farmer, is the son of the
late C.R. Paschall and
Neva Ellis Paschall.
They are the parents of
two daughters, Mrs.
Harry (Jeanette) Furches and Mrs. Billy Bruce
( Ann) Wilson, and one
son, Tommy Ellis
Paschall and wife, Elaine
Underwood Paschall, all
of Calloway County.
Their 11 grandchildren
are Leslie Furches and
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PORTERVILLE, Calif.
)AP) — A 5-year-old girl
who was born without a
hip joint, thighbones and
knees laughs at people
who stare at her rare
birth defect.
Estella Quinones of
Porterville is preparing
to go to school next year
and is beginning to encounter people unfamiliar with her condi-

In the Namib Desert's
world of sand, many
animal species survive
without ever seeing a living plant. Detritus from
vegetation far away
blows through the dunes
every day, and, much like
plankton in the sea, provides the basis of the
Namib food chain, says
National Geographic.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ellis R. Paschall
to be married for 50 years
husband, David Robinson, Chip Furches, Clay
Furches, Vince Furches,
Mary Leigh Furches,

Ne

Randy Bruce Wilson and Paschall and Scott
his wife, Vickie, Monty Paschall.
Wilson, Roger Wilson,
A great-grandson is
Mike Wilson, Barry Jason Wilson.
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Girl laughs at people who stare at rare defects

Species survive

Stir
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who presided.
Modelle Miller gave the
devotion on "Look On the
Brighter Side." Jean
Moore gave reports.
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon.
The club will have a
Christmas party on
Wednesday, Dec. 14, at
11:30 a.m. at DeVanti's.

Lessons presented at meeting,
Pottertown Homemakers Club
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in securing his election to
the Hall of Fame for
Great Americans in New
York," the speaker added.
Mrs. Hortin was introduced by Mrs. Inez
Claxton. Mrs. William S.
Major, chapter president,
presided.
Mrs. John Livesay,
president of the Kentucky
Division of UDC, spoke
about some projections
from the recent meeting
of the Children of the Confederacy held in Murray
in conjunction with the
state meeting of the Kentucky Division of UDC.
Dr. Visher and Dr.
Mildred Hatcher served
refreshments to 18
members and two guests.
The chapter will meet
Wednesday, Dec. 14, at
1:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Livesay.
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MOST SNOWFALL
Syracuse, N.Y., has the
most snowfall of
America's cities, while
Toledo, Ohio, has the
highest rate of savings
withdrawals, according
to "The Book of
American City Rankings."

..

tion.
her. I told her, and she
"One day people were understands," she said.
staring at her, and I said " lked to Stella about it
to Estella, 'They're staring at you. They must
wonder what's wrong
with you. But we won't
tell them, will e?" said
her mother, Paula. "She
started laughing so I
started laughing with
her, and they turned
away and quit staring."
Estella is bright but
shy, has a normal-sized
body and can walk and
sit, but her shortened legs
cannot bend.
By CECILY
"I don't mind when
BROWNSTONE
people ask what's
AP Food Editor
wrong," Mrs. Quinones
BRUNCH FARE
said. "I'm happy to exScrambled Eggs,
plain. But when they just Bacon, Tea Prunes,
stare and don't say Honeybuns and Coffee
anything, it really gets to
Black currant
me because Estella's
Tea Prunes
very sensitive."
We used a new tea in a
"She knows she doesn't simple, delicious way.
have any knees. She
2 cups water
knows what's wrong with
2 black currant tea

a few weeks ago when
they were staring and we
laughed. I felt OK then."

Rec e for prunes given
bags
8-ounce package pitted
prunes )about 24) Creme
Fraiche ( homemade or
bought)
Bring the water to a
boil; in a P2-quart noncorrosive bowl (6 by 4 inches) pour the freshly
boiled water over the tea
bags; let stand until cool.
Squeeze liquid from bags
and discard bags. Add the
prunes — the tea should
just cover them. Tightly
cover the bowl and let
stand at roo. m
temperature for 24 hours.
Serve in dessert bowls;
pass creme fraiche.
Note: Black currant
teabags come in 2-ounce
packages; 25 bags in each
package.
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Flippens Hillbilly Barn
408 N. 12th St. Is Back!

with your full supply of fruit and vegetables!
All your Christmas needs can be filled with us!
Apples
$49`lb.
Gold Delicious, Red Delicious, Arkansas Black, Winesop, All
Kinds
Fresh

A huge shipment of Commodore Computers
and ALL accessories have arrived at Toy Kingdom.
Come in and let us show you the exciting world of
Commodore Computers.

Texas

Grapefruit

256 each

Tangerines

k
FN

Cabbage

10°

lb

Fresh

Cranberries
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TOY KINGDOM

Largest Toy Store In Wastarn Kantucky
R60 East, Paducah
Noon 5:00 P.M.
Sundays
Monday Saturday 9 9

4120 Clarks River Road on S.ltlIrn.

Lay-Awca yr Now
For Christmas

Were looking forward to serving you agailk
Thanks to ALL for your patience and help.
Get your Holiday Fruit Baskets ordered Wow
Beginning this week Open Sunday 1-5 till Christmas
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Rainey

DATEBOOK
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p.m. in the conference room of the cafeteria of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. All ministers of
the city and county are urged to attend.

Open house today
By
Rainey
Apperson

Faye McClure, local Avon representative, will
have an open house tonight (Monday) from 3 to 8
embarrassing questions and comp.m. at the Golden Corral. She invites her many
ments.
friends and customers to attend.
Free blood Pressure checks will be given for
That simple description fails to
senior citizens at the Hazel Community Center on
convey the depth of emotion with
Wednesday, Dec. 14, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Lunch
which the room was charged.
will be served at noon.
There were more than a few tears
The Blankenship Circle of the South Pleasant
The following touching story ap- everyone signed in, the guard on visible in the eyes of the prisoners, Grove United Methodist Church
Women will meet
peared recently in the Wall Street duty closed and locked the heavy and the scouts, who normally
Tuesday, Dec. 13, at 6:30 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
metal
gate
behind us with a re- were a boisterous lot, were quiet
Journal. I wanted to share "A
The Calloway County Association for Retarded
Following the meal,the group will go to the home of
Silent Night Not So Lonely" with sounding clang that was long and deeply moved.
Citizens will meet Thursday, Dec. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at
Donna Jackson for dessert and a prayer friend gift
you. C.R. Reagan, the author, remembered by every member of
"When the guard indicated our
the new location of the -Adult Handicapped Acexchange.
lives in Topeka, Kan., and this is our party. We were escorted to the time was nearly up, we joined in
tivities Center at 1200 Main St. A potluck supper will
dining hall in single file.
his Christmas tale.
singing "Silent Night." That parbe served. All members and interested persons are
• • •
"The dozen prisoners walked in ticular carol conveys s feeling of
invited
to attend.
The Calloway County Middle School Band will
"During my years as a scout- slowly and somewhat shyly. It reverence and awe to most
Tuesgym
school
on
present a concert in the middle
master, our troop hiked many was apparent they approached everyone, everywhere — but
day, Dec. 13, at 7 p.m. Wayne Pope is the director of
trails, visited many places, their meeting with us with some of never have I seen a group of peothe band and invites the public to attend.
camped in both fair and freezing the same trepidation we felt. The ple so affected by it. When it endThe Women of the Murray Moose Lodge have
weather, and carried out many ac- first thing that struck us was that ed, a gray-haired prisoner stepped
scheduled a bazaar on Wednesday and Thursday,
tivities. But one experience stands they didn't look any different from forward and thanked us, in behalf
Dec. 14 and 15, at the lodge hall. Exercise is
above all others in terms of its im- the people we saw every day on of the group,for coming. He added
scheduled at 7 p.m. on Wednesday and the regular
The Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
the streets in town. The boys said a simple but firmly expressed,
pact on the boys.
meeting at 8 p.m. on Thursday.
Association will meet Wednesday, Dec. 14, at 1:30
"One year the troop decided to later that for some reason they -God Bless You
adopt some inmates at a nearby had expected them to be at least a
"Those men may not have
prison as a Christmas project. The little different from the rest of received any mail that Christrnprison superintendent said this society. The prisoners ranged mas, but I'm sure we brought
was a unique request, and from men in their early 20s to some meaning to their holiday. I
something that normally wouldn't grizzled old-timers.
know they did to ours.
"Our visit lasted about '45
NEW HAVEN, Conn.
be granted. But after some reflec"After we again heard the clang
tion he agreed to the idea. He minutes. One of the scouts had of the gate and were traveling (AP) — A woman gave
selected as our "family" 12 brought a guitar, so the ice was back to our place, we reflected on birth to quintuplets Saturprisoners who seldom received broken somewhat as he started how it would feel to be unable to day at Yale-New Haven
any mail and who wouldn't be ex- playing some carols. Two of the shop for a gift or Christmas card Hospital, where doctors
pecting any contact from relatives more extroverted boys began to for anyone, and to be able to see said the newborns were
sing meekly, and gradually the the bustle in the streets and hear "vigorous and active at
at Christmas.
"Three evenings before others joined in. The prisoners the Merry Christmases being birth."
The five infants —
Christmas, we went to meet them. and the two guards added their spoken everywhere.
voices to the third and fourth
The noise level of conversation
"As I drove home to help my three boys and two girls
and bantering among the boys songs.
wife decorate our tree and finish — ranged in weight from
"One of the scouts distributed a wrapping the presents for our 1 pound, 10 ounces to 1
lowered and perceptibly as we
box of cookies his mother had bak- children. I was filled with the pound, 15 ounces.
entered the prison parking lot and
They were listed in
the armed guards in the wat- ed (cakes were not allowed), and thought that I didn't know what
the boys met individually with the those prisoners' individual of- guarded condition at the
chtowers around the high-fenced
prison perimeter came into view. prisoners they had been assigned. fenses were, but that being locked hospital's special care
Although conversation didn't up in a lonely place at Christmas unit for newborns.
.It was dark, so the spotlights and
The mother, Diane Kirguns in the towers were clearly come easily, I was proud of the would be a heavy part of any
boys for their interest and em- penalty. And I know 24 boys who chner of Branford, was
visible.
"The guard captain met us at pathy they showed for their hosts, found a deeper meaning in listed in good condition.
The father is Dr. Jay Kirthe entry gate in the fence. After and for their skillful avoidance of Christmas that year."
chner, an ear, nose and
throat specialist at the
hospital.
A spokeswoman said
the
quintuplets were the
Census at Murray- Raymond Parkhill, F(ril Wilson, Rt. 3, Mayfield; Almo; Mozell E. Mitfirst to be born at YaleCalloway County Terrace Lodge; N. Lester Leon P. Miller, Rt. 1, chell, Rt. 2, Hazel.
New Haven.
Hospital for Tuesday,
Dec. 6, was 114 adults and
•
eight in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Nona K. Beach,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Jason S.
Saxon, Rt. 4, Mayfield;
Flavil M. Robertson, 211
South 13th St.; Mrs. Lula
F. White, 1606 Parklane;
Miss Rose L. Vorus, No. 5
Downtown Trailer Court,
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Stella E. Hurt,
1300 Wells Blvd.; Charlie
A. Green, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Sally J.
Livesay, 1604 Sycamore
Open Monday-Saturday 9 AM-7 PM
St.; William T. Sledd, 712
Poplar St.; Mrs. Melba F.
Ward, 1205 Crestwood.

Free tests Wednesday

2)
0aV

Circle plans meeting

CCARC will have supper

Bond concert Tuesday

Women plan bazaar

Ministers plan meeting

Quintuplets
born Saturday
at New Haven

Newborns dismissals listed at local hospital

Snap hot
Photo

1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING

CLIA\ERS

Computerized
Quality
Controls

SAVE MONEY

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday,
Dec. 7, was 112 adults and
eight in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Garrett,
parents, Teresa and'
Shelby. 106A Walnut Ct.,
Benton;
Baby Girl Price,
mother, Melanie, Box
200, Mayfield.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miss Janet D. Wolfe,
309 South Fifth St.; Mrs.
Kimi L. Nichols and baby
girl, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Susan C. Dublin and
baby boy, SS Manor, J6;
Mrs. Ginny L. Hulse, Rt.
1; Mrs. Helen C. West,
,Rt. 6;
I Miss Kelly Nicole
-Tucker, Rt. 5, Benton;
Charlie D. Provine,
Hazel; Russell S. Edwards, Box 26, Martin,
Tenn.; William D. Carman, Richmond Hall,
MSU; Billy G.
Raspberry, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Miss Christine A. Collins, White Hall, MSU;
Jerry D. Birdsong, Rt. 3;
'Mrs
Dorma E. Lamb, Rt.
o
Kirksey; Thomas W.
Hutchinson, 710 Elm St.;
Mrs. Clara Mary Fitts,
509 South Fifth St.; Harry
R. Nieheiser, 624 Broad
Si;
Leslie R. Mattingly,
Fern Terrace Lodge;

Sweaters
$ 1 75
No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru

Fri.,

Dec 30 1983

Hygienically Cleaned
Expertly Pressed

Shirts 690
Size 14-18% only
4 or more
Launderd, Folded on Hangers
No limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru Fri., Dec. 30,1983

Topcoats
Overcoats
PLAIN No Suede, No Fur.

Quality!
...for a Good Look

'299

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning

One Hour
Developing!

Good Thur Fri., Dec. 30 1983

Draperies

20%

Fast Service
On
Enlargements

OFF

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru Fri., Dec 30,1983

.0

Low Cost!

0011E'S
Laundry & Cleaners
13th & Main
6th & Poplar

753-2552

North 12th
603 Main

Service.
Open Daily 9 AM-7 PM
Olympic Plaza 759-9347

Lowest Prices
Around!
41C

Give Us An Hour
And We'll Give
You A Lifetime!

tA FOC.ri

L

Purchase One Enlargement
Print And Receive A
Duplicate Enlargement

Free!
Aar; This Snap Shot Cow 7 -

HEY KIDS! COME SEE SANTA DOWNTOWN
HE'S IN HIS HOUSE ON MURRAY'S COURT SQ.

MOM & DAD — YOU CAN CHRISTMAS SHOP DOWNTOWN
FROM 8 AM TIL 8 PM — SAT & 1 PM TIL 5 PM SUNDAYS
SEE YOU DOWNTOWN
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Coming community events are listed
Monday,Dec. 12
Faye McClure will
have an Avon Open Puse
from 3 to 8 p.m. at Golden
Corral.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
Jackson

Purchase

Monday,Dec. 12
Tuesday, Dec. 13
Monday,Dec. 12
Tuesday, Dec. 13
Audubon Society will
Past Matrons and Past
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Carter-Robertson PTO
Murray Star Chapter
Patrons Club will have a
Bonanza, Paducah, at
6:30 p.m. at will have a skating party No. 433 Order of the
at
dinner
6:30 p.m. For information
Sirloin Stockade. All from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller Eastern Star will meet at
call 753-9385 or 1-442-2057.
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
members of Murray Star Skating of Murray.
Order
No
Chapter
of
433
Parents Anonymous
Murray Branch of
Countryside
the Eastern Star are inwill meet at 6:30 p.m. For
AAUW will meet at 7:15 Homemakers Club will
vited.
information call 762-2504,
p.m. at home of Sue Par- meet at 8:30 a.m. at
days, 753-6089, 753-4126 or
Tuesday,Dec. 13
sons.
Pagliai's for breakfast.
753-8987. evenines.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church
Alcoholics Anonymous
New Providence
Women will meet at 7 will meet at 8 p.m. in Homemakers Club will
p.m. at home of Lola western portion of meet at 10:30 a.m. at
Jones.
Livestock and Exposition home of Dorval Hendon.
downtown
stitution of the
Center.
office may be fading from
Northside Baptist
Murray State Universithe American scene.
Murray TOPS ( take off ty Outdoor Semester
Increasing uses of in- Church Women will meet
formation coding, at 7 p.m. at home of Mary pounds sensibly) Club (M.O.B.II ) will give a
will meet ,.at 7 p.m. at slide presentation and
storage and retrieval are Ann McCuiston.
Health Center. This is display at 7 p.m. in
making the changes in
Dorothy Group of First open to any interested Mason Hall Auditorium,.
the American lifestyle,
the journal reports, ad- Baptist Church Women person.
Murray Christian
ding that by the year 2001 will have a potluck lunQuilt Lovers will meet Women's Club will have a
office workers with their cheon at 11:30 a.m. at the
computer terminals will home of Mrs. Thomas at 6 p.m. at Calloway brunch from 10 a.m. to
Public Library.
noon at Calloway Public
be able to work at home. Hogancamp.

Downtown office fading
NEW YORK (API The microchip-based
revolution that is changing the way Americans
work will also change the
way they live, says a
management information
systems journal.
According to MIS
Week, the familiar in-

Finally.A Bible Children
Can Read and
Understand!
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$10.88
Ong. to $24. A truly magnificent collection of dressy holiday blouses. Lace
trims, ruffles, bow ties, notch collars,
satin stripes, more! 5-13, 6-14. Thru
Wednesday Only.

International
ChiIdretisNimsion

Rebecca Whittaker
Murray Lions Club will Group of First Baptist
have its Christmas party Church Women will meet
at 6:30 p.m. in cafeteria at 2 p.m. at home of
Velma Wisehart.
of Murray High School.

J.N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy is
scheduled to meet at 1:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
John Livesay.

Lydian Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church will meet at 6
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of
church.

H arris Grove
Homemakers Club will
meet at 1 p.m. at Ellis
Center.

Group I of CWF of First
Christian Church will
meet at 10 a.m. at home
of Helen Bennett.

Group III of CWF of
Senior citizens acFirst Christian Church
tivities will be at 9:30
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
a.m. at Dexter Center;
home of Mrs. Dan
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
McKeel.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
Mothers Morning Out
p.m. at Ellis Center.
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
Alice Waters, Bessie
Tucker and Maryleona
Frost Circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30
a.m. in the home of Mrs.
John J. Livesay.

Murray Middle School
Sixth Grades will present
a Christmas play, "Computerized Christmas," at
7 p.m. in school
auditorium. This is sponsored by PTO.

Children's Choirs of
Wednesday,Dec. 14
Memorial Baptist
Ladies day activities at
Church, grades 1 to 6, will
meet at 2:30 p.m. for a Oaks Country Club will be
bridge at 9:30 a.m. and
caroling party.
luncheon at noon.
Baptist Young Women
Murray Women of the
of Memorial Baptist
Church irill mee at 7 p.m. Moose will have exercise
in home of Tammy at 7 p.m. and Christmas
bazaar at lodge hall.
Paschall.

$14.88
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Tuesday, Dec. 13

Calloway County MidFaith Doran Circle of dle School Band will
preFirst United Methodist sent a concert at 7 p.m. in
Chuvh Women will meet school gym.
at 2:30 p.m. at church.
Blankenship Circle of
Wesleyan Class of First South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church United Methodist Church
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Women will meet at 6:30
church.
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Silk and
Angora
Sweaters

Holiday
Blouses

Tuesday, Dec. 13
Library.

Orig. to $28. Our most luxurious
sweaters. New shipment solids and
sparkling lurex stripes. S-M-L. Thru
Wednesday Only

LIFE. Youth Group
Mothers Day Out will
will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
be at 9 a.m. at First BapCalvary Temple.
tist Church.

New Ii•stament
•trwr...actir• 1.01 rtilk

I

i1.11.1k tnt

Artcraft Photography

M.51.5•1• now .11

•

OLYMPIC PLAZA in MURRAY

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

*PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. *PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST•0101tKES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAH• GOOD WHILE GOOD WHILE SUP
•

Blue Bonnet

1/▪1

D&T
a.

It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts

Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th

Murray, Ky.

118 South 12th St.

1.49°

Sunflower

Sunflower

Tennessee Pride

Turner

Meal

Flour

Sausage

Buttermilk

5 Lb.

5 Lb.

890 89°
Reelfoot Bologna 1 lb. '1.19

Hot or Mild
1 Lb.
$ 149

A.

/
1
2 Gal.

990 id

Reelfoot All Meat Weiners 12 Oz. 88

Baker's Chocolate

Turner

Catsup

Chips

Ice Cream

32 Oz.

12 Oz.

990 990
Hi-Dri Jumbo Paper Towels 494

Kraft
Philadelphia
Cream

Cheese

R.C., R.C. 100
Diet Rite
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
Plus Deposit

8 Oz. Pk.

79

$ 1 29

Fischer Cheese 12 Oz. 98'

4 Qt. Bucket

Ca,
wa
lati
an
Lo(

South Murray
Homemakers Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at
DeVanti's.
P otter town
Homemakers Club will
meet at 10 a.m. at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
P aris Road
Homemakers Club will
meet at 11 a.m. at the
home of Robbie Blalock.
Ruth Wilson and
Wesleyan Circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at home
of Barbara Erwin at 6
p.m.
Hannah Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at home
of Vickie Baker at 6 p.m.
United Campus
Ministry Christmas party
will be at. 4 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of First
Presbyterian Church.
Events at First
Presbyterian Church will
include choir practice
and Youth Group, both at
6:30p.m.
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers.
Free blood pressure
checks will be given at
Hazel.

Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

NAME BRAND
QUALITY
WITHOUT THE
NAME BRAND
PRICE!

UI

Buy Generic Cigarettes
and Save!

A.

•
•

Stokley Tomato

753-0035

Margarine

•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST*

err
vic
ra3

Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association will meet at
1:30 p.m. in cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

OLYMPIC PLAZA in MURRAY

•

Rt
P-1
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Jti

Wednesday,Dec 14

,,
-,60111.1.1.

-

1•••••••••.

10 Lb. Red
SW SZE

Potatoes

$319
$ 1 29
Reelfoot Bacon 12 Oz. '1.19
a

Coke, Sprite, Pepsi, Mt. Dew
Tab &
& 7UP
8 Pk. 16 Oz.
Mello Yello
;
6 Pk. 10 Oz.

Plus Deposit

g

$ 1 29

A.

D&T Warehouse Foods
Lights: 14 mg. "tar" 1.1 mg. nicotine:
Ultra Lights: 6 mg. "tar",
'
0.7 mg.
nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC Method.

49
°

623 S. 4th
759-1144

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health

Turner Sour Cream 8 Oz. 49e

*MIKES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LIIST•oPHICIS GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST••PRKES GOOD *PIKES GOOD WHILE suiluis LASYs•PRKES GOOD WHILE SUPPL

k

•

•

JCPenney

HOLIDAY HOURS
MONDAY-SATURDAY
SUNDAY
CHRISTMAS EVE

1:00.a.m.-10:00 p.m,
12:00-6:00 p.m.
9:00-6:00 p.m.
t• •

nor
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Telescopic view of planets scheduled in LBL
GOLDEN POND — A parent meeting of the be less than one-quarter the east, will be
showing
Telescopes will be protelescope view of an planets. In actuality, degree apart in the sky. about 70 pecent
of its face vided LBL visitors beginunusual astronomical oc- Venus is passing Saturn That will put them side by to the earth, giving
it the ning at 5 a.m. on the Nicurrence will be provided as the two planets make side as seen with the nak- appearance of
Mrs. Opal Taylor, 82,
Mrs. Taylor was
a small, hon area of the Visitor
to early morning visitors their orbits of the sun. ed eye.
Rt. 2, died Sunday at 2:25 preceded in death by one
nearly full moon. The Center. A short discusat TVA's Land Between The conjunction, last
p.m. at Murray-Calloway daughter, Mrs. Lavelle
Adding to the rare famed rings of Saturn sion will
precede the free
The Lakes ( LBL) on seen in 1978, will not be nature of the conjunction will also be clearly
County Hospital. Her hus- Smith,on Jan. 23, 1980.
visible public viewing. For more
Leo
Hutt,
63,
Lombard
,
Saturday, Dec. 17.
band, Alvie Taylor, died
repeated until 1992.
will be the spectacular with any telescope of informati
Survivors are one Ill.,
on, call LBL at
died Friday morning
The event will be the
July 11, 1977.
Doug Gegen, brightness of the planets high-powered spotting (502)
granddaughter, Mrs. at
924-5602,
extension
St.
Luke's
Hospital,
conjunction of the planets astromoner at the Golden themselves, Gegen noted. scope, Gegen
She was a retired James (Paula) Sills, Rt.
said.
298.
Venus and Saturn, a term Pond Vistior Center at Venus, the well-known
employee of the Food Ser- 3; one grandson, David Chicago, Ill.
He was a 1943 graduate which describes an ap- LBL,said
vices Department of Mur- Smith, 514 Broad St.; two
tha planets will early-morning beacon in
of Murray State College
ray State University.
great-grandchildren; where
he was a member
Born Oct. 12, 1901, in three step greatof
the
football
team.
Calloway County, she grandchildren.
Survivors include his
was the daughter of the
TwL sisters, Mrs. Carl
late Virgil 0. Lockhart W.(Lorene) Poyner, 2009 wife, Mrs. Rebecca Hutt,
FRANKFORT, Ky. use taxes, where the 8.9 percent in Novembe
and Effie Mae Camp College Farm Rd., and Lombard; one daughter,
r,
Mrs. Nancy Pfannkuch, (AP)— State tax receipts
Lockhart.
totals were up 8.2 percent compared to the same
Mrs. Larue Darnell,
Minneapolis, Minn.; one for November were up from 1982.
The individual period of the preceding
Mayfield, survive, along son,
Leo Hutt, Jr., Por- just 1 percent from last income tax
was ahead of year, and down 13.7 perwith four brothers, tage,
Mich.; four grand- year, but the total for the last year's pace
Robert Lockhart, Calvert children.
by 7.4 cent for the fiscal year.
current fiscal year was percent, he said.
City, Earl Lockhart,
Earlier this fiscal year,
Mrs.
The overall growth of however, coal severance
Nashville, Tenn., Euel Parker Castle (Pauline) almost 4 percent higher,
of
Murray
is a according to figures 3.9 percent in the Genegal
Lockhart, 601 Pine St.,
collections had been as
sister-in-law.
released by the state Fund was nearly three much as 16 percent
and Virgil Lockhart,
below
Large Hamburger,
Gravesid
e
services will Revenue Cabinet.
points lower than the 6.7 the figures of last year.
Services for Mrs. Detroit, Mich.
be Tuesday at 9 a.m. at
French
Fries,
Through
the first five percent growth that had
The funeral will be
Claudy Cherry were Sunthe Greenlea Cemetery, months fiscal 1983-84, been
&
Medium
predicted, Geary Livestock market
day at 12:30 p.m. in the Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
Drink $ 1
Fulton.
total general fund said. But continued imchapel of Max Churchill chapel of the BlalockLOUISVILLE, Ky (AP J —
receipts were $941.5 provement in the state's Estimated receipts cattle and calves
#11110 $4.25 lb. Ribs $3.99 lb.
Funeral Home. Charles Coleman Funeral Home.
million, compared with economy as the year pro- 2.200 Slaughter steers and heifers 2-3
Bazzell officiated. The The Rev. Layne Shanklin
higher Slaughter cows not fully
$905 million through the gresses would bolster the established with limited early sales 2-3
song service t, was by will officiate.
Special Good Dec. 16 thru 22
higher Slaughter bulls firm tot higher
same period a year ago, fund, he said.
singers from Pleasant
Burial will follow in the
Slaughter calves and %Tilers poorly
Call
Us For Your Catering Needs
Revenue
Secretar
y Ron
The coal economy rem- tested. Feeder steers and heifers openValley Church of Christ Elm Grove Cemetery.
Convenient Drive-Up Window
steady to firm.
Geary said.
mains in a slump, Geary tngSlaughter
Friends may call at the
with William Hubbs as
Chestnut St. Murray 753-0045
stens: choice 34 115154X
The biggest gains in said.
funeral home after 4 p.m.
lb 61.5044.70; ntijad pod and ece 2leader.
975-1150 lb 61 00-62.50; good 2-3 *state tax collections were
Income from the coal 31050
Pallbearers were Chris today (Monday).
lb 56 90-61.20, good and choice 2-3
Barney Cook, 52, in the areas of sales and severancelax was down 1145-1355 lb Dairy breds 53.904510.
'',••••••
Cherry, Jimmy Cherry,
Akron, Ohio, died SaturTony Cherry, Ricky
day at 6:20 p.m. at Akron
Cherry, Donnie Turner
City Hospital. His death
and Junior Turner.
followed an extended ilBurial was in Blue Sprlness.
ings Cemetery in Stewart
Born Oct. 30, 1931, in
County in Land Between
Calloway County, he was
the Lakes.
Lt. Col. (Ret. United the son of Maude BillMrs. Cherry, 74, Rt. 1,
States Air Force) George ington Cook and Ed S.
died Saturday at 1 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Carl Johnson III, 53, 117 Cook. His father died
Burger Place, Fort Sept. 3,1966.
Hospital. She was a
Walton Beach, Fla., died
Mr. Cook attended Faxmember of Pleasant
this morning at a hospital on High School and was
Valley Church of Christ.
there. His death followed self employed as a painSurvivors are her husan
extended illness.
ting contractor.
band, Herbert Cherry;
The
deceased retired
He is survived by his
four sons, Herbert
Nov.
1,
1981,
after
serving
wife,
Mrs. Leona Cook,
Cherry, Jr., Carl
33 years in the Air Force one daughter, Mrs. Bar(Mickey) Cherry, James
roy Cherry and Joe and Ohio National Guard. bara Simpson, and two
Cherry; two sisters, Mrs. He had tours in Germany, grandchildren, Jock and
Ivan Thompson and Mrs. Ohio, Thailand, Korea Samatha Simpson, Hot
Springs, Ark.; one son,
Robbie Bradley; one and Hawaii.
•Special Buy Oxford
He and his wife, the Darryl Cook, Akron.
brother, Russell Parker;
Cloth Shirt in Junior
former
Letitia Maupin of
His mother, Mrs.
five grandchildren; one
Sizes.
Murray,
•Orig.
Classic
had
$20.
resided
in
Maude
.orig.
27.99
Billingto
n Cook,
great-grandchild.
--,
.., ,.
Fort Walton Beach since Rt. 2, Murray, survives
Tartan Flannel
Men's and Women's
1978. He was a member of along with four sisters,
Robe. 100% Cotton,
Pacer Jogging
• -cp i
Chapter 72 of the Disabl- Mrs. John (Janice)
Men's Sizes.
Shoe with Velcro
44
:
4e .
ed American Veterans, Cathey, Rt. 2, Murray,
Closure.
Air Force Association Mrs. Joe (Margaret)
and Retired Officers Boden, Akron, Mrs. Dick
ji
Association.
(Virginia) Tolleson,
•
1.4.4"'"'4 li
--)
1
,
Survivors are his wife, Southgate, Mich., and
or%‘ •
so c s, ,
",
1.1**:
Mrs. Letitia Johnson; one Mrs. Jim (Marlene)
\‘:, .1411
'W•rf...;
- '
Final rites for Barney daughter, Miss Terri Schroede
r,
Olaton,
Ky.;
Darnell were Sunday at 2 Lynn Johnson,
Fort three brothers, Alan
p.m. in the chapel of Max Walton Beach; two
sons, Cook, Akron, Ed Cook,
Churchill Funeral Home. Staff Sgt. George
C. Boonville, Ind., and
Dalton Vaughn and Dan- Johnson IV and his wife, James
L. Cook, Hunny Cleaver officiated. Connie, U.S.
Marines, tington Beach, Calif.
The song service was by Jacksonville, Fla.,
Several nieces,
and
singers from Seventh and Staff Sgt. Bruce
M. nephews, aunts, uncles
•Special Buy Solids
Poplar Church of Christ Johnson and
wife, and cousins of this area
and Print Styles.
with Lenith Rogers as Veronica, U.S.
Army, also survive.
leader.
Fort Bragg, N.C.; two
The funeral will be FriPallbearers were Will grandchildren.
•Orig. $19. Men's Argyle
day at the Greenlawn
•
1
1
J. Crosslin, Aubrey
*Values to $15.
Pullover Sweater. Rose,
His parents, Mr. and Cemetery, Akron.
Darnell, George Legat, Mrs. George
Goldtone earrings,
Cream, and Light
Carl
Dean Lampkins, Don Johnsoa, Jr.,
necklaces, and
Blue. Sizes
Adario,
Lampkins and David Ohio, survive
The Potsdam Conbracelets.
along with
S. M, L. XL
Lampkins.
two sisters, Mrs. Peggy ference between BriBurial was in Murray
rd, Nova, Ohio, tain, the United States
Memorial Gardens.
and Mr. Carolyn Thomp- and the Soviet Union
Mr. Darnell, 77, Rt. 1, son, M nsfield, Ohio;
two ended Aug. 2, 1945.
Kirksey, died Friday at brothers, Charle
s
12:40 p.m. at Mills Manor Johnson and
Frank
Nursing Home, Mayfield. Johnson, Adario, Ohio.
KU STUMP
He is survived by his
Also surviving is his
wife, Mrs. Lucille mother-in-law, Mr. LuREMOVAL
!We
jl
can remove stumps up
Dulaney Darnell, to vean Maupin of Murray.
to 24 below the ground
whom he was married on
The funeral will be
435 4343 or 435-4319.
Dec. 23, 1 925; one Thursday at 2 p.m.
in the
r's
C`Nr
daughter, Mrs. Max chapel of the McLaughlin
'Ladies Rabbit Jacket
Oliver; one brother, Mortuary, Fort Walton
*Orig. $23-26.
•Orig. $15. Men's
with Hidden Hook
Bearl Darnell; one Beach. Full military rites
Men's 100% polyester
Football
Jersey
NFL
Closure Front in
granddaughter, Mrs. Roy will be conducted.
fabric slacks, expertly
featurinhg steelers,
Fashion
Colors
Coffey; one grandson,
Private burial services
tailored Solid colors.
cowboys, seahawks,
Orig. $185.
Kenny Oliver; one great- will be at Beal Memorial
_ .
cardinals and
grandchild, Kim Oliver.
Cemetery,Fort Walton.
many more.
—1... . •
i
:
'
t.
Men's sizes.
Chicago, .—A free offer
) )
of special interest to those
who hear but do not
4
/
i
understand words has been
announced by Beltone. A
non-operating model of one
of the smallest Eleltone aids
of its kind will be given
absolutely free to anyone
requesting it.
Send for this model, put it
on and wear it in the privacy
of your ovm home. While
many people with a hearing
*Orig. $31.
loss will not receive any
Poly/Cotton poplin
significant
benefit
from
Memori
any
al
Miller
Jacket with warm
hearing
this
free
aid,
'Men's Mesh
model
*Reg.
$13.
Golf Course has
fleece lining
will show you how tiny
Fashion conscious
and Nylon
the right gift for
hearing help can be. It is not
and
hood.
Baggy Jean in
Jogger perfect
1/3
the golfer on your list
a real hearing aid, and it's
Girl's sizes 7-14.
for the active
Denim Blue.
yours to keep free. The
Dusty Rose and
Junior Sizes
man. Men's Sizes.
•Gifts Certificates
actual aid weighs less than a
'in stock only
ginger
fourth of an ounce, and it's
•Golf Supplies
all at ear level, in one unit.
'Memberships
These models are free, so
*Golf Bags
we suggest you write for
'Discount on many items
yours now. Again, we
repeat, there is no cost, and
certainly no obligation.
Located 2% miles off 94E on
Thousands ha4e already
OPEN
been mailed, so write toda
Hwy 280.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
9:00 AM.-10 P.M.
to Dept. 42758 Beltone
Murray, Kentucky
Electronics Corporation,
762-2238...0x,:
Catalog
Phone (502)7594080
42q1._wesi Victoria Street.
Chicago, Illinois 60646.

Opal Taylor dies, service set

Leo Hutt,63,
dies Friday
in Chicago

State tax receipts are up

,

Service for
Mrs. Cherry
were Sunday

SPECIAP
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B. Cook, native
of Calloway Co.,
dies in Ohio

Lt. Col. Johnson
dies today in
Florida hospital

ucky

Thirteen

Sale

13 Reasons To Shop Tuesday, December 13th
For 13 Hours!

Men's Robe
SALE 9.99

Pony® Pacer
SALE 15.99

Oxford Shirt
SALE 7.99

Darnell rites
were Sunday
in chapel

1

,.-,z, 4r•,4..i..--1.

....----$
Chintz Pillows
Men's Pull-Over SALE 3.33
SALE 12.99
ir ?

Shimmery
Accents
SALE 31$5

a

2

,

___

6

Rabbit Fur Jacket
SALE 129.99

Men's Slacks
SALE 14.99

NFL Jersey
SALE 4.99

You're Never
Too O11 To
Hear Better.

Baggy
Jeans
SALE 10.99

_ii
9
Ft3
All Men's Girl's
Lotto®
And
Jacket
Women's SALE 19.99 Jogger
SALE 12.99
Timex
Watches
off

10

11

12

JCPenney
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Basketball tonight: Murray State hosts Chapman College
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Last shot leaves no
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
For anybody who had
ever seen a Murray State
game before, there was
no doubt about who was
going to take the last shot
in Saturday's home victory, 64-63, over Southern
Mississippi.
"Did everybody know
that tricky play?" quipped MSU Coach Ron
Greene with mock surprise.
We knew it was going
to be ( Lamont) Sleets on
that last shot," admitted
Southern Mississippi
Coach M.K. Turk. -We
knew it was going to be
him, it was obvious to
everyone in the coliseum.
We just tried to pressure
him to take up as much
time as possible and hope
he took a poor percentage
shot."
Sleets said he knew he
was getting the ball and
even though he had alternate plays available, he
confided that there was
nothing on his mind except taking the last shot.
"They ( MSU teammates) were there, but I
wasn't thinking 'pass.'
Shooting the last shot was
the only thing on my
mind," said Sleets. "I
was either going to win it,
or lose it."
And win it he did after
traversing the entire
floor in Racer Arena with
the clock ticking down

Three Morehead State
sports figures indicted
he believed his two
players are innocent of
the charges. "I have no
further comment until
the matter reaches a final
disposition in the courts,"
Martin said.
The three are to appear
in Rowan Circuit Court
today. If convicted, they
could face a penalty of
one to five years.
Harrison and McCann
have signed statements
Indicted were Earl saying that they did not
Harrison, Eagles' senior participate in the theft.
forward; Bob McCann, a
Jeff Tipton, the player
transfer student practic- from whose room the
ing with the team but sit- items disappeared, said
ting out this season, and he didn't know his fellow
Billy Brown, a former teammates had anything
Morehead football to do with the thefts. He,
had asked the university
player.
Morehead basketball and the grand jury not to
coach Wayne Martin said prosecute.

Murray

A
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Ledger & Times
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doubt: Give it to Sleets all the way

from :11 to :04 when he
finished his bobbing and
weaving and dazzling
ballhandling to loose a 10footer at the goal.
The ball rolled round
once, then slipped neatly
into the net prompting
Greene to sigh afterwards, "I was never so
glad as to see that thing
trickle in there. I had a
sinking spell there with 11
seconds to go and we
were behind (63-62) and I
was thinking,'Oh, no. Not
another one ( loss I.'"
But the Sleets of old,
the wizard of wild comebacks and last-second
wins, pulled off the impossible to not only beat
the 5-1 Golden Eagles, 6463, but to help snap a
three-game losing streak
for the now,3-3, Racers.
For the night the 5-10
guard from Eminence,
Ky., had 28 points, his
best performance of the
year. Backed by doubledigits from another
senior guard, Brian
Stewart with 11, the
Racers and Sleets hammered out leads of 12
points twice against the
visitors, then rallied to
beat the Metro Conference invaders in a
game of nip-and-tuck at
the wire.
Said Greene: "I
thought how it would be
such a shame to suddenly
lose after leading by 12 or
so. We did the same thing

MOREHEAD, Ky.
(API- The Rowan County grand jury has indicted
three Morehead State
University sports figures
on charges of theft by
unlawful taking.
The three allegedly
took television and stereo
equipment from the dormitory room of another
Morehead basketball
player around Oct. 30.

TiDoff 7•30 • •' R

against McNeese State,
going up 24-12, but lost
that one. We still have to
get some guys to loosen
up for us, like (Craig)
Talley, but it's good that
this team was able to
overcome adversity and
find a way to win
tonight."
Turk was disappointed
in his team's second loss
of the season, citing
"other magnifying factors" such as the officiating for part of the
outcome. "I don't like to
talk about officials, but if
I did I would blast those
two to the ozone."
But despite any

discrepancies wit) the
referees, Turk had
nothing but praise for the
MSU program. "They
(officials) didn't cost us
the game. It was a onepoint ballgame that could
have gone either way. I
respect MSU for giving
such a fine, fine effort.
This has been a good
series between us (MSU
holds a 2-0 lead) and Murray has been a class act
every time. They've got a
quality program going
here."
The Golden Eagles, led
by forward James
Williams' 18 points, plus
12 and 10 respectively

from Michael Jett and
Curtis Green, will have a
chance for revenge, Feb.
1, when they host the
Racers in Hattiesburg,
Miss.
Tonight Murray State
ends its' 1983 season
hosting Chapman College
from Orange,Calif.
Coached by former National Basketball
Association star Walt
Hazzard, the Runnin'
Panthers are averaging
over 100 points per game
and boast a 5-0 record.
Hazzard was the most
valuable player in the
NCAA national tournament in 1964, the year

ALL THE WAY - It came as no surprise that Murray State senior guard
Lamont Sleets (with ball, both photos) would be the man to try for the last
shot against Southern Mississippi, Saturday. But the surprise was all on the
Golden Eagles as Sleets took the ball the length of the court (below) and canned this 10-foot jumper (left) to give the Racers a 64-63 victory. Tonight the
Racers host Chapman College at 7:30 in Racer Arena.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

VOW,

UCLA won the title, and
his first year in the pros
('65) he was named the
NBA rookie of the year
and later all-pro in 1968.
His success on the
hardcourt has carried
over to his Panthers this
year and the team is living up to its' "Runnin"
label. Chapman College,
although not playing any
Division I schools yet, has
bombed Humboldt State,
81-57; Life Bible, 141-54;
San Francisco State, 8174; UC Medical School,
117-70; hawaii Pacific,
102-79; and most recently
Cal Lutheran, 102-75,
Saturday night.
Four players average
in double-figures for the
Panthers - 6-7 forwardguard Nigel Wallace
(18.0), 6-5 forward Homer
Kelly (17.8), 6-1 guard
Danny Poole (17.4) and
reserve forward Mitchell
Grace (12.0). Starting
center, 6-8 junior Elliott
McEaddy and junior forward Johnny Williams
are both averaging 9.0
points.
Tonight ( 7:30 p.m.
tipoff in Racer Arena)
will mark the first
meeting ever between the
two schools. Murray will
be idle after tonight until
January 4 when the
Racers play in New
Orleans.
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SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI MI Suttles 4-5 0-2 8, Williams 7-13 4-9 18,
Pope 1-5 0-0 2, Green 5-12 0-2 10, Suer 24
3-47, M Jett 5-7 2-3 12, S Jett 0.1 0-0 0.
Simmons 1-2 4-5 6. Crowley 0-1 0-0 0
Totals 25-52 13-2563
MURRAY STATE (64 - Talley 1-8))0 2, Martin 1-3 6-6 8, [-shin 4-6 1-2
Sleets 12-20 4-5 26, Stewart 5-6 1-2 I I
Holland 0-0 0-0 0, Davis 0-0 0-0 0, Jones 25 0-0 4, Jefferson 0-2 0-2 0, Yarbrough 1-1
0.02 Totals 26-51 12-17 64
Halftime score-Murray St 29. •
Mississippi 21 Fouled out- Lahm Re
bounds -S Mississippi 34 Suttles 81,
Murray St 27 i Talley 7 Assists - S
Mississippi 8 &ler ), Murray Si 15
Stewart 5, Total fouls - S Mississippi
15 Murray St ri A- 9.967
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College football roundup: Air Force triumphs in Independence
SHREVEPORT, La.
AP)- Score one for the
weather.
To be sure, there were
some notable individual
performances in Saturday night's Independence
Bowl. For starters, Air
Force quarterback Marty
Louthan ran for 67 yards
and completed six of
seven passes for another
71 yards, while teammate
Sean Pavlich kicked field
goals of 44, 39 and 27
yards. For Mississippi,

tailback Buford McGee Independence Stadium game could continue. Up the NCAA Division II colled all rushers with 111 saw no touchdowns and to five inches of rain fell lege football title in the
yards, and defensive four field goals in 16th- prior to kickoff, with Palm Bowl,
tackle Andre Townsend ranked Air Force's 9-3 more during the game,
had nine tackles to earn victory.
Western Carolina and
and vivid lightning
most valuable defensive
"Who would have displays ripped across Southern Illinois each
honors.
won Saturday, setting up
thought we could hold the night sky.
But under normal cir- them to three points?"
The victory was Air next week's Division I-AA
cumstances, there's no said Air Force Coach Ken Force's eighth straight championship 'game.
way these two teams Hatfield. "Our defense and improved its record Western Carolina beat
would have been held to a fought its guts out."
to 10-2- the first team to
total of just 12 points, and
Ole Miss Coach Billy win 10 games in a season
for that the weather must Brewer also praised his in academy history. Ole
take the blame.
defense, saying, "I think Miss finished the year at
The 41,i 74 rain - we're the best defensive 6-6.
drenched spectators in team Air Force faced all
In other games SaturCalloway County's
day, freshman quarter- freshman boys won a
year."
Both defenses got a back Jeff Bentrim ran for road game Saturday,
healthy assist from the 121 yards as North knocking off host Trigg
soggy turf, occasional Dakota State rolled to an County,52-31.
torrential rain and gusty early lead and beat
The Lakers, who have a
winds that, at times, had previously unbeaten Cen- layoff until Jan. 5 when
officials wondering if the tral State of Ohio 41-21 for they travel to North Mar0
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Furman 14-7 and
Southern Illinois downed
Nevada-Reno 23-7.
Mesa of Colorado
defeated Central Arkansas 34-14 and CarsonNewman beat Saginaw
Valley (Mich.) State 41-7
in NAIA Division I
semifinals.
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Calloway frosh win, 52-31

HOLIDAY
SPECIAL DELIVERY FROM

shall, were led in Saturday's victory by Scott Nix
who had 15 points and
Greg Futrell and Tony
Benke who had 13 and 10
points respectively.
Calloway improved to
1-2 Saturday.

0
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Cavalier Sale
December Prices'fl
FREE!
All 84 Models Stock No.

Your choice of Any Two Additional Ingredients
with Purchase of Med. or Lg. Pizza

FREE!
Extra Cheese on Any Med. or Lg. Pizza.

FREE!
Liter of Coke with Any Med. or Lg. Pizza.

40)•ko
N'Oh

FREE!

Suggested Price

592 4-door, White

8,788

695 4-door, Beige

8,127

770 4-door, Dark Brown

8,392

778 2-door, White

8,692

746 4-door, White

'8,431

810 4-door, Blue

8,127

840 4-door, Blue
850 4-door, Silver

8,495
8,431

864 2-door, Red

8,017

Sale Price

$8,371
7,718
$7,943
8,124
'7,977
7,919
'7,999
$7,978
$7,549

Any Three Additional Ingredients with Med. or Lg. Pizza.

FREE!
Individual Single ingredient Pizza with Any,Large Pizza.
•.•

*Delivery Only*

P 0 BOX 148 • PHONE 753-2617
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

Mr.Gatti's
•
• •

WAIN TAYLORCHEVROLET.

Merry X-mas
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NFL Roundup:

Top rivalry becomes yawner as'Skins win
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The long-awaited
rematch between the
Washington Redskins and
Dallas Cowboys turned
into a real yawner. Of
course the same can't be
said about the National
Football League playoff
situation.
While the Redskins won
going away from the
Cowboys 31-10 in the
heralded battle of
playoff-bound teams Sunday, the playoff picture
still had plenty of
suspense in it with just
one week to go in the
NFL's regular season.
The Denver Broncos
were the only additional
team to actually clinch a
playoff spot Sunday when
they beat the Baltimore
Colts 21-19 and earned a
wild-card spot in the
American Conference.
The Broncos joined three
other AFC teams in the
playoffs - East Division
champion Miami, Central
champion Pittsburgh and
the West champion Los
Angeles Raiders.
Pittsburgh actually
clinched at least a wildcard playoff berth with a
34-7 victory over the New
York Jets Saturday, then
claimed the Central
championship when
Cleveland was upset by
Houston 34-27 Sunday.
Four teams with 8-7
records are still in the
hunt for the other AFC
wild-card berth - Buffalo, New England,
Cleveland and Seattle.
Among the four, Seattle
has the inside track
because of a better conference record. The
Seahawks, who beat the
New York Giants 17-12
Sunday, can clinch a
berth with just a victory
next week over New
England and don't need
help from any other
team.
Both Dallas and
Washington have already
qualified at least as wild
cards in the National Conference and one will go to
the playoffs as champion
of the NFC East, depending on next week's
results. The Redskins
have but to beat the lowly
Giants next Saturday at
home to qualify as the
East winner, while the
Cowboys face San Francisco next Monday night.
The other three berths
will be decided next
weekend.
The 49ers, New Orleans
Saints, Detroit Lions, Los
Angeles Rams and Green
Bay Packers remain in
contention for those berths.
On Sunday, the 49ers
beat Buffalo 23-10 and
need only to beat Dallas
next Monday night to be
assured of a playoff
berth; the Saints
defeated Philadelphia 2017 in overtime; the Lions
lost to Cincinnati 17-9; the
Rams lost to New
England 21-7 and Green
Bay has two games left,
including Tampa Bay
Monday night.
Also, the Chicago Bears
knocked the Minnesota

Vikings out of playoff
contention with a 19-13
victory and St. Louis was
eliminated from
mathematical contention
despite a 34-24 victory
over the • Los Angeles
Raiders.
In a game involving
two teams out of the
playoff picture, San

came a 19-0 deficit and play, 65-yard drive
squeaked past Baltimore. leading to Smith's gameThe victory improved winning catch.
the Broncos' record to 9-6
"We were down 24-6
and, coupled with a Buf- and we came back and
falo loss to San Fran- had a chance to take concisco, put them into the trol and we didn't,"
NFL playoffs for the first Browns coach Sam
time since 1979.
Rutigliano said. "This is
Elway-the No. 1 draft the last way we thought
choice of the Colts who we would lose this game.
We've lost the ability to
control our own destiny.
The only thing that stopped us today was
ourselves."
Seahawks 17, Giants 12
Dave Krieg fired a pair
of first-half touchdown
-Joe Gibbs, Redskins' coach passes, each set up by
turnovers, as Seattle
defeated the Giants.
New York quarterback
National Football League
y-clinched division Idle
Jeff Rutledge's 10-yard
American Conference
x-clinched playoff spot
East
Sahirday's Games
touchdown strike to
W L T Pct. PF PA
Pittsburgh 34, New York Jets 7
Earnest Gray with 25
y-Miami
11 4 0
733 355 236
Miami 31, Atlanta 24
Buffalo
8 7 0 533 269 320
Sunday's Games
seconds
to play was
New Englandll 7 0
533 268 265
Chicago 19, Minnesota 13
nullified by a holding call
N.Y Jets
7 8 0
467 299 297
Houston 34, Cleveland 27
Baltimore 6 9 0 .400 244 344
San Francisco 13, Buffalo 10
against offensive tackle
Central
Seattle 17, New York Giants 12
John Tautolo on fourth
y-Pittsburgh 10 5 0 667 138 273
Cincinnati 17, Detroit 9
Cleveland
8 7 0
533 326 325
New Orleans 10, Philadelphia 17.01
down. On the next play,
Cincinnati 7 8 0
467 332 282
San Diego 41. Kansas City 38
Houston
2 13 0
133 278 440
New England 21. Los Angeles Rams
Rutledge's pass was batWest
7
ted down.
y-L.A.Raiders II 4 0 733 412 324
St Louis 34, Lou Angeles Raiders 24
x•Denver
9 6 0
600 285 279
Denver 21. Baltimore 19
"We did win the game,
Seattle
8 7 0
533 379 391
Washington 31, Dallas 10
but
the other team selfSan Diego 6 9 0
400 344 432
Mcoday's Games
Kansas City 5 10 0
333 338 350
Green Bay at Tampa Bay
destructed," Krieg said.
Friday, Dec 16
"They had a lot of turNational Conference
New York Jets at Miami
East
novers. I thought the New
Saturday, Dec. 17
13 2 0 857 510 310
x-Washington
New York Giants at Washington
York Giants played bet462
12
318
800
3 0
x-Dallas
Cincinnati at Minnesota
7 7 1
500 343 321
St. LOWS
ter than the Seattle
Sunday,Dec. IS
Philadelplua 5 10 0
333 226 291
Denver at Kansas City
Seahawks. If they hadn't
N.Y Giants 3 11 1
233 245 315
Green Bay at Chicago
Central
LOS Angeles Rams at New Orleans
had so many turnovers,
Detroit
8 7 0 533 324 266
Philadelphia at St Louis
they might have won."
500 396 407
Green Bay 7 7 0
Pittsburgh at Cleveland
Chicago
7 8 0
467 288 280
Buffalo at Atlanta
49ers 23, Bills 10
Minnesota 7 8 0
467 2% 334
Houston at Baltimore
Roger Craig and
143 212 345
Tampa Bay 2 12 0
San Diego at Lou Angeles Raiders
West
New England at Seattle
Wendell Tyler each
San Francisco 9 6 0 600 390 276
Tampa Bay at Detroit
scored in the third
LA. Rams 8 7 0
533 335 320
Monday, Dec. 19
533 295 311
New Orleans 8 7 0
Dallas at San Francisco
quarter as the 49ers beat
400 339 375
Atlanta
6 9 0
END REGULAR SEASON
Buffalo. The 49ers, 9-6,
took the lead for good 13Diego took a 41-38 victory with Baltimore - com- 10 after intermission on
over Kansas City. The pleted one scoring toss of Joe Montana's 4-yard TD
Dolphins beat Atlanta 21 yards, then fired a pair pass to Craig.
Saturday 31-24 in the of 26-yard scoring strikes,
weekend's only other ac- the last coming with only
Saints 20, Eagles 17
tion.
44 seconds left in the
Morten Andersen's 50Redskins 31, Cowboys 10 Fame, and giving the yard field goal 5:30 into
overtime lifted New
Joe Theismann threw Broncos the victory.
Orleans over over
two touchdown passes,
Oilers 34, Browns 27
Philadelphia. Earlier,
John Riggins ran for two
Wide receiver Tim Andersen had kicked a 52more and Washington's
defense shackled running Smith caught two yarder which gave New
back Tony Dorsett and touchdown passes, the se- Orleans a 17-3 lead, but
victimized quarterback cond a 43-yarder, with Philadelphia rallied for a
Danny White as the Red- 6:17 left to rally Houston pair of late touchdowns to
skins seized first place in over Cleveland.The send the game into overthe NFC East. The Oilers, who blew an early time.
"If I don't make those
Cowboys had won their 24-6 lead, completed their
earlier meeting in comeback with a two- 50-yarders, I'm not doing
Washington 31-30.

'Everybody on our side
... believes we'll play them again
and that will be the biggie.'

The Redskins, 13-2, will
win the NFC East title if
they beat the Giants next
Saturday or if the'
Cowboys, 12-3, lose next
Monday night to San
Francisco.lf the Cowboys
and Redskins finish tied
at 13-3, the Cowboys
would win based on a better division record.
"I wouldn't have
thought it would be like
this," said Washington
coach Joe Gibbs."It was
just one of those things
where we got things going
our way. Everybody on
our side fully believes we
will play them again and
that will be the biggie."

TREES
All Sizes
Green or Flocked
With or Without
Stands
$ 1 250
We Also flock
Artifical Trees

Prices Start At

Behind Scott Drugs On Chestnut
- 759-1166

College Basketball
Saturday's Scores
EAST
Coruiecticut 79, Boston U 74
Cornell 74, Northeastern 64
Fordharn 59. Yale 53
Harvard 63, Vermont 62.0?
La Salle 56, Army 55
Maryland 78, Duquesne 67
N Carolina 87,Syracuse 64
Navy 102. Fairfield 15
Pittsburgh 77, Robert Morris 65
Princeton U.Delaware 44
Providence 50, Holy Cross 47
Rutgers 73, Lafayette 59
Setae Hall 17. LeMoyne 76
St. Bonaventure 78, Gamma 61
St Peter's 99, Delaware St 75
Temple 92. V illanova 19
SOUTH
Alabama 96, Tenn -Martin 71
Alabama St 85, Bethune-Cookman
1
Clemson 92, Citadel 70
Duke BO, E Carolina 64
Florida 52, Jacksonville 51
Florida St 94, Florida Intl 75
Grambling St. 81, NE Louisiana 66
Louisiana Tech 75, Kent St 66
Mississippi St 50, Memphis St 49
Murray St 64. So Mississippi 63
N Carolina St C, Hofstra 56
Old Dominion tit, vm165
S Carolina 79. E Tennessee St 57
Southern U.83, McNee_se St. 78
SW Louisiana IOC E Texas St 64

Pro Basketball

To.-Chattanooga 79, Ala
Binnrigharn 70
Va. Commonwealth 59, Richmond 45
Vanderbilt 105, E Kentucky 63
Virginia Tech 77. G Washington 00
Wake Forest 71. Appalachian St 46
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 91, Akron 90
Bradley 52, Penn St 49
Chicago St St E Michigan 40
Creighton 83, Iowa St 74
LiePaul 63, Georgetown 61
Detroit 72. Wayne St U
Illinois 69, W Texas St 56
Indiana St. $7,E. Illinois 79
Kansas St 71, Wisconsin 64
Kentucky 72. KARSILI 50
Marquette 64, Northwestern 47
Miami, Ohio 72, Xavier 53
Michigan 12, Dayton 60
Nebraska 67. Arkansas 54
Notre Dame 68, Lehigh 16
Ohio U 84, Niagara 68
S Minna 64, Mercer 71
Toledo 69, Wittenberg 57
Valdosta St 63. Ball St 56
V alparaiso 55, DePauw 53
SOUTHWEST
Ark -Little Rock 55 Arkansas St 49
Hardin Simmons 75. Texas Mil 61
Houston 71, St Mary's, Texas 55
N Texas St 62, Baylor 53
Oklahoma 19, Arizona St 76
Oklahoma St 73,St Lotus 61
Oral Roberts 84, Texas A& M 66

National Basketball Aasociatioe
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Dtviiime
W L Pet GS
Philadelphia
16 5 .712 17 6 .7111 Boston
New York
.1151 2
15
11 9 .560 44
New Jersey
Washington
9 12 .429 7
Central Don
Milwaukee
14 7
667 Atlanta
10 12 .455 44
Detroit
4.55
II 12
Cleveland
1 15
348 7
Chicago
5 14
263 1
Indiana
238 9
5 18
W2 1 e.RN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divulge
Dallas
14 8
635 Utah
13 10 .565 Ps
Denver
11 11
500 3
Kansas City
10 11
476 Ps
San Antonio
9 15 .375
Houston
1 14 .364 6
Pacific Division
.
I.os Angeles
14 6
700
Portland
15 8
652
Li
Seattle
11 11
51:0 4
Golden State
11 12
478 4'2
Phoenix
1 14
364 7
San Diego
8 16
133 8
Saturday's Games
Boston 104, Atlanta 17
San Antonio 125, Washington 102
Cleveland 101. Chicago 95
Kansas City 119. Indiana 103
Utah IN. Houston 121
Phoenix 109. San Dug° 43
Dallas 126 Golden State 123. OT
0-1 0-0 0 Totals 23-60 4-550
Sunday's Games
Halftime -Kentucky 35, Kansas 20
New Jersey 141, Denver 130
Fouled out-None. Rebounds--KenPhiladelphia 97. Milwaukee 87
tucky 31 , Walker Si.Kansas 25 , DrevlSan Diego 118. Dallas 116
uis 5., Assists-Kentucky 19 ; Beal 71,
Portland 104, Golden State 101
Seattle
135. Detroit 131
Kansas 15 I Hunter 9) Total fouls-KenNew York 109, Lou Angeles 96
tucky 13, Kansas 21 Techrucals--BenMonday's Games
nett. Kentucky Coach Hall A -15.200
No games scheduled

UK-Kansas Box Score
KENTUCKY 1721 - Bowie 24 04 4.
Walker 4-7 1-3 9. Titian 11-16 3-5 25.
Master 10-11 3-473, Harden 0-0 0-0 0,
Blackmon 1-1 0-0 2, Bennett 0-1 0-0 0,
Beal 1-1 779 Totals 2945 14-19 72.
KANSAS(MI - Boagru 1-5 0-1 2, Knight
44048, Dreiling 3-10 2-20. Henry 3-90.0
6, Hunter 1-3 0-0 2, Thompson 8-16 2-2 18,
Martin 3-7 9.06 Kollnon (LI no o

Bears 19, Vikings 13
South 12th Stroot
Southold* Center
Matt Suhey rushed for
101 yards and fired a 74- S
yard touchdown pass to
backfield mate Walter
Payton as Chicago topped
Minnesota.
It was the first NFL
victory for the Bears in
Minnesota since 1971 and
it erased any playoff
hopes for the Vikings, 7-8
in the NFC Central Division.
Cardinals 34, Raiders 24
Defensive tackle Elois
Grooms rumbled 40 yards
with a fumble recovery
for a touchdown in the
waning seconds of the
first half for one of four
straight St. Louis TDs in
EXAMPLE 1
a span of 16:30 that lifted
MURRAY
Homeowners Form 2(HO-2)
the Cardinals over the
annual premium
Raiders. The Cardinals
$98
Masonry construction dwelling
rallied from a 17-point
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Construction Date - 1965
deficit after the first
$190
quarter.
$100 Deductible
Coverage
Dwelling
$30,000
Contents
15,000
Additional Living Expense6,000
Comprehensive Liability25,000
Medical Payment
1,000

753-8971

SHOPPING FOR
INSURANCE RATES?
Check The Following
Quotes With
Lindy Suiter

The Tappan Space Saver Microwave

EXAMPLE 2
Homeowners Form 31H0-31
Masonry construction dwelling
Construction Date - 1965

ONLY
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We've Been Selling Tappan Products
For Over 18 Yrs.

OUR MICROWAVE PRICES START
AS LOW AS
FACTORY
TRAINED
SERVICE DEPT.

$21000
WE STOCK
ALL THE PARTS
NEEDED FOR
REPAIR

TAPPAN MICROWAVE OVENS FOR THE
HOME SINCE 1955

Scott's__Christmas Trees

Your discount arts au ermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck nartsmsave 10-50%

JUST ARRIVED

Broncos 21, Colts 19
Rookie John Elway,
sparkling against the
team he wouldn't play
for, fired three
touchdown passes in a
furious fourth-quarter
rally as Denver overwas traded to Denver
after he refused to play

CHRISTMAS

my job," said Andersen,
who has made 17 of 23 this
season. "I'd have made
that one from 60 yards
out, because I got all of
it."
Bengals 17, Lions 9
Pete Johnson rambled
for 118 yards and a pair of
first-half touchdowns,
leading Cincinnati over
Detroit.
The Lions, 8-7, still can
win their first division title since 1957 by beating
Tampa Bay next Sunday
at home. They had a
three-game winning
streak snapped with Sunday's loss.
Patriots 21, Rams 7
Mosi Tatupu ran for
three touchdowns to
power New England over
the error-prone Rams, 87, who dropped into second place in the NFC
West behind the 49ers.
"That's the first time I
scored three touchdowns
since I was in high
school," said Tatupu,
who played his college
football at Southern Cal
under current Rams
coach John Robinson.
"Playing against some
former teammates and
my coach made me play
harder."

otoShoe

STEELE & ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd

753-5341

I

MURRAY
annual premium
$178
CALLOWAY COUNTY
$337

$100 Deductible
Coverage:
Dwelling
$60,000
Contents
30,000
Additional Living
Expense
12,000
Comprehensive Liability50,000
Medical Payment
2,000
EXAMPLE 3
MURRAY
Homeowners Form 31H0-31
annual premium
$233
Masonry construction dwelling
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Construction Date - 1965
$489
$100 Deductible
Coverage
Dwelling
$80,000
Contents
40,000
Additional Living
Expense
16,000
Comprehensive
Liability
100,000
Medical Payment
2,000
MURRAY
EXAMPLE 4
annual premium
Homeowners Form 3(H0-3)
$293
Masonry construction dwelling CALLOWAY COUNTY
Construction Date - 1965
$553
$100 Deductible
Coverage:
$100,000
Dwelling
50,000
Contents
Additional Living
20,000
Expense
Comprehensive
300,000
Liability
2 000
Medical Payment
Premiums quoted may vary with increasing coverages or may be
reduced when the insured qualifies for credits
The Commonwealth of Kentucky taxes all homeowner insurance
1
2% of the total premium. The City of Murray
premiums at the rate of 1 /
premiums at the rate of 9% of the total
insurance
taxes all homeowner
premium These taxe4 tie not included in the premiums quoted.

The Insurance Center of Murray
P u Box 1145 • 901 Sycamore Stree4• Murray,'KY 4.2071

0

Suitei_

_David__King,
753-8355-

In
A

•
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Holmes resigns title after dispute with WBC
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(API — Five and a half
years and 17 title
defenses after he won the
crown, Larry Holmes has
resigned his World Boxing Council heavyweight
title following a bitter
dispute with promoter
Don King over a contract
to fight top-ranked Greg
Page.
Holmes, in a surprise
announcement Sunday at
the final day of the WBC's
conventioi at Caesars
Palace, said he will fight
as champion of the fledging International Boxing
Federation. His first opponent reportedly will be
John Tate, a fromer
World Boxing Association
champion.
The resignation came
just before the WBC was
to announce it would back
off its threat to strip
Holmes of the title and instead give him and King
30 days to settle their contract differences before
an arbitration panel.
"I don't want to destroy
or try to destroy an
organization that has
been good to me,"
Holmes told WBC President Jose Sulaiman during the Sunday morning
session. "I have not
refused to fight Greg

50%
OFF
;

REG. $600.00
Y-OUT" PRICE

40
4
.**1
0
\A

299

YOUR CHOICE

E-Z Terms & LAYAWAY

Michelsons
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER,
MURRAY, KY.

Page, it's just that the
circumstances are not
right. We cannot come to
an agreement. Therefore,
I want to resign from the
WBC."
WBC vice president Sig
Rogich said an elimination bout would be held
between Page and No. 2ranked Tim Witherspoon
to determine a new
heavyweight champion.
That fight reportedly will
take place Feb. 24 at a
site that has not yet been
named.
The WBC had threatened to strip Holmes of the
title for refusing to fight
page for the $2.55 million
he had earlier agreed
upon with King. Holmes,
who said Saturday he
signed the contract with
King under duress, was
adamant he would not
abide by its terms.
Holmes, King and Page
went before the WBC's
executive committee in a
closed session late Saturday in an effort to iron out
the differences.
Holmes reportedly
lambasted King
repeatedly during the
meeting and King also
had sharp words for the
champion.
The 34-year -old
Holmes, who won the

PAG
crown from Ken Norton
June 9, 1978, was conciliatory when he addressed the WBC convention Sunday, in sharp contrast to the night before.
"I said a lot of things
during the meeting I

mar

CrOl

the
bleu

RUNNER OF THE YEAR — Murray State junior William Jordan of
Elizabethtown was presented with his plaque for being named the Ohio Valley
Conference Men's Cross Country Athlete of the Year. Jordan is the third consecutive MSU runner to win the award,following Gary Ribbons (1982) and Chris
Bunyan (1981). Presenting the plaque is MSU Athletic Director Johnny Reagan.
Jordan finished first on the MSU squad in every race this season and he was the
winner at the OVC championships in Akron this year.

By Radio Shack

Save
$80

95 159

16K Standard BASIC

Reg. 239.95

eikneele,dia,nne•nin.iebe.

• Typewriter-Style Keyboard
• Attaches to,Any Color TV
Hangs Up on Any Flat Surface
Give our compact. pushbutton
phone and save! Auto-Redial of
last number called, electronic
ringer with hi/lo/off switch, mute
button for privacy FCC registered
White, #43-501 Brown. #43-502
May be ocornpatible with certaln hearing aids

MUMIVEW.
4
11
MaIRISSISIBISIEIEHISM

Smart gift for your family! Our
plug-in Program Pak'' library features games. financial aids, word
processsing, electronic filing,
much more. 308-page manual
will have beginners programming
in BASIC in no time. #26-3026

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! TRS-80 Color
Computers meet rigid quality-control standards, and they're IN STOCK NOW, along
with the top-quality software, printers and
accessories you need to complete your holiday shopping!

TV and Program Paks extra

Leonard decides
to end retirement
WASHINGTON (API —
'Retirement made me
appreciate my talent; it
made me appreciate
what it took to be champion," says Sugar Ray
Leonard, who plans to be
a champion again.
Saturday night, the 27year-old Leonard, who
retired Nov. 9., 1982, five
months after surgery for
a detached retina, fought
a six-round exhibition at
Andrews Air Force Base,
then announced he was
ending his retirment.
Leonard, who said has
been working out for
several months and
decided about two months ago to return to the
ring, said Sunday he was
told by Dr. Ronald
Michels, who operated on
the detached retina, that
the eye "is excellent and I
don't see any problem
with the retina."
"I'm coming back for
the challenge, not for the
money, not for the adulation," said Leonard, who
was the undisputed
welterweight champion

Sensible,
Affordable
Protection...
that s Lite Insurance
the State Farm Way'
•Farmlies
•Homeowners
•Women
•Young Adults
•Children
CALL Mt

Special 2-for-1 Value!
Speaker System Cut'40

95

9

Each

PortaVision' by Realistic

Half
Price

Reg. 79.95 Each

• Genuine Walnut Veneer—Not Vinyl
• Tuned Bass Port • Decorator Grille
Wrap up a pair for someone and save $80
8" woofer and ported enclosure combine for
solid bass. 21/2" tweeter delivers soaring
highs. 19 x 103/. x 71/2': #40-4031

Pocketable Flavoradios®
in 4 Delicious "Flavors"
By Realistic'

24% Off
•
•
•

599

Reg.
7.88

Stuff stockings with our popular little AM radios in lemon
blueberry, orange or strawberry #12-166 Battery e.tra

Jane Rogers
753-9627
01 S. 6th

Portable 5"* Color
TV/Video Monitor 't.)-

Nova'-4 by Realistic

LA... good nfighbO,
Stet* Firms tn•re

Save $50
29995 rill"
Reg. 349.95
Tunes VHF/UHF and doubles as a
monitor for computer or portable
VCR. Jacks for audio and video in/
out. AC/battery operation. #16-106

A

ii.

Cut 25% 25% Off
95
95
Reg
39.95

39.95
.

Electronic fun with attacking aliens, flying
missiles and brave defenders. 3-color action
display, sound effects
#60-2183 Battertes extra

Check Your Phone Book for the Rade.lhaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

'NW

•
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1978 Chevrolet Caprice
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Rack P.S., P.B., AC., Auto, Tilt, Cruise, AM0FmMileSstereo, P. Seats, P.D. Locks, P.W., 69,XXX

Each

Useful gift for active people!
Adjustable squelch for cutting
noise. Includes Ch. 14 crystals—
add optional crystals for up to two
more channels. With carry case
#21-1605 Batter ,es e.tra
ilognaromume

•

it:#41

Cosmic 3000 Fire-Away by Tandy'

•

•
•

17
_U.Illf:11L4Liminijirl"1"111111

3-Channel 1-Watt '10 Off—Outer Space
CB Walkie-Talkie Battle Game

2

of the world, when he
retired with a 32-1 record.
"It's for me."
No sooner, did Leonard
announce his comeback,
than he was asked about
fighting Marvelous Marvin Hagler, the undisputed middleweight
champion; Roberto
Duran, the World Boxing
Association junior middleweight champion, and
Thomas Hearns, the
World Boxing Council
super welterweight
champion.
"He fought Hearns and
Duran and what has he
got to prove," Goody
Petronelli, trainer and
co-manager of Hagler,
told ABC Radio Sports
Sunday. Leonard lost the
WBC welterweight title to
Duran then won it back in
the famous "no mas"
fight, and he beat Hearns
for the undisputed
welterweight title.
"I think his big
challenge is Marvin
Hagler," said Petronelli.
But Leonard, who said
wants to fight every three
months beginning in
February, said he wanted
to have a couple of 10round fights then go after
the welterweight title.
While Leonard says he
decided two months ago
to resume fighting, he did
not tell his wife, Juanita,
who has been against him
coming back.
Sunday morning when
he left a hospital, where
Juanita, who is expected
the couple's second child
in June, is recovering
from a illness, she asked
him where he was going.
He told her he was going to see some reporters.
"For what," she asked.
The she asked, "You're
fight, right?"
"Well, sort of," said
Leonard.
"She gave that look,"
he said, "but she went
along with it."

E1:43==j1:11=flat Ontaiiill hatirliX

'Measured diagonally Battertes extra

TRC-83 by Realistic
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Most Stores Open Late
Nights 'Til Christmas

Cut 33%

think I shouldn't have was glad to get a chance
said," said Holmes. "But to fight for the title, but
sometimes when you would rather have fought
push somebody up Holmes.
against the wall, they
Bolmes last fought
push back."
Nov. 25 when he stopped
Page, who attended the Marvis Frazier in the
WBC meeting. said he first round.

I

$4,432.11

DWAIN TAYLOR
61-1EVR 0 LET
641 S. Murray
753-2617
(Across From Uscle Jeff's)
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Bitter over state's burley

Congress will be asked
to crack-down on dirt

Disappointment deepens for growers
ment of Kentucky's
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer 200,000 burley farmers
LEXINGTON, Ky. and landowners, who
(AP) — Rabion Decker's were dealt one blow when
truck blew a head gasket a summer drought
while the young Wayne destroyed half their crop
County farmer was mak- and a second blow when
ing the 100-mile trip to markets opened with the
market with his burley lowest prices in eight
crop. But that was just years.
the beginning of his pro-- Whether they, like
Decker, depend on tobacblems. co for their livelihood, or
When the auctioneer
are small growers whose
led a stream of buyers
past Decker's bales at tobacco checks buy
Christmas gifts and little
Penn Brothers Tobacco
extras for the farm, this
Warehouse, the sale
is a winter of discontent.
prices he chanted out
In the first three days
were so low Decker reof sales this year, a trend
jected them.
quickly developed.
It would mean putting Tobacco companies were
his 4,454-pound consign- buying the lower grades
ment back into the sale of leaf and passing up
and making a third trip much of the higher, more
from Monticello to Lex- expensive grades, letting
ington with no guarantee that leaf go into a federalof higher prices next ly controlled surplus pool.
time. But the 23-year-old
And there were freDecker said he had to try. quent complaints that
"I can't take that," grading was inconsistent,
Decker said as he tore the causing lower than excorners from his sales pected support prices.
tickets, signifying his reEd French of the
jection of the bids.
Federal-State Market
"I've got farm bills News Service in Lexcoming in at the end of ington said hunthe year that I've got to dredweight prices for the
pay and I can't do it like
that."
That is the plight facing
an apparently large seg-

Eh bt two days of sales
averaged $176.99 in Kentucky, $3 lower than the
average for the eightstate belt.
He said that was "fairly steady" with last
year's pace, when a
bumper crop glutted
markets and forced
prices down. "But the
quality is down this
year," French said.
Decker said he averaged $1.87 per pound on the
4,212 pounds he sold at
Penn Brothers in 1982.
But his best price
Wednesday was $1.75 per
pound on each of three
baskets. Four other
baskets brought bids of
$1.54 to $1.70.
"Anybody that's got
any common sense knows
this is better tobacco than
that," Decker said
Wednesday.
He wasn't alone in his
disappointment.
Farther down the row,
Tillmon Guffey and Cecil
Ray Jones, neighboring
small growers from
Albany, were tearing
their tickets, too.
"I'm going to reject it. I
can't afford to take that,"

said Guffey, whose two
baskets, totaling 709
pounds, had support
prices of just $1.55 and
$1.73. Neither brought a
bid above the support
price, so both baskets
would have been consigned to the surplus pool.
"I just hate to see it
taken like that," Guffey
said.
"A person spends his
time trying to take care
of (his crop) and then
gets it taken away, just
like that," Guffey said,
snapping his fingers."We
try to put our pride in it
and make it good, but gee
whiz."
Jones was selling 1,140
pounds in four baskets
whose support prices
ranged from $1.50 to $1.73
per pound. They, too,
were destined for the pool
before Jones rejected the
bids.
But Jones was irked
more by what he saw
around him.
Reaching into a basket
in the next row, he pulled
out a fistful of leaf that
was obviously green and
muddy and shook it in the
air.

"Look at that old dirty
stuff," Jones said. It had
brought $1.78 per pound.
Decker was equally
miffed by what he considered inequitable
prices and said this might
be his last year of selling
in Lexington.
"I did good here last
year or I wouldn't have
been back this year," he
said, "but I passed a
whole lot of warehouses
between here and Monticello."
He also was pondering
his future in the tobacco
business.
Prices were good when
he started growing burley
seven years ago and
seemed to get better each
year, Decker said.
But now, he fears a
downward price spiral
has begun, he said.
Asked if he might abandon tobacco farming,
Decker said, "I'll cross
that bridge when I get to
it, but if you can't make
money, you've got to do
something else.
"I never saw a man yet
who lost money and kept
doing what he was doing
for very long."

FFA MEMBER OF
THE MONTH — Rodney
Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Jones, Rt.1,
Dexter, has been selected
as member of the month
for November by the
Calloway County chapter
of Future Farmers of
America. Jones was
selected as a result of being named the chapter
winner of the "Salute to
Agriculture" contest and
for placing in the top 100
in the nation out of 2,600
entries. The contest consisted of writing in 50
words or less the
message telling the
American public about
the importance of
agriculture to the
American way of life.
Jones is a freshman at
Calloway County High
School.

State farm bureau delegates vote to ask that tax
Ag department
looks at coyotes, on cigarettes pay for no-net-cost price program
other ivillians'
WASHINGTON (AP)—
In old westerns, one
villain sometimes said to
another: "Yuh yella
coyote, yuh got till sundown tuh get outta town."
The Agriculture
Department's new yearbook takes a look at
coyotes and other
"villains" that have been
cursed by cattle ranchers, farmers and
sheepherders since
before Lewis and Clark
wandered up the Missouri
River.
Walter E. Howard, a
professor and ecologist at
the University of California at Davis, wrote the
yearbook's chapter on
"Livestock Predators
and the Balance of
Nature."
According to Howard,
"there are no clear-cut
right or wrong environmental answers"
about control of
predators or most environmental issues.
"Nature is harsh and
cruel. Every organism is
living off some other
organism and in turn is
itself eventually eaten.
Wild animals, unlike
livestock, must be constantly vigilant to prevent being injured or killed," Howard said.
-Wildlife rarely die a
nice death in nature, and
nature has no life-support
devices or homes for the
elderly."
Howard points out the
balance of nature
depends on the relationships of various species,
including the more
notorious of the predators
as defined by humans.
Why do some natural
predators become
troublesome?
"It is simply because
they have evolved as
predators and humans
provide them with prey
species which, in the process of domestication,
have lost most of their
predatory defenses,"
Howard said.
Why are coyotes a problem?
"They are successful,
prolific and evolved as
predators," he said.
"They are adapted to attack fleeing prey, like a
running jackrabbit or
sheep. Unlike grizzly
bears, wolves or bison,
which cannot be tolerated
in areas where people
live, coyotes can live
close to large cities and
feed on our garbage, cats,
small dogs, melons and
fruits."
Like most predators,
coyotes kill and eat
livestock in a way that
can hardly be called
humane — and they
sometimes go into a
predatory frenzy, killing
far beyond their needS.

LEXINGTON, K y.
(AP) — Kentucky Farm
Bureau delegates voted
to ask that cigarette tax
revenues pay in part for
the no-net-cost aspect of
the federal tobacco price
support program.
Concluding their 64th
annual convention in Lexington on Saturday,
delegates chose the tax
revenues as an alternative to the current
system of assessments on
tobacco farmers.
The cigarette tax has
been raised 8 cents to 16
cents a pack, causing a
decline in cigarette sales.
However, the increase
will expire in 1985 unless
Congress decides otherwise. The Farm Bureau
plan would allow the tax
to drop back to its
previous level, with 1 cent
earmarked for the no-netcost fund.
The delegates voted to
oppose any Licrease in
the farmer assessments,
which this year amounted
to a 5-cent-per-pound levy
into a fund to cover losses
on federal loans in the
program. Burley that
cannot be sold above
federal support levels is
put into a pool of excess
leaf. Farmer-owned
cooperatives later try to
sell pooled tobacco on the
open markets to repay
the loans to farmers.
Delegates refused to
endorse the no-net-cost
program in their 1984
policies. Taking a corn-

mittee recommendation,
they also asked that the
assessment be levied
against imported tobacco
that U.S. tobacco companies buy.
With this year's disappointing prices for the
small crop and large
amounts of tobacco going
into the pool, farmers are
afraid their payments into the no-net-cost fund
will be increased. Kentucky farmers are expected to contribute an
estimated $15 million to
the fund in 1983.
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford,
fl-Ky., was reluctant to
endorse either alternative when he appeared
before the convention
Friday.
Ford did not endorse
the idea that tobacco
companies pay a penalty
on imported burley
because he said farmers
and companies "ought to
be on the same side
rather than one trying to
get something from the
other."
And Ford said that the
federal excise tax on
cigarettes should be
reduced as much as
possible "so the product
would sell."
Lower assessments,
imports and price supports are some of the
tobacco-related problems
on which the Farm
Bureau directors voted to
commission a major
study, in other action at a
business session Satur-

day.
The convention
delegates refused to go
along with a resolutions
committee recommendation to favor abolition of,
the lieutenant governor's
office. They also did not
agree to support a change
in two other statewide offices — changing
agriculture commissioner and superintendent of public instruction
from elective to appointive posts.
After lengthy debate,
the farm leaders opted to
maintain the status quo.
The majority seemed to
fear that the potential
drawbacks of change,,.
saying the decision
should not be taken out of
the hands of the voters.
Gary Huddleston,
Farm Bureau information officer, said the
delegates took several
other policy steps.
Delegates voted to oppose the test release of
some rare red wolves in
the Land Between the
Lakes area of western
Kentucky. They cited
livestock producers' concerns about predators as
their chief reasons.
They went on record as
opposing Falmouth Dam
construction in northern
Kentucky, reaffirming
opposition to multibank
holding companies and
supporting a state fund to
reimburse farmers who
lose money when grain or
livestock markets go

bankrupt, Huddleston
said.
The top three Farm
Bureau officers were reelected to one-year
terms. Ray Mackey of
Hardin was voted back in
for a sixth term as president.
W.R. Sprague of Union
County will remain as
first vice president, while
Sam Moore of Butler
County stays on as second
vice president. Moore
had been opposed by a
board member from
Pendleton County, John
E. Biehn.
Also elected were four

new board members:
Karolyn Hayden of Hardin County, Paul Hornback of Shelby County,
John Price of Taylor
County and L.A.
Schwartz of Hickman
County.

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)—
Congress will be asked
early next year to give
the Agriculture Department new muscle to
crack down on chronically dirty meat plants.
Although only 3 percent
to 5 percent of the nation's 8,000 plants are
considered chronic
violators, they are giving
the rest of the meat industry a bad name, officials said Friday. Improvements often take
months or even years.
Deputy Secretary
Richard E: Lyng said the
plan includes tighter requirements for plants
that want to sell meat and
poultry products to the
federal government, including food for the
school lunch program.
Lyng, a former meat
industry official, said
that while the "overwhelming majority" of
the plants are responsible, "there is a small
percentage that consistently operate at the
edge of acceptable
bounds."
"They are the ones who
undermine public confidence in the meat and
poultry supply, tarnish
the image of the industry,
and call into question the
effectiveness of the inspection program," he
said.

The most recent example of notoriety in the
meat industry involves 18
million pounds of frozen
ground beef impounded
by USDA on Sept. 20 after
allegations that it may
have come from substandard animals.
Federal authorities are
still in the process of investigating what happened in that case. They have
begun proceedings which
could lead to eventual
withdrawal of federal inspection from Cattle King
Packing Co. of Denver
and several other plants
in Nebraska under the
same ownership, officials
said.
John McClung, a
spokesman for the
department's Food Safety and Inspection Service, told reporters that
the get-tough plan was
"no reaction to Cattle
King" because some of
the problems have persisted for years and
threaten to erode public
confidence in the inspection system.
The legislation to be
submitted to Congress,
probably early in 1984,
will seek expanded USDA
authority to shut down
plants by withdrawing
federal inspection services. A meat plant cannot sell its product in interstate commerce
without being federally
inspected.

I.K.T. Auto Ports
Come See Us...

We'll fix you up
504 Maple St. Murray

753-4461

(Across from the First Methodist Chinch)

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3
DRYING
Although drying white
cloth articles in bright
sunlight will brighten
their whiteness, only pure
cotton should be exposed
to full sun. Other fibers
may discolor.

Wood Heat Circulator
"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
‘
I/ 753-3404

No 880243
(9901-8)

RENTAVSALES
CENTER 200[.Main

26% Protein
$10.95 per 50 lb. Bag
Try new Tuffy High Protein dog food. If you
don't agree that its better than what you've
been feeding bring back the remainder and
we'll refund your money.

Buchanan's Feed & Seed

2518201

The amount of your electric
bill is in your hands

1P5
guard against energy waste by using your

electrical

Your electric bill has a lot to do with your living
habits and how you use electricity.

appliances efficiently

Some tamales have more electric appliances than others
and some use their appliances more often But you can

It you re interested in saying on your electric bill come by
our office tor tree information on saving electricity in your
home

West Kentucky Rini:II-Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012
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Despite 'near misses,'route will not be moved
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RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)
- An Air Force
spokesman says it has no
plans to move a lowaltitude practice route for
13-52 bombers away from
the Madison County Airport, despite four reports
of near misses between
private and military aircraft this year.
The airport, located
between Richmond and
Berea and about 30 miles
south of Lexington, has
reported more near
misses in 1983 than any
other civilian airport in
the country.
"That's a good route
over some good terrain,"
said Maj. David MacNamee, a spokesman for
the Strategic Air Command in Omaha, Neb.
"You have to understand
why we have these
routes. The pilots have to
be able to deliver nuclear
bombs to the Soviet Union
by coming in low beneath
their radar ... we can't
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Hwy 94 East, Muoray, Kentucky

exactly go over there and
practice."
MacNamee said some
routes are being moved to
less populated areas,
such as in North and
South Dakota, but said
there has been no talk of
moving the 21-year-old
route over the Madison
airport, which is used by
about 15 to 20 bombers
each day.
The airport's runway is
less than two miles from
the center line of the
training route. Military
regulations, however,
give pilots a four-mile
berth on either side of the
route's center line, so
flights directly over the
airport are possible.
"We monitor the radio,
but we never know when
they're off course," said
Doris Coffman, an airport employee.
There's no control
tower at Richmond, and
the bombers do not contact the field's radio frequency over which
civilian pilots announce

Hog market

Sat. Dec. 17th 8 AM-4 PM
See Our New
Party & Wedding

Rentals
'Also" A Complete Line Of
Disposables
Free Popcorn & Cokes
•
(Also Coffee)
Register for 19"
Color T.V. To
RENTAL SALES
Be Given
CENTER
Away Jan. '84'

Federal-State Market News Service
Monday. December 12, VMS
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes S Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 001 Est SOO Barrows
& Guts fully .50 Meier Sows steady
to 80 higher Instances I higher
US 1-2 210-360 lb..
146.00-48.50
US 2 200-210 lb.
14600-4600
US 2 210-250 lb.
145.00-441 00
US 2.3 150-270 lb.
$44 50-45 50
Sows
US 1-2 270-380 lb..
430.00-31.50
US 1-3500460 lbs.$11.00-31.50 few 50
$31.50-113.50
1-3
480-800 lb..
US
US 13500-600 lb. 132.50-34.00 few 35.
$30.00-31 00
US 3-3 300-800 lb.
Boars $3677

"An answer is invariably
the parent of a great family
of new questions." -- John
Ernst Stembeck

What's the best way to
play today's trump suit?
The best way to get that
answer is to play the club
suit first.
Dummy's heart king won
to start the trump suit and a
low trump was led to
South's queen and West's
king. West exited with a second heart but nothing
mattered anymore. East
was due another trump trick
and the slam went one
down.
What's the best way to
play today's trump suit'
West's singleton gives us all
the correct answer, but how
about the question "Why?"
To make his slam, South
must hold his minor suit
losses to only one trick. If he

SIR
LOIN
Every
Monday Special 8 oz. Chopped Steak-N-Stuf
Bar, choice of potatc or roil $329

Soup 8, Salad Bar Only $229

Every
Tuesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Steak 429
ith Soup 8, Salad Bar, choice of potato

Soup & Salad

London, said last week
that the Air Force normally notifies the FAA in
advance when its
bombers will be using the
route. And although she is
not required to do so,
Mrs. DeLaurentis said
she urges her staff to include the information in
weather briefings given
to civilian pilots.
The Air Force does not

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A union
spokesman for Kroger
Co. employees in Kentucky said the rank and
file voted to ratify a contract it had previously rejected because of today's
bad economy.
"When we looked at the
pins and minus, a strike
was not in the best °interest of a majority of the
people," said spokesman
Bob Ballinger of the
United Food and Commercial Workers Union.
"With unemployment at
10 percent, we just
thought it wasn't the best
of situations to strike."
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Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding,

Dealer

South
14
2•

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
All

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

5•

North
110
4*
4•
60

pass
Opening lead Heart jack
loses a club, then the only
way to avoid the loss of a
trump is to finesse to his
queen, hoping for the king
and another trump to be
with East.
South should win the first
heart with his ace and lead
his club queen for a winning
finesse. When this holds, he
knows he can afford to play
safely in trumps. The safety
play to avoid two trump
losers is to play the ace first
and then lead toward the
queen. When the ace drops
West's king, the rest is easy.
South establishes his club
suit, East gets the only
defensive trump trick, and
South scores his slam and
rubber.
Lead with The Aces
South holds:

or roll a

12-I2-B

Special shells
used by U.S.
against Shiites

South

West

Db1

34

Kroger Co. officials
could not be reached for
comment about the
ratification.
Provisions of the contract include a 75-cent-anhour pay increase for
employees, to be given
over a three-year period;
employees receiving time
and a half for Sundays
and holidays instead of
double time; and improvements in health
benefits.
Ballinger also said that
employees at Kentucky
stores who took pay cuts
last year would get the
cuts back, but not until
later in the contract.
The contract will take
effect Dec. 18 and will run
just short of three years.
Vote totals around the
state were 687 for to 149
against inaBloulsville; 49
explosive and 76 incento 1 for in IDanville, which
diary incidents compared
takes in Harrodsburg and
to a total of 446 incidents
Somerset; 172 to 12 in
of both kinds in 1982.
The FBI said property favor of in Lexington; 45
damage from .the bomb- to 10 for in Corbin; 97 t,o 9
ings was estimated at in favor of in Owensboro;
more than 838 million. and 59 to 13 in favor of in
Elizabethtown, which
The most frequent
takes in Campbellsville,
targets were residences,
Bardstown and Radcliff.
commercial operations
Mt. Sterling voted 12 to
and office buildings.
18 against the contract.

Your Individual
Horoscope
What kind of day will tomer. SCORPIO
row beR To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rito

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Special artillery shells
called beehives, which
shower targets with
thousands of steel darts,
are being used by the U.S.
military against Shiite
militiamen in Lebanon,
NBC News says.
The particularly lethal
anti-personnel shells
were fired last Thursday
at Shiite Amal
militiamen who maintain
bunkers 800 yards and
less from the Marine
perimeter at the Beirut
airport, the network
reported Sunday night.
NBC showed videotape of
the steel darts still
embedded in walls and
concrete blocks.
Capt. Jay Farrar, a
Marine spokesman in
Washington, said he was
unable to say whether
U.S. troops have the
shells in Lebanon. He
said beehive shells were
used during the Vietnam
conflict.

North
All

stars say, read the forecast
You could make an error in
given for your birth sign.
judgment about a purchase.
Avoid wasteful spending. A
ARM
sweet tooth leads to dietary
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
lapses.
Feelings deepen in SAGITTARIUS
,
r(iffr
romance, but you're prone to I Nov. 72 to Dec. 21) xfantasy and escapism. UnYou're able to create your
productive
daydreaming own luCk today, but you still
leads to inefficiency.
need tact with a querulous
TAURUS
friend. Private money chats
(Apr. 20 to May 20
will succeed.
Infeasible business proposi- CAPRICORN
tions are made. A strain oc- (Dec. 22toJan. 191 Vita
curs in a relationship because
Company seems to place a
of unexpressed feelings. Avoid burden on family in some way.
wishful thinking.
Rumors abound. Maintain
GEMINI
healthy skepticism.
May 21 to June 201 1109: AQUARIUS
Preoccupied with your love ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
life, your attention may
It's a poor time to lend
wander at work. Enjoy social money or valued possessions.
life without abusing health or An innuendo affects business
diet.
talks. Don't fall for someone's
CANCER
coy line.
June 21 to July 22)
An office romance could PISCES(Feb.19 to Mar. 20) XC.
lead to complications.
Travel may be more costly
Business and pleasure do not than anticipated. You'd do
mix, It may seem difficult to well to check for a better deal.
concentrate now.
Don't be vague when dealing
LEO
with higher-ups.
( July 23 to Aug.22)
YOU BORN TODAY are
A family member has am- creative and practical, but
bivalent feelings about hosting you sometimes have difficulty
guests from out of town. A reconciling these qualities.
careful eye is needed today Often, you're found in
about expenditures.
businesses allied to the arts
VIRGO
and you may be artistic
tAug. 23 to Sept. 221
yourself. Inclined to introspecIn business dealings with tion, you are given to bouts of
friends, you have to protect depression. Learn to get
your own rights. Don't let things off your chest for
politeness keep you from greater happiness in personal
stating your case clearly.
relationships. With selfLIBRA
discipline and a good educa(Sept. 23 toOct. 22)
tion in your field, you'll make
Be sure not to overlook the most of your potential
details at work. Avoid Writing, teaching, music.
manipulative techniques in design and real estate are likedealing with close ties about ly to interest you. You also
money matters.
have a Strong religious streak.
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ANSWER: Spade three.
Dummy should have long A bird can focus its eyes
spades and distribution. more quickly than any othTrump leads will reduce er living creature.
dummy's ruffing potential
Seed bridge quesUoes to The Aces,
PD Boa 12343, Dallas, Texas 75135.
with eelf•addreseed. stamped envelope
for reply

The final statewide
vote Sunday was 1,163 in
favor of the contract,
originally rejected last
October, to 214 against,
said Ballinger. „
But Ballinger warned
that the union was not
happy with the contract
and would have more say
in the next agreement.
"We're not happy with
it," said Ballinger of
Local 227, who had vote
totals from around the
state called in to his
Louisville office.
"This was not our year,
but there will be another
day for us," Ballinger
said.

Frahm Drake

•K 1013

East
140

Ffut whatever the
reason, Clifford Kerby,
Berea's mayor and chairman of the airport board,
said he is still hoping that
the Air Force will agree
to move the route farther
south.
"It's certainly a potential for disaster, and
we're apt to have an accident some day," he said.
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royta to the airport.

Bombings kill seven
in first half of 1983

WASHINGTON(AP) —
The
FBI says bombings
Betty DeLaurentis,
chief of the Federal Avia- in the United States killed
tion Administration's seven people and injured
flight service station in 53 during the first six
months of 1983, although
the 'number of bombings
actually decreased 20
BOBBY WOLFF
percent from the same
period in 1982.
FBI Director William
NORTH
I2-12-A
H.
Webster said Sunday
•AQJ10
that of the total 357 in•K 75
•9 8 5 4
cidents this year, actual
•A 3
detonation occurred in
WEST
EAST
301.
The total included 281
•9 7 4 3 2
•K 8 6 5

•J 10 9 8
K
•K 7 2

notify any of the airports
along the route of practice flights.
Mai. Richard
Bomersbach, an Air
Force officer who supervises the scoring of training flights along the
route, said the problem
may rest with the complacency of Richmond
pilots rather than being
one of proximity of the

Kroger workers vote no strike

THE ACES®

Ron
Joyce s

with Soup 8, Salad

their positions before landing and taking off, she
said. Because they are
flying so low, the
bombers do not show up
on radar, and air traffic
controllers at Lexington
cannot warn civilian
pilots that military traffic
is in the area.
Mrs. Coffman said the
radio that the Air Force
provided tells her when
bombers are on the route,
but she cannot tell exactly where they are — the
Air Force did not give her
a key to decipher the coded language used by the
bomber pilots.
So what happens is the
two aircraft are unaware
of the other until they are
visually sighted by each
other, and the pilots have
only seconds to take
evasive action, she said.
In each of the four cases,
one or both of the pilots
had to turn, dive or climb
to avoid collision.
The reported near
misses occurred Feb. 16,
July 20, Nov. 8 and Dec. 7.
And each time,
everything was legal and
no one was at fault.
"I turned into an 80- to
90-degree bank and went
into a dive," said Bruce
Snider, a flight instructor
who filed a near-miss
report in July. "If I had
made a normal turn, we
would have run right into
him."

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock market
Prices furnished
Michigan.
Industrial Average
Air Products

And now we can count every drop with
our new computerized system that sets the
standard for Accurate Propane Delivery.

TR1-STATE PROPANE,INC.

Route 4, Box 20 Paducah, Kentucky 42001 (502) 898-7387 Toll Free 1-800-592-3483
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DEAR ABBY: Christmas is near and so is the office
party when the wife comes face to face with the secretary
who's been messing around with her husband.
For the last couple of years I've been trying to come up
with something to say to this girl when she comes up to
us and boldly askp my husband to dance with her. How's
this. "Sorry, he's saving all his dances for his wife
tonight. He dances with you enough at the office." Do you
think she'll get the message?
A while back my husband told me the boss had been
having an affair with this secretary, then he dumped her.
Soon my husband began spending more time at the office
than usual. And when he started coming home with
perfume on the shoulders of his shirt. I knew for sure
By Abigail Van Buren
what he'd been up to. I think it's time I let them both
know I'm not exactly stupid
What do you think"'
TIRED OF PLAYING DUMB

X)

Office Party Overture
Puts Wife Out of Tune

DEAR TIRED: You'll never win with that technique. Tell your husband privately of your suspicions, but don't attack the woman or you will,a
come across as a miserable old battle-ax whose
husband has good and sufficient reasons to lie in
the arms of another woman sobbing, "My wife
doesn't understand me."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
• ACROSS
1 Simian
,4 Near
6 Preface
11 Operate
13 Irritated
15 Three-toed
sloth
16 Well-bred
18 Physician.
abbr
19 Note of scale
21 Portion of
medicine
22 Soft drink
24 Greek letter
26 Rave
28 Fairy
29 Worship
31 Sand bar
33 Latin
conjunction
34 Title
36 Small valley
38 Man's
nickname
40 Flower
42 Leases
45 Condensed
moisture
47 Bound
49 Paradise
50 On the ocean
52 Solicitude
54 Symbol for
samarium
55 Postscript
abbr.
56 Mood
59 Parent
colloq
61 Tea-making
vessel
63 Empower
65 Grates
66 A continent.
abbr
67 Legal
matters
DOWN
1 Wine cup
2 Coupled

3 Printer's
measure
Answer to Previous Puzzle
4 Matured
OUU
0010OU CUL
5 Singing voice
CU EMU= LAM
6 Made sleek
UOMUU OUUUUU
7 Fish eggs
uIuu OUCCIN
8 Lubricates
9 Spanish
IJIJU UU UUUMU
article
UUU UUUU MOO
10 Interfere
WU MUUMUU CU
12 Symbol for
MULE UUOU UUU
silver
MUM UU OULU
14 Current of air
'MUM CUM
17 Former
UUUMUU UOUUMEI
Russian
UUL UUOUU UOU
ruler
UUU COMM UU
20 Short iacket
23 Faeroe
Islands
suitable
53 Sicilian
whirlwind
39 Smaller
volcano
24 College
41 Period of
57 Parent
degree: abbr
time
colloq.
25 sea in Asia
43Placefor
58 A continent:
27 Rip
worship
abbr.
30 Send forth
44 Symbol for
60 Roman
32 Escape
tin
bronze
35 Draws out
46 Pronoun
62 Cooled lava
37 Finishes
48 Evaporates 64 Symbol for
38 Make
51 Snakes
bromine

DEAR ABBY: ”Climbing Back Up in Colorado Springs"
ended her letter with, "Thank you for being there, Abby"
And you replied, "Don't thank me. That's what I'm here
for."
Wrong! You should have replied, "You're welcome.
That's what I'm here for." As a therapist myself, I am
very sensitive to people's reluctance to accept thanks or a
compliment graciously.
Abby, as a role model, you should graciously accept the
thanks you so often deserve. Thanks for being there,
Abby.
MICHAEL C., VENICE, CALIF
DEAR MICHAEL: You're welcome. That's what
I'm here for.(I'm a fast learner.)

DEAR ABBY: Last February at a luncheon given in
celebration of my 90th birthday, my hostess deplored the
fact that she'd been unable to play with her son when he
was a little boy. She said she never had the "knack." "But
I read to him all the time," she said.
I told her I thought that was wonderful and very
important, and that I had a poem I'd clipped from somewhere years ago entitled, "I Had a Mother Who Read to
Me," and I would look it up for her.
The very next morning, my daughter, who was present
at the luncheon and had overheard our conversation,
pointed out your column in the Arizona Republic in which
you quoted several lines from "I Had a Mother Who Read
to Me," by Strickland Gillilan.
Odd? Imagine having that beautiful poem surface after
so many years!
In case you don't have the entire poem, I am sending
you a copy.
AN OLDER READER
DEAR READER: Thank you for your kindness.
Although the entire poem will not fit into this
limited space, the final stanza is worth repeating:
You may have tangible wealth untold;
Caskets of jewels and coffers of gold.
Richer than I you can never be I had a mother who read to me.

THAT'S WHAT YOU
SHOULD DO...WRITE A
STORY ABOUT PIRATES...

OR NO! PONT
MAKE ME DO
IT!AN VIM INC,
BUT THAT;

LIJONOia
LEG AL NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court By
Mary
Wilma
Calhoon,
Administratrix, Of
The Estate Of
Grace E. Jones,
Deceased. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be
Filed
In
The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
December 21, 1083,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit
Court
Clerk.
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court By
Pauline Murray,
Executrix, Of The
Estate Of Grace
O'Bryan, Deceased. Exceptions To
This Settlement
Must Be Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court On
Or
Before
December 21, 1983,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit
Court
Clerk.
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court By
Leila E. Erwin, Executrix, Of The
Estate Of Hortense
Ellis, Deces,sed.
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must
Be Filed In The

Long John Beagle

LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court By
Fannie Brown and
J. Robert Taylor,
Co-Executors, Of
The Estate Of Lottie E. Denham,
Deceased. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be
Filed
In
The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
December 21, 1983,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Ann P Wilson,
Circuit
Court
Clerk.
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court By
Clyde Turner, Administrator, Of The
Estate Of Mamie
Ray
Turner,
Deceased. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be
Filed
In
The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
December 21, 1983,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit
Court
Clerk.
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court By
Geogge
Dewey
Harris, Executor,
Of The Estate Of
Flora Edna Harris
a[k[a Flory Harris, Deceased. Exceptions To This
Settlement Must
Be Filed In The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
December 21, 1088,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit
Court
Clerk.
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
Calloway
The
District Court By
Opal B. Howard,
Administratrix, Of
The Estate Of
Walter Rudolph
Howard,Deceased.
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must
Be Filed In The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
December 21, 1983,
Date
The
Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit
Court
Clerk.

TURN SACK!
TURN sAC!
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SORRY

Calloway District
Court On Or Before
December 21, 1983,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Willson,
Circuit
Court
Clerk.

1.11" TIE BRAKES ONLY
WORK vii-lEr4 ThE TIRES
WtT TI-4E GROUND

LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
Calloway
The
District Court By
Wanda Dick, Administratrix, Of
The Estate Of
Rella W. Farmer,
Deceased. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be
Filed
In
The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
December 21, 1983,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit
Court
Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court By
Kenneth
M.
Parker, Executor,
Of The Estate Of
Thomas N. Parker.
Deceased. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be
Filed
In
The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
December 21, 1083,
The
Date • Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Willow,
Circuit
Court
Clerk.

LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The
Calloway
District Court By
Anna
Mary
Ragsdale,
Executrix, Of The
Estate Of Audra
Futrell, Deceased
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must
Be Filed In The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
December 21, 1983,
The
Date
Of
Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit
Court
Clerk.
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The Following
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments
Have Been Made
In The Calloway
District Court. All
Claims Against
These
Estates
Should Be Filed
With The Fiduciary
Within Six Months
Of
Date
Of
Qualification.
John Richard
Imes, Rt. 1, Almo,
KY
Deceased.
Martha Churchill
Imes, Rt. 1, Almo,
KY Executrix.
Noble
Hobert
Cox, Calloway Co.,
KY
Deceased.
Allen G. Cox, 2740
Kingston St., Kenner,
LA
Administrator.
George Edward
Overbey, 291 Main
St., Murray, KY
Attorney.
Verda Head Happy, 1622 Loch Lomond, Murray, KY
Deceased. William
M. Head, 2655
Brandon Rd., College Park, GA Executor. Gary R.
Haverstock, 105 N.
6th, Murray, KY
Attorney.
Calvin Spann,
1102 Poplar, Murray, KY Deceased.
Mary
Louise
Spann, 1102 Poplar,
Murray, KY Administratrix. Gary
R. Haverstock, 105
N.6th, Murray, KY
Attorney.
Altie M. Spann,
Rt. 4, Box 129A,
Murray,
KY
Deceased. Marie
Spann Keel, Rt. 4,
Box 129A, Murray,
KY
Executrix.
Gary
R.
Haverstock, 106 N.
8th, Murray, KY
Attorney.
Margery Ahart,
810 Sha Wa Circle,
Murray,
KY
Deceased. Juanita
Stallons, 810 Sha
Wa Circle, Murray,
KY
Executrix.
Max W. Parker,
Courthouse, Murray, KY Attorney.
Oneida
Wear
Ford, Calloway
Co., KY Deceased.
Martha Churchill
Imes, Rt. 1, Almo,
KY Executrix.
Rebecca Jo Holt
Thompson, Rt. 1,
Box 239, Dexter,
KY Guardian For
Gayle Talmadge
Adam
Ryan
Thompson, Rt. 1,
Box 239, Dexter,

KY Minor Child.
A. Jay Warren,
Rt. 4, Murray, KY
Deceaw-d. Mary
Elizabeth Brandon
Warren, Rt. 4, Murray, KY Executrix.
Sid Easley, 204 S.
6th, Murray, KY
Attorrtey.
Ralph
Crouch, Rt. 1, Box
373, Murray, KY
Deceased. Ricky
Crouch, Rt. 1, Box
369, Murray, KY
Executor. Harold
T. Hurt, 105 N. 6th,
Murray,
KY
Attorney.
Eugene Rogers,
Rt. 7, Murray, KY
Deceased. Max G.
Rogers, Rt. 7, Box
83, Mayfield, KY
Co -Executor.
Diane Bach, Rt 4,
Box 290, Paducah, ,
KY Co-Executor
Sid Easley, 204 S.
6th, Murray, KY
Attorney.
Rice Futrell, Rt. 8,
Box 30, Murray,
KY
Deceased
James Futrell, 406
S. 4th, Murray, KY
Co -Executor.
Edgar
Short
Futrell, 577 N.:
Milwaukee, Wheeling,
IL
Co.
Executor. Robert ,:
0. Miller, 201 S. Mk!.
Murray,
KY
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson, ;
Circuit Court Clerk. I

2. Notice
TRAILER
FOR SALE
1970 Viceroy
12x50
2
bedroom
all
electric.
Remodeled,
good condition.
753-1609

*In bees
•Allitiats
oboulefing
[winced. Frog Estimate :
Call Ovid talky
05-4354t /53-1115

Firewood
For Sale
Call 753-4094
or 753-7364
Very
Reasonable

BOAT
FOR SALE
17' duo 14‘.
Evinruile. Tilt,
trailer, nice.
Call
759-1987

HELP WANTED
Need immediately, one experienceo
automobile detail person. We are a full line
General Motors dealership and offer ex
cellent employee benefits.
Call Collect 601436-0666
Ronnie Hu:
Heritage Motor Co. Corp.
3331 1-20
Frontage Rd.
Pittsburg, Miss. 39180

Murray Appliance
Services Only The
MICROWAVES
That Are Sold From
Their Store
We Service No
Other Brands
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2. Notice

PIONEER.

•

IIES3IE 31E"X 107111
6. Help Wanted

It Want to Buy

High
Omsk
WU hlre ell toseleilse hiph
school dipissee

SATELLITE
ANTENNA
10 foot complete
system
INSTALLED
$1,449.00

rook rkaso

14103-238-1680

PVIMM IMMO/ LOOM

4
.
tu,
.t
j.

CLAYTON'S TV

Nuciaor haw Operetta Trainee

713 S. 12th
Murray
733-7373

N.eeperionce necaraira
model* opening tel quelilled
male high school diploma weds
17-24. Proven* Include hands
en •eaperieno• et • Moder
owseredna plant Full pay whim

"4.

l'1.41Ver FM slat,.
1111.3**
It.ati.• 4'a...4*w keiwvIrr I 14.11.y •• 1**a•
-J Way
Kr.1111•11011.n 'Lip.. Metal Tapr t
Wpm Snort* tin,
4 Iligh liii.
11,
'Lip.- .-1., tor No tlifi NH 11641
"Arial
1414..1 I An*
. IN** 4 butput Fall-nusdr
'HI
).40.614,1
kr4.0.1 hlkdr
tor
111,..• S.Ai* AU lireuril I hedal T..p.•
Strew..
r 140111 In I '4011Mirel•••• MI11-• I
t•
link. Mar 2 W.ts hooey I ro.**
1 •••1Ir,
Watt.• Watt. hover't hilpet Satin Silsrf tn...h
irillr.
14.1.A.il
with

•

SHOP
where the price is
ARMWORLD OF SOUND

••••••••••• •4 1.11. I ..••••

NOW $
179
Reg.'209"

We have Gold
Leaf and Solid
Wood Frames f or
sour
Christmas
needs
CARTER STUDIO
300 Maori 753 8298
-

1••••••...I

•I•14,

222 S.1316
753-5845

MIRRORS, mirrors, all
kinds of mirrors
Custom cut and framed
Plus wood craft gifts
handmade and picture
framing. Also glass
table tops. glass shelves
and display cases Do
glass repair and re
placement work. M&G
Glass, 816 Coldwater
Rd , Phone 753-0180.

AYE'S
MONOGRAMS
753-7743
Several styles and
colors available.
Fast service. Gift
Certificates'

Sunset Boulevard Music
CoitALANO
CONTIA NO

Jim Salter a Jerry
Nary wiN he iii war
showroom frem 6:3E8:00 Mom., Tess.,
Then., Fri.
PURDON
MOTORS, INC.
Olos-Peat.-Cail-Stoick

Rent Your
Santa Claus
Suit Early
Call

.4t

753-8816
Now For Year
*School
*Church
Perty
kappa Dept.

Open Mon-Sat

CLAYTON'S TV
753-7575

Opened
392.50 Today
5.50 Down

GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

(v)

9.47
.19

We buy Gold
and Diamorids
Hours
10 8
1 2 5 Sunday

Silver
Daily

CAR STEREO

BOULEVARD MUSIC

ir

GRAND
OPENING
DECEMBER 3, 1983
1 /3 mei

One group
4 SHIRTS

1 /3 off

JACKETS

1/3 Off

Leather

VESTS

1/3o

VERNON'S FRONTIER
TRADING POST INC.
Olympic Plaza
Hours 9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
153-1113

41,

We wish to thank all
of our friends and
relatives for making
our 50th wedding anniversary so wonderful. The Trinity Mission Church for their
surprise dinner and
gifts. Our niece for
giving us another surprise dinner and gifts.
For all the phone calla
and beautiful cards
and well *Ashen' for
another 50 years.
God bless each and
everyone of you. We
love one and all.
Rev. & Mrs.
William McKinney

5. Lost and Found

All
vp to

3. Card of Thanks

CARD OF
THANKS

S
I

BOOTS

7000 bushel Butler
grain bin
$4,900
8500 bushel butler
grain bin
$5,600
Bins complete with
steel drying floors
inside & outside ladders, tube and
sumps 6 inch x 53
ft. transport augar
PTO drive $1,000.
Coles
Construction Co.

Nave 5 Wastes?
Call 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten yap day.
Children's tape
759-4445.

PIONEER

itiaiSUNSET

BLACK and Tan male
dog. Also beagle male
between Almo and Dexter. Reward. 759.1701.
LOST male black lab
with white on chest. Call
/74-8091.
LOST silver-gray cat in
Hamlin. Has collar with
tag. Call 753-0132 or
436 5433.
RED bone male coon
dog. Lost around Parker Farm in New
Concord. Would appreciate a call if found
alive and dead. 753-1440
and ask for Frank or
Danny.

HIGH Earnings. I need
3 mature energetic
individuals to help me
expand my business.
Sales experience help
Call 4436460, be
ful
tween 8a m. 10a.m for
interview. $15,000 to
2 5 , 0 0 0 K plus'
(appliances).

Health Awareness Center

ARTIST'S models,
temporary part-time, $5
pej hr. Experienced
and artistic sensatively
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for
spring semester 1984.
Contact Art Dept.,
Murray State Univers
ity. 762.3784. EOE /MF.
Avon Now! Avon Wow!
For service or work.
Call 753'0232 anytime.
FULL time receptionist
for medical office. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040B, Murray.

HELP
WANTED
Full time Isortondor
Purls Elks
Lodge No. 516
Send resume to:
Bartender
P.O. Pox 016
Purls, Tn. 311242
No phone calls.

9. Situation Wanted
I will do babysitting in
my home day or night.
Call 759 4803.
Need someone to board
our Pony. Call 753-4628.
WILL Babysit in my
home in Almo area.
Have experience. 753
6550. ,
WILL clean houses any
days, any hours. Have
references. Call ask for
Tammy. 753-9288.

10, Business Opportunity
YOUR
OWN
OWN
RESIGNER JEAN AND
SPOOTSWEAR
National Company offers
unique opportunity selling
nationally advertited brands
at substantial savings to
your customers This is for
the fashion minded person,
qualified to own and operate
this high profit business
$20,000 00 investment in cludes beginning inventory
fixtures, supplies, training
grand opening and air fare
111 person to corporate
lb.training Center
FOR NIOCHURE AND INFORMATION CALL TOLL
Fall 1.000-231-6133.
FINANCING AVAILASLI
For Quelifiraid Applicants

14. Want to Buy
A Go Cart in good
condition. Call 753 4455
or 753,5819.
GOOD used electric
typewriter, 436-5681.
OLD house that needs
restoring. Will also
restore your older
home. Over 20 yrs,
construction experience. tall James
Ray Hamilton, 753-9400.
RAW Furs. Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum,
beaver, coyote. McClellan, Pulaski, III.
618-342.6316.
USED Barbell/dumbell
set, cast iron weights
and bench. Must be in
good condition. 435-4261
nights 6-9.

16. Home Furnishings
EARLY American
Couch, 5125. 328-8618.
FRIGIDAIRE electric
cook stove, fair condition. Call 75364.68 after
4p.m.
Lost wallet in vacinity
of Kirksey Feed Mill.
Call 489-2651
MOVING must sell.
Striped earthtone
couch, coffee table,
white refrigerator 18
cubic ft, glass fireplace
screen anmd swing set.
Call 7538117.
REDUCED. White
Provinicial Bedroom
Suite (4 Piece), $250
328-8618.
TEMPMASTER 24 Cu.
ft. chest model freezer,
5200 759-4752.
TRUNDLE bed, $125.
753-7659

Ater

•••//1

09.1

../F/Q•

r,ip on a JiMo +Ws,* wow'
f e MCC Mon
tha,..• 400 ebOot ii And
'••••• ''.O7F9.0•••5, 44.7 pta.00 taw
S

&We' toe

332
\ • •••••••••• •••••• •••••••• •• •• •
Ira ••••••• ••••••
•••• •.•••••
P•••••••• 1111 0•••••

WOW FOR A MAJER,
WAWA MT ON

ONE WORD SAYS if ALL...JEER

ror-If-

Jeep

eel

33. Rooms for Rent

ars
wi 111.7J \\ri
.
d

34. NOUSeS for Rent

•••••••••

Hwy 641 North

753-6448

24. Miscellaneous

Home Sales

22. Musical

1972 TRAILER, 12x50,
gas heat, 2 BR. 753-0329"
BALDWIN Fun Organ, or 759 1600.
dual keyboards, auto
matic, rhythm selec- Mobile home, 50x10,
tors, lesson books and Two bedroom, porch on
conbend included. $950. front carpeted
753-5367 evenings or crete carport and drive.
new
refrigerator
and
weekends.
hot water tank. S9,000.
PIANO Kimball Con
Call 489-2335.
sole (Warranty Trans
fers) 2 yrs. old (50 ROOM TO STRETCH
Percent of Purchase and get in touch with the
Price) $1,100. 247 5626 earth but not far from
town. This 16 acres m/1
(9a.m.-4p.m.)
and older mobile home
SIGNET Trumpet, ex
is easily assessible to
cellent condition. 753- town.
Approximately
7853.
3/4 of the land is
tendable with a pond
24. Miscellaneous
and creek. Partially
ANTIQUE dining room fenced and ready for
set, WO. Bicycle built you. Contact CENfor two, $50. Garden TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Tiller, $50. Life Realtors and get ready
Preservers. Call 753- for quiet living.
4501.

4
,

29. Heating-Cooling
FIREPLACE Insert, 2
blowers with manual
and automatic speed
controls, $350. Call 4362818 after 5p.m.
FOR Sale attractive
efficient fireplace in
serf, complete with
blower. Also have mat
ching bathroom sink
and commode. Call
753-9571.

30. Business Rentals
Acree Portable
Building
Mayfield, Ky.
All Wood Storage
Building

Brought to you as a community
service by

13roerihgmeyer
4 mike East Hwy 94
Murray,Ky.42071
Phone(502)753-2962
Out of State 1-800426-33855
Hours8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday Thru Friday

C
,•

38. Pets-Supplies

1!.i

ar*
1 1/2 year old Bassett
hound. registered CaIl
762 2354 after I:30pm
AKC Registered
Peckinese puppies.

4)1-

,1172.

DOG obedience clasSei
and private, home ay
show. Certified instrUator. Call 4362858.
EIGHT wk. old Alq

Chinese Pug

puppy'.

Ready to go! Also 4
AKC Chinese Pug pub,
pies, ready to go
Christmas. 753-7438.
RABBIT Dog, male
beagle, 4 years °let
5150. 753-1788.

41. Public Sale

MOVING
SALE
'

CI

3rd house on I•ft;
past
Uncial
WIlllo's, 641 32:
Couch, end tablgts,
more

14

TWO bedroom house, 1
mile West, vacant, $175.
Coleman Real Estate,
753-9898.

1-3

3I.Pet
•

DeVantis Mon-Sat
Lunch Specials

Hamburger and Fries
Spaghetti and Bread
lb. Chop and Potato. .
Chicken Crunch
and Potato
See Thursday's Paper For

41.
imam=
PUMIs

$1.99
'1.95
$1.85

Act

of

alto
Sim
Prilm
try

*2.99

Weekend Special!"

II

8x12

$895
$895
$1095
$1395
$1995
247-7831
Mayfield. Ky.

8x16
10x16
12x16
12x24

"The

TLC

,

Specializes in General Cleaning Forl..Churches
Businesses
Homes
We PROFESSIONALLY
(ond economically)
steam or dry clean carpets
strip and re-finish floors
wash windows, walls, etc.
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH
'TENDER, LOVING CARE
759-9754 or 759-1834
Pm Pricing On Location

Mini
Warehouse
Stange Space
For Rent
753-1492

No
In
ONa

-

I.
Pis
Ph

Wocy & Brook. Harrington

32. Apts. For Rent

1 AND 2 bedroom apts
Furnished and un
furnished. Adults, no
pets. Lease and deposit.
753-9208 after 4p.m.
1 BR furnished apt. 121
North next to
Fairgrounds. Call 753
3139.
2 BR apt. 921 N. 16th.
Appliances furnished,
5200/month plus de
posit. Adults only. 7534593.
2 BR, unfurnished apt.,
dishwasher, stove,
deck. $225 month. 75328. Mobile Home Rentals 8363.
FLASHING ARROW
2 BR upstairs unSIGN. First month free 2 BR water and garbage furnished apt. at 5041/2
rent. Rental Purchase pickup furnished. 121
S. 6th St. No pets. Call
Plan. Portable Sign South 753 5405.
753-8075 days, 435-4325
$225. Call Bill Tuell 2 or 3 BR, newly after 5 p.m. or
502-782-2922.
furnished, natural gas weekends.
Oak and Hickory or electric heat. Shady AKC registered
Firewood, 90 percent Oaks, 753-5209.
Pomeranian puppies
split wood, $25.00 rick TWO bedroom trailer
just in time for Christdelivered. Call Days and a two bedroom
mas. 6 wks. old
753-3476, Night 436,277'8.
house. Call 759-1417.
Christmas. Deposit will
hold. Call 753-5950.
SOLOFLE X weight
machine, excellent 29. Heating-Cooling
ONE and Two bedroom
condition, $300. Call
KING Automatic wood apartments, near down
474-2211, ask for Joe.
heater. Model KWC 80, town Murray. Call 753
Santa suit rentals. 759- price 5249.99. Model 4 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 - 6 6 5 0 or
4073.
8802 B, 5299.99. Mobile 436-2844.
Seasoned hickory, oak, Home Heater, UL ap- THREE room apt, fur
mixed hardwoods, proved, model KMH80, nished including all
S30/rick delivered. Min. $299.99.
Wallin Hard- utilities. 2 blocks from
order 2 ricks. Call John
campus. 753 3984.
ware, Paris, Tenn.
Boyer at 753-0338.

Under
the
Mistletoe...

amo
N'\.<
TIMELESS

AB

. what a perfect
time to give her a
Keepsake diamond
engagement ring.
All Keepsake perfect diamonds are
ri•CeE
permanently registered, with a
lifetime guarantee
for perfect clarity.
fine white color and
eduction precise modern cut.
See our collection
soon!

4):
.rt
•r •
•

Stock

R

Sale

•

40% to
Keepsake,
50% off Fltaistered Divrnonditine, ,
Nationally Advertised Price

.

hordes Jewelry
sort Square

753-2835

„J. Rings from 8
1 200 to *10,000

4icR
Trade-Mark

Murray

The forecast is: ;-

"
31 gravi
"P
4,..4.111./sY

fames
Custom Framing
Mats
Prints
Prints
Custom Fr me

AKC
Dane
758-953

\ ..N\N•
'

AkIEJULA Eq.(IRTIL
HOILSZAVARsi

II
trTZ

.
11,
*NM

rr•
The doctor of chiropractic skillfully restores the displaced or
slightly misaligned vertebrae to
reduce stress and pressure on the
spinal discs, relieving muscle spasm
and pain.

t
II
THREE bedroom Br'
house, electr it Iva
bath, garden plot4.
Broad Extendeb.
753-1602.

3 BR house, 4 miles out
on 641 South, Will lease
for 1 yr. at S200 per
month. $200 security
deposit. Call Carlos
Black, Jr. at 753 0839 or
436'2935.
A couple of young ladies
want to share a house,
located near campus
and downtown, with one
or two other young
ladies. Call Rebekah at
753-6577.

Cain's AMC Jeep

GLIDDEN Latex wall
and ceiling paint. $5.99
gal or 525.99 for a 5 gal.
can. You can get this at
Black's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th,
Murray.
MAN'S leather jacket,
size 52, $75. 1962 Chevy
Nova, completely restored $4000. Motorcy cle headers for 850
18.Sewing Machines
Suzuki $75. Call 753-0023
on tuesday or thursday
PUT a Singer under the
between 2pm & 4pm.
tree and the Sunbeam's
MERRITT All-Alum.
Free. Murray Sewing
Center, Bel Air Center, Headache rack, DOT
approved. $400 or best
Murray.
offer. 436-2837.
20. Sports Equipment
OAK and hickory
firewood, delivered.
HANDGUNS, rifleS,
$25/rick. Call 759-1145
shotguns,
after 4p.m.
muzzleloaders.
Christmas sale, new ONE acetylene gauge,
and used, 10 'percent one oxygen gauge, one
burning torch with cutover cost. 759-9673.
ting head brasing tips,
MOSSBERG 20 guage $25 each. 753-1788.
pump shotgun, $80. 22
LR Derringer, $30. B/W SCUBA gear, complete
13" TV., $30. Men's wet suit, regulator, $300
suede leather coat, size or best offer. 753-4803
38, $25. Men's London after 12p.m.
Fog Dress Overcoat,
size 40, $25. 753-5913.
27. Mobile

;4-4. •kst, )1 4-k -

BOY'S and girl's rooms
for rent, 1 block from
University. Call 753-1812
or 759-9580.

••

LOWER BACK TROUBLE
Did you ever feel a sharp stabbing
pain in the lower region of your
back when you bent over, reached,
or even sneezed? Perhaps you
couldn't straighten up. The pain
was agonizing and it wouldn't go
away. Is such suffering necessary?
No, says your faintly chiropractor This science of natural
healing holds that faulty spinal
alignment, over a period of time,
causes gradual weakening,of discs,
cartilage and surrounding ligaments. In this weakened condition,
tower back pain may result from
a simple movement such as reaching into a cupboard.

Mom
p m

3 HAND crocheted be
dspreads for sale. $150
ea. 100 gal. oil drum,
$50 Oil stove, 5.50. Can
be seen 5 miles East of
Dexter at the 5 mile
marker 1116 Hwy.
CAMOUFLAGE army
pants and iackets.
Jerry Sporting Goods,
6th and Walnut,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-4704.
FOR Sale-Several sizes
folding tables, folding
chairs, fiberglass for
mobile home underpinning, desks, files,
executive chairs,
pickup tool boxes. Ross
and Sons Salvage, Martin, TN 38237, phone
901-587-2420.

34. Houses for Rent

ONE bedroom apart
merit at 1002 Main
Street, appliances fur.
nished. $135 monthly
plus deposit. Call Spann
Realty Assoc, 753-7724.
ONE bedroom furnished apt. Adults. No
pets. Lease and deposit.
Call 759-4756 or 753-9208
after 4p.m.
ONE bedroom, ap pliances furnished.
Coleman Real Estate
and Property Management. 753-9898.
SMALL neatly furnished one br. apt.
Located 100 S. 13th.

6. Help Wanted

CHIROPRBroeringmeyer
ACTIC OUTLOOK
By

Call toll Re*
S.,. 4

1400-2

WINTER
CLEARANCE

Rt. 4, Murray, Ky.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Sliver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
387.00 Yesterday
9.28

Compliments of •

Co*STNuT STIMIT

weinires
There-II

2. Notice

2. Notice

MAGNAVOX
TV SERVICE

Opened
Today
Up

15. Articles for Sale

17-34-,..d1.

loohnieel
lobe We provide indaisso watt
geed pay Cal Sal free. Mon
Thum
a • in 4
p m

32. Apts. For Rent

ALL-NEW!LEANER
AND MEANER
4-WHEEL DRIVE.

USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753 9104

PAGI

4

C,4a7"D

Get Your Prints
Framed Before
Christmas

4
4

Bel-Air Decor
4,
4

S. 12th Murray, Ky.
753-3642
16;44144-*44

Feasil warm
I over:

•

$34995
Now

The reigning popularity
leader in jewelry fashion,
we have styles galore for
you to choose from in
14K Gold 14K Gold
Filled or Sterling Silver

Lindsey's
murruy& Mayfield

PURDOMS INC.

tY

202 So. 5th St.
753-4872

Isk-yeA4sa- fgA-ig4r4wk-isA4 VOIMIII"MVPOM1111
"
01111

Co
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ZIP sad%
GUITARS
43. Real Estate

Acoustics

Electrics

Martin/Sigma

G & L

Ovation

Memphis

Takamine

Mako

Carlos

Stuntman

/hordes a Thermos
kmerence &
keel Estate
%inlaid* Coors $q.
Money, Kentucky
753.4451

,

j

tIALTY
Lee As.Phlipst 733-4443
/53-54114.
Wenn Wane
4364676
Mel. Kamen
1111 Cabrew Peed
Mersey, llamaby 42071
(512)/34116
Anytime
, AIL &MOM
Dram

AMPLIFIERS BY RANDALL

Appeintmeats made
far yew csrmaleace.
Fell time sales
asseeietes evening
plumes.
1411 Main, Murray
753-3682
Aass Ikearty. 76:1-7241
Theresa liege .. mins
lass kftwrIk..
Ma bowl .153-3177
PetsSaties
3,petsieppOes
753-3111
hmikalum
AKC Registered Great FINCHES, $10 each.
1S16725
Dane Puppies. Call 436-2318 between 2p.m.- ai
Isk=imil
11-2211
imw
Check with Us Before You Buy

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER

753 9530,

10p.m.
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16. Homes for Sale

53. Services Offered

PASSIVE Solar home,
rustic in lovely Paradise setting, 3 to 5 acres.
Country living only 11
minutes from. town.
Three spacious bedrooms, Two full baths,
plush carpeting
throughout. Kitchen
complete with built-in
appliances, lots of
storage. Don't buy anything untill you see this

711-1171

Desk Pon Sots
Pocket Pen Sits
Cress
Porker
%softer
Attacks Cases
Desk Sets

lit

4.Auto Services

Twin Lakes

Office Products

47. Motorcycles
HONDA 50 dirt bike, 82
model, excellent condition. Honda 70 trail
bike, 77 model, excellent condition. Priced to
sell. Call days 753-5341,
evenings 753 8766,

512 Main

753-0123

52. Boats-Motors

53. Services Offered

1975 PONTIAC Astre, 4
cylinder, automatic with
air, 51,750. 762-3863 after
4p.r6.
1975 VW Rabbit,
wrecked front cap
Good parts. Automatic
transmission, good engine, seats, $125 or best
offer. 753-9852.
1976 CADILLAC De
Ville, local car, new
radial tires, rides and
drives excellent. After
50.m.492-8949.

"mrtirraimr
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
7soill53
McKinney Appliance
Service on all major
appliances. Wards,
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
and all others. No. 10
Dixieland Ctr 753-8505.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
153-0338.

HOLLAND MEDICAL

Exercises Bike

4 door Sedan
DeVille, sharp
red leather interior Diesel,
save $9.00 on a
fill up. $1,900
down pay off
Bank or will
consider trade.
Will finance.
753-7113

CHAINS

BRACELET

CHARMS

stole,/ st

$49"

GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS

Gift Selections
Of
Accessories
Lamps
Fernitvre

Bailey s Carpet
Cleaning
Holiday Special

Sports
Specialists
-i3O8 Chestnut
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (502) 753-0703

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL do plumbing,
heating, carpentry,
painting and roofing.
753-2211 or 753-9600

ff.

Como in now and seeks your
selections early.

Enix
Interiors

759-1983

HOME FOR SALE
BY OWNER
3 bedroom, 2 baths, large living
room with fireplace, family room,
new carpeting, appliances, central
air - electric heat.. 1704 Farmer Ave,
• $43,000.

753-3006, Evenings

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

Fire Wood
Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753-5-476.

56. Free Column

PAINTING
LNT ERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

Alining! Service Co.
Alining an viiy1
snag. Costes trig work.
tongues. Call Will El
Bailey, 153-1519.

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
FREE E•T 4,1A TES*

ill

FREE. Fat, healthy
Puppies, 5 weeks old,
already weaned. Part
Husky malamute.
Phone 492-8586.
FREE. Three beautiful
Tong haired kittens. 10
weeks old. Two solid
white and one gray and
black striped. Would
make wonderful
Christmas gifts. Call
753-3535.
FREE part beagle
Puppies, 6 weeks old.
Days 753,5341, evenings
753-8766.

Cloth Patterns
To Sew and Stuff
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PICK THE RIGHT WRENCH
EVERY TIME.

TRAQ RANT= WRENCH= amesSegcomputer
generated design celsre your customers the only
wrembes they'll ever need Teo mmettee et
every elm nut or boil, MasSartt ce rimtrte.
Inkey beton as adgestemot end their meleetse
reAchet settee prosides all the ',rage needed
men In the toughest spots
Their tough, drop-forged. hmt,tmated
meightlemen Mei conotructbon rhtistemle torque
pnimores of up to ISO ft-tbs

wr
St.

o

,. 1

.....1
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Copies Of The 1890's
Original
4
A Variety Of Styles

SPECIAL

0

$9.99

.
*....MURRAY HOME

t & AUTO
w-r

I

Chestnut Street
753-2571o io 1 III etIterIII,' 15 tr 111,4
illr ld

Court Square
Antiques and Gifts
Court Square

753-7499

Dial-A-Service
(alp This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

•
•

Gift ideas for the whole family.

,

Hovel By giving you the best action Precision, quality
parts and workmanship means Mopes work for you every
second they're in the water Perfectly tuned to spin at
the slowest speeds A steady retrieve works best at
all depths or lush taepps "your way"

HARDWAl E STOAES

Taxi Cab Service
6 o.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351 /753-5352

911

Save 15%

Phone 753-1474
P.O. Sex 412
Tenth & Chestest
Murray, Ky 42071

A /dopes 11,11 could be Ilse most valuable gear In your
tickle boa Your Pileppe Spinners will prove trek value
cast after cast. lishin' trip after trip A field tested and
proven selection for the fish you go OW

WRI hI white mck,
seed, lime, rip rep end
memmery semi, cod.
Cal Roger Hodson,
753-4545 er 7536763.

7imilPENOie

'or

Olympic Plaza
753-1113

4A

A Great G111

:
'
1'
_ WRENCHES - '

RINGS

RINGS

For Bauer Kit

Insulation blown in by
Sears TVA approved.
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Car•
pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 753
6973, nights 474-2276.

i

1981
CADILLAC

RINGS

111

ifiligAllittit%

46. Homesfor Sale
12V AUTO batteries,
3 -1112 brick on 1 acre guaranteed! $15. Call
41. Publk Sale
near Coldwater, $24,500. 753-3711
•
No reasonable offer 2 BUICK 350 Motors,
Surplus unite from
refused. Well insulated. $125 each. 455 Olds
Miss Martha's
South Control WI.
Beautiful landscaped. Motor, $200. TransLocotion:
Murray
Antiques
Furniture negotiable. missions for Olds, PonAuto Auction. Alone,
Call 489-2689.
A cosnpl•t• lino
tiac, Buick, $75. '67
Ky.
3
BR house, natural gas Camaro frontcap and
of antiquos. FurThurs. Dec. 15th
heat, central air, ad- other body parts. 6 pc.
5:45 p.m.
n itur•,
ditional living space or drum set, 5150. 753-8127.
Included:
cars.
vans
efficiency apt. with FENDER Well
glesesworie, quilts,
ond utility trucks.
separate entrance. New
Headers, fits a Chevy
prImItIvos, counTerms; Cash or C.orstorage building, 12x16 motor. In good condi- 53. Services Offered
try and kItchon
tined Chock. Coll
many extras. 2 blocks tion. Call 753-6855.
APPLIANCE SER753-11200. Only the
from college in quiet
colloctiblos.
VICE. Kenmore,
neighborhood
sole
.
telephone
of
Sale by 49. Used Cars
Westinghouse,
Hamel, Ky.
owner.
753-3949.
vehicles open to the
"The Anilines Center"
1973 CHEVROLET Whirlpool. 21 years
publk.
CITY BOUND Classic Caprice, bought experience. Parts and
COUNTRY HOME. If
new in Murray. Extra, Service. Bobby Hopper
you can't make up your
Extra Clean! After Bob's Appliance Sermind where to live, why 5p.m., 492-8949.
vice 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 753-8886
not enjoy both. Just
1974
AUDI
Fox, light (home).
minutes from town via
blue, sun roof, reHwy. 641, this older
asonably priced. 153- Concrete Block and
Now You Con Exercise
home and six acres will
brick work. Large or
9620.
make
In
The
you
Comfort
feel
you're
Of
Your
small jobs, garages,
1974
AUDI
100
in
out
LS,
country.
the
basements, foundations
Own Home With An
1
perfect condition, needs and chimneys. 753-5476.
Plenty of shade trees to
engine. 753-4803 after
Sit under or sit on the
Fence sales at Sears
12p.m.
front porch and relax
now. Call Sears 753-2310
-watch.,
apd
1.
.
the, world: go
for free estimate- for
Rental - '
.
by. Come_ and let us
your needs.
Purchase Is Also
show you how you can
'MO
Pion
i ‘71
pm in°.
enjoy city - country
753-1465
living. Phone 753-1492 D
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Sanitation
Service
Jobs, Realtors.
Weekly Pickups
COMMERICAL ProRoosonobie Rotes
perty located at 303
Coll 436-2562
305 N 12th St. 150' of
after6 p.m.
street frontage. Zoned
for medium density
business. Has 2 rental
14 KT Serpentine
BOB'S Home Imhouses. $90,000. Murray
provement and General
Calloway County
$11"
Contracting. 20 years
Realty, 753-8146.
experience, additions,
Matching
carpentry, painting,
LOOKING FOR A
concrete work,
GOOD BUY? lia must.
aluminum awnings and
see this neat troom
One group 14 KT Gold
trailer skirting. Call
brick just liste
and
$913
753,4501.
located on 11
/
2 acres m/1
and only minutes from
One group men's diamond,
Machine Re•
• SEWING
town. It has a workshop
pair. All makes and
stone end initial
for dad and a game 1980 CUTLASS models. Industrial,
room for the children, Supreme, diesel, 32 home and commercial.
$9711
Nice shady yard with, miles per gallon, 1978 38 yrs. experience. All
Large group girl end women's
mature trees. You'll get Cutlass Supreme and work guaranteed. Kenyour money's worth in 1977 Cougar XR-7. All in neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
$34"
this home! Call CEN- good condition and real Stella, Ky.
Group ef ladies':tome
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, sharp. Cheap must sell. SHG,
Typing Service.
Realtors at 753-1492 and Call 1-354-8050.
P.O. Box 45. Call 7531982 COUGAR XR7, 0406
see for yourself.
FREE women's solitaire
Looking for a first home $8,000. 1980 Buick
or rental property? Skylark, $3,600. Both in
diamond Hogs will be given away.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Check this newly Listed excellent condition. 4352 bedroom home in the 4592.
siding and Alinainem
on Dec. 24th.
city located on a tree COLLECTOR'S Item.
trim for ill houses. It
shaded lot, gas heat 1967 Corvair Monza.
stops pointing.
Black.
REGISTER AT THE STORE!
Newly
up
adds to the economy.
Priced in the 30's. Call holstered, new engine.
lock Glover
Kopperud Realty 753- Call 753-7863 afternoons
753-1573
I
.
or evenings.
1222.
SOAK in your Jacuzzi;
bask in the warmth of •••••••••••••••••sielsewornesimionesiii
•
•
your fireplace, enjoy •
your 2l'2 acre wooded •
•
homeSite from the arOe ;
secluded patio. En- •
S
tertain in your spacious
beamed ceiling family •
room. Only minutes •
Now Thru Dec. 31, 1983
from town and just ;
reduced $6,000. Call •
IE›.1-4.A4t- 4 Murray Calloway Co.
Realty for an appoint- ;
ment to see this lovely •"nen you let Bailey's Carpet
•
loud. 753-8146.
▪ Cleaning, clean your carpet and •
•
This two bedroom,
treat it with anti-soil. So give
brick home located on a •
•
corner lot is the ex- • yourself and your carpet a treat. •
•
ceptional home you • •-•
•
have been searching •
• Lail us at
for. It offers a fenced in •
garden spot and beauti, ;
ful yard. See it today it •
For A FREE Estimate
won't last long. Call •
dangle) •
K000erud R It f
n • (Wo move the furniture et no extra
••
Rendy & Pat Salley Owners & Operators
appointment. Price just •
in••••5■•••Oolo0m0••••••••Menesi0u5u01
reduced to '436,000.

41. Public Sale

Mepps Killer Kit for
Your Kind of Fishin'

Roble Kane Aochors,
aederpinaing, roofs
sealed, si1omisem
PIMA
Amok
mod doubio carports.
MCI GLOVER

one. By owner, 753-4501.
PRICE lust reduced!
Older 3 bedroom
home on a one acre lot in
the Kirksey area. Gas
heat, two fireplaces,
vacant and ready for
occupancy. Reduced to
$17,000. Call Kopperud
Realty 753-12n.
REDUCED to sell!!!
Frame home with
woodburning stove,
storm doors and windows, carpet, nice kitchen cabinets and large
garage or workshop
with electric and running water and barn
and one acre of land. A
real steal at only
$24,500. Roberts Realty,
'753-1651.

Mb

ROUBLES
If it's with

wet

plumbin
or electric, then
have the answer.
Coll John Glover,
licensed with 26
pumps,

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

years experience.

Calloway County
Resale Squi

Answering servic
provided.

153-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminum aped Vinyl
Sakai, Cushot trim
work.
References.
(WI Will Ell Ileihy,
753-06119.

Police
911

01/11)
Quality Service

Company
Heating ond Air
Conditioning

Soles, Soles ond
Service
Modern
Sheet Metal 8, Serice Departments

753-9290
RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

corker Imin to, saes
service is Murray end
112
Celle•ey (every

Tin
sod

Opeitest

753-8181

Send
packages

your

the easy

way
(Ise our convient
service We accept
UPS packages fo'
shipment
COURT SQUARE

ANTIQUES
DowMtown
Court Square
753-7499

•

'`

10'

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

Poison

Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or

Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning

753-5327

Control
753-75.88

•
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MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS4
MAUSOLEUM SPECIAL '1
SALE TO UN THROUGH DECEMBER 31
This Is A lotus.* Of
omplsted Construct

Located in Murray Memorial Gardens, Hwy. 641 North, Murray, Ky.
One Unit of this building is now constructed. We are now reserving
crypts in a second unit on a pre-construction plan at tremendous
savings. A beautiful chapel will be constructed in between the two
buildings.
Burial services will be held within the sanctuary of the chapel, completely
protected from bad weather.

A Pair Of Mausoleum Crypts Cost No More Than Average Grcund Burial
Ground Burial For Two People

Inside Chapel Mausoleum
Crypts For 2 People

Outside Mausoleum
Crypts For 2 People

Average Ground
Burial For 2 People

2 Crypts
2 Vaults
1 Double M_eino •.

2 Spaces 1430.00 Each =8900.00
2 Vaults 2550.00 Each =81100.00
1 Double Monument =$1500.00

Purchase During Dec. —
&3500.00

2 Crypts
2 Vaults
1 Double Memo

$3095.00
$3095.00
$600.00

$3495.00
$3495.00
$600.00

Purchase During Dec. —

$2495.00

$2895.00

Plus Prices Are Increasing $400.00 Dec. 31,
On Outside Crypts And $800.00 On Chapel Crypts

Why Mausoleum Purchase Now?

Now is the time to purchase Mausoleum cyrpts. By purchasing ahead of time we give a $600.00 savings. Since we
are increasing our prices Jan. 1st. it means a much greater
savings. Existing prices for outside crypts are being increased $400.00 while our chapel crypts are being increased
$800.00. If purchased this month you will save these
amounts plus our $600.00 savings. So you save either
$1000.00 or $1400.00. By purchasing Mausoleum crypts this
month you not only enjoy tremendous savings but get 2
Mausoleum crypts (spaces) 2 vaults and a complete double marker. This is the finest type of burial available and
we are going to sell only 48 families under this program.
Get your family the best — It must be done sometime.

We are °item° a limitec -numberof crypts in a second unit on a
preconstruct.inh plan at a tremendous savings over finished building
prices.

Why Above Ground Burial?
Above ground burial fulfills a heartfelt want — complete and permanent protection against the unfriendly dements of the earth.

What If The Space Is Needed Before
The..Second Unit Is Completed?
Temporary entombment is available now if the need should arise.

It Sounds Expensive; Why Isn't It?
Above ground - bur idpsaves all these costs:
Cost of Cemetery Lots
Extra Cost of 'vaults
Extra Cost of Markers
Etra Cast of Family Monument

Must I Pay All At Once?
Payment may be spread over several years.

Many families have already reserved their crypts in this building.
Act now while you can still get our preconstruction offer with tremendous savings.
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING TO GET THE FACTS!
WHY WAIT?

Why Not Give Your Loved Ones The Knowledge This Christmas Of Knowing That
These Matters Were Settled Together And At A Happy Time.
Decide On Mausoleum Crypts Or Cemetery Spaces And Pay Very Little Down And
Easy Terms.

Mail This Coupon Today
Or Call Us Today

1
We would like to know more about Murray Memorial Gardens:
1
i
Chapel Mausoleum or about your Lot Program
1
i
1
1 Name
s
I Address
s
1 City
1s Telephone
I

-t-Ab",worle Must Make A Decision
Or Leave The Burden To Loved Ones.

i
i
i
1

1.41.

This Request Does Not Obligate Us In Any Way

Zip

1

1
s
i

Code

i
i
1
1
1
1

Mail To: Murray Memorial Gardens
Rt. 2 Box 37A1
Murray, Ky. 42071
Or Call 753-2654
, MILANI AO 111111 MR_ la Ill•

Ap

We Are Continuing Until Janury 1st.
Our 2 for 1 Special — Buy Cemetery Plot — Get 1 Free

4111 gMb 10 alLiajil.111. _NM 41. Aggit

•

Comp. $40
Fully lined corduroy
blazer in camel,
navy, wine or tan
Sizes 8-18.
Popular Sportswear

Classic tailored
blazers from Oscar
de la Renta Novelty
patterns in tweeds &
herringbone. 8-18.
Moderate
Sportswear

14KT. GOLD
ADD-A-BEAD
STARTER SETS

19.90

Reg. $29
Select from assorted styles in 16" and 18" cable
chains. Choose from large selection of beads.
Buy for yourself and for gift-giving.
Fashion Jewelry

•
THE FINISHING TOUCH
FOR A SPECIAL GIFT...
Shown is just one of our
charming Christmas wraps.
Many have tie-ons that become treasured tree ornaments that will delight you
for years to come. Prices
vary on sue and choice of
wrap.

14 KT GOLD CHAINS
AND BRACELETS

50%-70% Off

Illustration enlarged
to show detail

SERPENTINE
7" bracelet, orig. $24
16" orig. $44
18" orig. $50

50% Off

. Now 9.90
. Now 15.90
Now 19.90

DIAMOND EARRINGS
AND PENDANTS
Earrings
6 pts Reg $120
10 pts Reg $160
15 pts. Reg $200
25 pts Reg $400

HERRINGBONE
7" bracelet, orig. $40
18" orig. $110
24" orig. $140

. Now
Now
Now

13.90
32.90
49.90

REVERSIBLE HERRINGBONE
34.90
Now 74.90
Now 8490
Now 114.90
SOLID ROPE
7" bracelet, orig. $70-$140 . Now 59.90
18" orig. $170-$340
Now 149.90
24" orig. $230-$460
Now 199.90

Pendants
3 pts. Reg $120
5 pts Reg $160
10 pts Reg $200 .
15 pts Reg $400
Fine Jewelry

7" bracelet, orig,$1011f —
16" orig. $200
18" orig. $220 ........
24" orig. $300

ENTIRE STOCK
TOTES
UMBRELLAS

Illustration enlarged to show detail

20% Off
Reg. $11-S22 A great time to buy one or
more of these Totes umbrellas. ,Choose from
manual and automatic
styles. Smart gift idea!
Accessories

59.90
79.90
99.90
199.90
59.90
99.90
199.90

JORDACHE
WATCHES

50% Off
Orig. 24.95 Now 12.50
Choose from a or.eat
assortment of tNese
popular watches with
solid, stripe or denim
bands.
Fashion Jewelry

ENTIRE STOCK
BANNER HOUSE

25% Off

Great savings on purses, covers and purse
accessories, variety of colors include navy,
burgundy, khaki, kelly in gabardine and wool.
Handbags

CUBIC
ZIRCONIA
Orig. $15-$30
Save now on these
beautiful earrings,
pendants and rings
in sparkling cubic
zirconia that looks
like the real thing!
Lifetime guarantee.
Fashion Jewelry

LADIES CORELLI BOAT SHOES

Great time to save on these popular boat shoes
with leather uppers, white non-skip boat sole.
brown, tan, navy, putty. Sizes 7N-9N, 51
/
2M-9M
& 10M.
Shoes

ENTIRE STOCK
AIGNER FASHIONS

25% Off
Choose from knitwear, handbags,
belts and small leathers at this
special savings! Great selection of
styles and colors such as the popular signature, black, navy & taupe
Accessories

ANIMAL SLIPPERS

ENTIRE STOCK ARIS KNITWEAR

9

25% Off

.90 Reg $11-$12
Perfect for gift giving' Pets for your feet, warm
and soft and oh-so-comfortable. Bunny..elephant, puppy, Santa..For ladi:,a4and
Hosiery

Reg
Save big on scarves, hats, gloves and legwarmers Chpose from a great selection" of
""rolors ii.,,,Ads and prints
Accessories .

'7W

VANITY FAIR
DAY WEAR

VANITY FAIR
PRINT COLLECTION

9.90-10.90
Reg. $14-$15
Anti-cling Antron III nylon
tricot with lovely lace accents. No-ride up. Choose
from white or candle glow.
Lingerie

18.90

VANITY FAIR
GOWNS & PAJAMAS

8-22.50

$1
Reg. $24-$30
Rich, plush Velvessant in
lovely gowns and pajamas.
Candle, mint creme, heaven
blue, pink.phampagnezlimoges pink. S-M-L.
Lingerie

HOLIDAY FARE
VELVET SEPARATES

30% Off
Smart way to put yourself
together for those gala affairs. 100% polyester velvet
in black or burgundy.
Short skirt, orig. $24 . 15.99
Long skirt, orig. $28 . 18.99
cardigan, orig. $30
20.99
Lurex blouse,
orig. $30
20.99
Dresses

ASSORTED PRINT
FLANNEL GOWNS

FLEECE ROBES
GIFT WRAPPINGS

12.90

24.90

$20 value
Choose from great assortment of styles in these warm
and cozy long flannel gowns.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Lingerie

Reg. $33
Choose from assortment of
Arnel fleece robes in wrap
and caftan styles. So cozy
and warm, in assorted colors. Sizes P-S-M-L.
Lingerie

Reg. $22-$38
The perfect little print to
brighten your morning or
evening. Group includes
your choice at one low price,
short coat, pajamas, long
gown and long coat. Blue
mist. P-S-M-L
Lingerie

THE FINISHING TOUCH
FOR A SPECIAL GIFT . .
Shown is just one of our
charming Christmas wraps.
Many have tie-ens that become treasured tree ornaments that will delight you
for years to come. Prices
vary on size and choice of
wrap.

SELECT SYLES
HOLIDAY DRESSES

39.99
Reg. $55-$80
100% polyester dresses great
for Christmas and New
Year's eve festivities. Black,
red, royal & beige in the
group. 6-16.
Dresses

JR. FAKE FUR
JACKETS

29.90
Orig. $46
Bomber style fake fur jacket
in your choice of hooded
style or without hood. Sizes
S-M-L
Junior Coats
JUNIOR KNIT
Sweater jacket, sherpa lined
assorted colors.
orig $46-$58
Now 29.90

MISSES BONDER'S
PANT COAT
FAKE FUR
JACKETS

79.90
Orig. $100
Save now on these luxurious
fake fur jackets that look
for all the world like the real
thing! Shown, just one of
many,in ranch, white, black,
blue fox Sizes 8-18
Coats

64.90
Orig. $80-$85
Save now on the pant coat
that tops everything so
smartly Calendar cloth,
warmly pile lined. Choose
from gunmetal, mocha, tan.
silver, grape. Sizes 8-20
Coats

THE FINISHING
TOUCH FOR A
SPECIAL GIFT
Shown is just one of
charming Christmas
wraps Many have tieons that become
treasured tree ornaments that will
delight you for
yeOfS

to

COMO

Prices vary on
size and choice
of wrap

GIFTABLES

REVERSIBLE
INITIAL BELT 9.90

VAN HEUSEN
VELOUR ROBES

19.90 •

Reg. $25
Ximino style robe so soft and oh-so
warm for those cold winter nights.
Wide range of colors to choose. One
size fits all. FREE monogramming
in-store while you wait.
Mens

LEVI'S & HAGGAR
SPORT COATS

BURLINGTON'S
BOXED SOCKS

9.90

Orig. $90-$100
Save on these handsome
wool sport coats in herringbone tweed, tic-weaves and
solid colors. Sizes 38-46 R,
40-44L.
Mens

ENTIRE STOCK REG. PRICE
MENS SUITS

25% Off
Now 131.25-187.50
Reg. $175-$250
Exceptional savings on wool & poly
wool from John Weitz, Palm Beach.
Cricketeer and others. Sizes 40 short
to 46 long.

MA\BUSH
HAGGAR® &
FARAH®
DRESS SLACKS
Orig. $24-$28
Belted corduroy slacks,
belted poly/rayon gabardine, belted polyester and
Expandomatic styles to
choose from. Assorted
colors. Sizes 30-40.
Mens

Great price on these
popular shoes with
leather upper, leather
lined Unit bottom. moc
with or without tassel
Brown or black Sizes
7'2-11 & 12M
Shoes

ARROW DRESS SHIRTS

1 3.90

orig. $18-$20
Save on these Kent fancy stripes & solid color dress shirts
other Arrow styles also in this group. Sizes 141/2-17.

ENTIRE STOCK WEMBLY TIES
Wools & polyesters in solid and neat prints.

7.90 orig. $10

MR MAN SWEATER SHIRT

13.90

Reg $18
Orlon acrylic pullover sweater shirt with fashion & placket collars, long sleeves. Assorted stripes. S-M-L-XL.
Mens

LEE JEANS
100% orlon acrylic and rag
wool ski sweater with crew
Reg. $25
neck styling. Knitted prints Cotton denim jeans in deep
and cable stitch. S-M-L-XL. indigo blue. Basic 5 pocket
Mens
style. Sizes 28-40.
Young Mens

19.90

FISHERMAN KNIT SWEATER

15.90

Reg. $20-$24
Save on this handsome wool/
acrylic knit in crew neck & cardigan styles. Natural. S-M-L-XL.
Mens
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Reg. $26
Save on V-neck or crew
neck shetland pullovers.
Assorted solid colors.70/
30 wool/acrylic blend.
S-M-L-XL.
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3. VAN HEUSEN & ARROW
FLANNEL SHIRTS

.10

12.90
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Reg. $16
Long sleeve cotton flannel
sport shirts in assorted
plaids. Regular & buttondown collar styles.
S-M-L-XL.
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reg. $24-$30
Poly/cotton knit rugby
shirts with long sleeves,
twill collar. Solids and
stripes to choose. Sizes
S-M-L-XL.
Mens

Reg. $18-$19
Poly/cotton long sleeve
sport shirts with buttondown and spread collar
styles. Assorted plaids &
stripes. S-M-L-XL.
Young Mens

'f4
COTLER CHINO SLACKS

17.90
Reg $22
Save now on

these belted slacks.
great for casual or dress wear. 65%
poly/35% cotton in your choice of
navy, khaki and olive drab. Sizes
,

Young Mens

LEVI'So MOVIN'ON JEANS

16.90

Reg. 19.90
Save now on these popular jeans
with assorted pocket treatments
100% cotton denim. Selection varies
by pore. Sizes 28-40 •
LEVI'S ACCESSORIES 25% OFF
Reg. $8-$13 Belts and wallets in
assorted styles
Young Mens

UNION BAY DENIM JEANS

24.90

Reg $29430
Assorted pocket treatments to
choose Pin striping, more than just
a basic jean and indigo denim in the
group. Sizes 28-40.
Young Mens

ENTIRE STOCK
DRESSES

30% Off

25% Off

Reg. $21-$41
Choose from a great selection of fall styles. Poly/cottons, knits and more. Colors
galore. Sizes 4-6X,7-14,toddlers.
Girls

Reg. $15460
Now 11.25-$45
Select from pants,
blazers in polyester
and corduroy. Assorted colors. Sizes
4-7, 8-20.
Boys

THE FINISHING TOUCH
FOR A SPECIAL GIFT ..

OSH KOSH
JEANS & OVERALLS

Reg. $17
Denim bib overalls, 2-4T.
Denim jeans, 9-24 mos.
reg. $11 now 8.90
Denim bib overalls, 9-24
mos. reg. $16 now 13.90
Infants & Toddlers

CUTLER
SLEEP WEAR

Shown is just one of our
charming Christmas wraps.
Many have tie-ons that become treasured tree ornaments that will delight you
for years to come. Prices
vary on size and choice of
wrap.

Reg. $7
Cozy terry sleepers in
solid colors or solid with
print sleeve & applique. 6
snap closure. Boys or
girls.
Infants
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GIRLS SLEEPWEAR
ENTIRE STOCK

30% Off
Reg. $12-$32 Now 8.40-22.40
Select from gowns, pajamas.
robes and more in nylons and
flannels. Assorted prints &
solids. Sizes 4-14.
Girls
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ENTIRE STOCK FALL & HOLIDAY
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HEALTH-TEX®
30% Off
Reg. $6-$25 Now 4.50-18.75
Choose from slacks, coordinates, tops, crawler sets,
dresses, slack sets and more.3-24 mos., 2-4T, girls
4-6X, 7-14, boys 4-7 in the group.
Childrens

1
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CREW NECK
SWEATERS
FOR BOYS &
GIRLS

$12 value
Save on crew neck sweaters in acrylic. Navy, red &
fashion colors. Sizes girls
7-14,
Girls 4-6X, 8.90
Teens, 9.90
Boys 4-7, 8.90
Toddler, 7.90
Boys sizes 8-20
Cable front reg. $14. 9.90

BOYS FLEECE
ACTIVEWEAR

20% Off
Reg. $8-$12
Assorted styles to choose
in these long sleeve tops.
Crew, hooded zip-front
jacket and matching drawstring pants. Heather grey,
red, navy & more.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Girls sizes 4-6X, 7-14.
Child rens

LEVI'S FOR
GIRLS & BOYS

2

EN
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Reg. 20.90
Cotton denim basic jeans
sizes 7-14, boys prep
sizes. Girls 4-6X, reg.
14.90 now 12.90 boys 4-7,
reg. 12.90 now 11.90
boys 8-14, 13.90
2-4T, $10-$14
8.90-11.90
Teens, Reg. 20.90
Now 17.90
Child rens

LEE JEANS
FOR GIRLS &
BOYS

Reg. 19.90
Cotton denim jeans in
girls 7-14.
Girls 4-6X, reg. 16.90
now 14.90
boys 4-7, 13.908-14,15.90
boys prep, 17.90
2-4T, reg. 14.00-16.50
now 12.90-14.90
Teens. reg 20 90
Now 17.90
Chlldrens

ENTIRE STOCK
LONDON FOG

BOYS
BUTTON-DOWN
VAN HEUSEN

50% bff

Reg $28-$70
Assortecrjackets and
cbats. Infants, toddlers,
boys 4-7, 8-201 girls 4-6X,
7-14, teens_
Childrens

Orig $30442
Popular fake fur jackets,
In taupe or honey. Washable. Sizes 7-14.
Girls

Reg $13
Lopn sleeve, Qxford.thirt..
irf white, blue & more.
Sizes 8-20 Boys 4-7, reg. ,
$11 now 8.90
Boys
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gifts that bring beauty to the home

•

19.99

too good to miss!

twin

QUALLOFILg COMFORTER
THE MODERN ALTERNATIVE
TO DOWN

12.99

any size
A

1" VINYL MINI BLINDS
Orig. 25.99 50% OFF
A great low price on these popular vinyl
mini blinds in white or ivory. 23", 27', 29",
30", 31", 32', 33", 35", 36" wide, all 64"
long. These blinds are easily shortened •
Draperies

-

Full

Twin
Regular
Sale
DuPont
Rebate

_

4

49.99 Regular
22.99 Sale
DuPont
-3.00 Rebate

-3.00

31.99

19.99
Queen
Regular
Sale
DuPont
Regular

f

69.99
34.99

79.99
39.99
-3.00

36.99

_tc

A

-

Save now on these soft, warm down-like
, comforters with Ouallofil® insulation.
Feels like luxurious down, yet the Dacron
4
113 polyester fiber with microscopic air
shafts are made to trap air, for superior
, resiliency & plumpness. Machine wash &
dry. Bone or light blue.
Linens

1
4••••••••

Off
20%
ENTIRE STOCK CROSCILL
ANTIQUE SATIN DRAPERIES
Save now on these lovely antique satin
draperies of fade resistant Coloray rayon
in 12 beautiful colors.'48" to 144" wide
and 45" to 108" long. Matching accessories, Austrian English & smocked
valances.
Draperies

34

15
.88 Values to $30
HANDPAINTED

19

.99 Twin. reg $40
CORSAIR ELECTRIC
BLANKETS
Save now on this popular electric blanket
that will.,.-keep you toasty warm on the
coldestripf nights! Champagne, ice blue
coffee.'2 year warranty.
Twin, single control, reg. $40 ..
34.99
Full, single control. reg. $50 . .
44.99
Full, dual control, reg. $60
54.99
Queen, dual control, reg. $70
64.99
Linens

.99 Twin or full
CHATEAU COMFORTER
BY WHITING
Choose from a large assortment of first
quality comforters. Select from both solid
colors and handsome prints.
Queen size. 24.99
Linens

Off
20%
ENTIRE STOCK KIRSCH

29
.99 any size
TWIN, FULL OR QUEEN

24
.99 Queen or King
WATERBED SHEET SETS

DECORATIVE HARDWARE
Take advantage of this great savings and
buy your decorative hardware now. Sorry,
no plain curtain or traverse rods included.
Curtains

BEDSPREAD BONANZA
Values to $80
Choose from quilted or woven styles
Many patterns to choose including florals.
prints and solids. All first quality.
Linens

Save now on this outstanding buy! Noiron waterbed sheet sets, each set contains 1 flat sheet, 1 fitted sheet, 2 pillow
cases. Assorted prints.
Linens

EMBROIDERED
PANELS IMPORTED
FROM CHINA
Handsome embroidered curtains
so elegantly styled
to treat your windows to beauty.
Washable, drip
dry. White and
ivory in assorted
patterns.
Draperies

1v .,fr.
Tilsit-ot.il

irk

lt 9

9

lIT
1

4.88 Your Choice
RUFFLED CURTAINS
Choose from broadcloth, lace edge*, or
lace ruffled curtains. Permanent press
cotton/polyester, 81" long. White, natural
(and assorted colors.).
Curtains

20%
Off
ENTIRE STOCK OF

19
.88 any size
TWIN, FULL OR QUEEN

Bath
4.99
EMBELLISHED TOWELS

.90 Bath, $10 value
6
FIELDCREST EXCELLENCE

TIER CURTAINS
Choose from cape cods,swags, valances,
fringe trimmed, lace ed9e, prints, solids
and more!
Draperies

QUILTED BEDSPREADS
Choose from a wide assortment of handsome prints in these beautiful bedspreads.
Quilted to the floor styles to select.
Draperies

Save now on Burlington embellished
velour towel with an assortment of lace
and satin trims Not at Lexington.
Hand, 3.99
Wash Cloth. 2.99
Fingertip, 2.49
Linens

COTTON TOWEL IN 8 COLORS
Super softness and absorbency. 25x50"
bath size. Cerulean blue, champagne,
peach glow, sable thistle, buttercup, white
and pink.
4.90
Hand, $7 value
Wash Cloth, 3.50 value
...... 2.50
Linens

•••

orig. 12.99
9.99
PLEATED WINDOW SHADES

4.88
FRINGED & SCALLOPED

Off
20%
ENTIRE STOCK CHRISTMAS

The look of mini blinds with more softness
and -warmth. A super alternapve window
treatment, 23", 27",29",.30", 31", 32", 33".
35" and 36" wide, all 64" long. White or
ivory
Draperips

ROOM DARKENER SHADES
Save now on these energy saving window
shades with that smart custom-made
look Easy wipe-clean vinyl in your choice
of white or ivory. 371
/
4"x6'.
Curtains -

TABLECLOTHS, PLACE MATS
NAPKINS, POT HOLDERS ETC.
Save now in time for all your holiday entertaining Wide selection of tablecloths
place mats, napkins, pot holders in variety
of styles and colors.

(

3.75
EMBELLISHED FINGER TIP
TOWELS
Save now on these delightfully decorated
fingertip towels in a variety pi.f patterns
and colors. Perfect for gift giving!
Linens

•
•
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Mikasa - Save 20%-33%!

Buy one - get one FREE!
ONEIDA 5 PC. PLACE SETTINGS
Buy one five piece place setting of famous
Oneida flatware and get the second place
setting FREE!
. 2/$20
Profile, reg. $20
Deluxe, reg. $25
. 2/$25
Community, reg. $32
. 2/$32
Heirloom, reg. $45 ...
2/$45
LTD, reg. $65
2465
China

CHOOSE NOW FROM 33 PATTERNS AND SAVE
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF MIKASA 5-PC. PLACE SETTINGS
,18.43
WHOLE WHEAT: Whole Wheat, Granola, Jardiniere, Reg. 27.50
POTTERS ART: Firesong, Country Cabin, Buckskin, Reg. 27.50 -/ 18.43
26.30
AVANTE: Napoli, Torino, Firenze, reg. 35.75
COUNTRY CHARM: Berry vale, Strawflowers, Tennessee, Reg. $33 _24.71
DECORATED GARDEN CLUB: Blue Daisies,
22.50
Strawberry Festival, Reg. $30
ENGLISH CHINTZ: Black Tea, Cinnabar, Rose Gray,
26.80
Peach Blossom, Reg. 35.75
26.80
HERITAGE: Capistrano, Reg. 35.75
26.33
SPRING: Iris, Cornflower, Amarylis, Reg. 35.75
CLASSIC ELEGANCE: Pink Poppy, Park Lane,
33.70
'Stratford Blue, Reg. 44.95
CONTINENTAL: Silk Flowers, Amsterdam, Dutch Garden, Reg. 44.95 33.70
37.45
RONDO: Tango, Reg. 49.95
RENNAISSANCE: Margaux, Michelle, Antique Rose,
29.95
Bella, Maria, Reg. 39.95
20% OFF Entire Stock Serving Set and Hostess Set Pieces.
Not at Indian Trail.

14/3 OFF

44.88
CHRISTMAS TIME

ENTIRE
CHRISTMAS SHOPPE
Start your holiday season by
sprucing up your home with
Christmas accessories and decorations from our Christmas
Shoppe and save! Choose from
ornaments, figurines and garlands of all types. (Does not include Christmas idinnerware.)
China

BY NIKKO
12 pc. service for 4
Set includes 4 each dinner plates.
tea cup and saucer.
Matching accessories:
2-Tier tray. 23.99, Salad set of 4.
19.99 Soup set of 4, 21.99, Salt &
Pepper. 11.99, Dinner Bell, 14.99,
Candle Holder, 21.99, Round
Vegetable, 15.99, Hurricane
Lamp, 29.99. Pedestal Cake Plate,
24.99, Tea Pot, 33.99 and more.
Not all accessories available at
Indian Trail or Lexington_
China

1/3 Off
ENTIRE STOCK
BRASS GIFTWARE
Choose from book-ends,
executive gifts, large
pieces, figurines and
more at this big holiday
savings. (Group does not
include furniture.)
Gifts

BRASS
CANDLE STICKS
3 SIZES - 3 STYLES
Save on these gleaming
brass candlesticks and light
'your home beautifully. All
sizes and styles one low
price, 3.99 ea.
Also 1/3 Off
The rest of our stock of brass •
candlesticks. (Not including
1.99 or 3.99 candlesticks).
Gifts

.885 Pc. Place Setting
8
PFALTZGRAFF FOLK ART OR HERITAGE

29.99
MIKASA 20 PC. STONEWARE SETS

Save now on this handsome stoneware. Folk Art rich blue
design on beige or Heritage in glistening white glazed
stoneware.
200/0 OFF Matching Accessories
Housewares

Choose from several attractive patterns of heavy, long
lasting stoneware. Matching completer sets now 24.99

3.88
VILLENEAUVE CRYSTAL STEMWARE
Reg. 4.99
Lovely crystal imported from France by J.G. Durand
Beautifully cut stemware in water, wine or fluted champagne. Perfect for all your holiday entertaining.
China

19.99
SELECT GROUP CRYSTAL DECANTERS
A great gift idea for Christmas! Handsome cut lead crystal
decanters imported from France by J.G. Durand. In many
assorted styles and shapes.
Gifts

Off
20%
ENTIRE STOCK MUSICAL FIGURINES
AND MUSIC BOXES
Choose now from wooden boxes with Beatrix Potter
musical figurines and many more. Perfect gift for any age
Gifts

39.99
NIKKO 20 PC. STONEWARE SETS
Beautifully detailed dinnerware with the look of the
French countryside. Choose from 5 popular patterns to
match any decor. 20 pc. set includes 4 each: dinner plate,
salad plate, soup/cereal bowl, tea cup & saucer. Not at
Indian Trail or Lexington.
. China

99
° Ea. Beverage or Hi Ball
MONOGRAMMED GLASSWARE
Take advantage of this great offer and give that gift with
the personal touch! Handsome beverage or English hiball glasses monogrammed FREE! Also available 15 oz.
cooler, 1.29 15 oz. beer mug, 1.99, 10 oz. stemmed goblet,
1.99. 60 oz. beer pitcher, 3.99
Monogramming at Bashford, Bowling Green. Evansville
and Paducah. Other stores allow one week deliver
Gifts

si
3
3
3

gifts that go on giving all through the year •
1/3 OFF

20% OFF

20% Off

ENTIRE STOCK PILLAR CANDLES
Choose from three different sizes in these beautiful
scented candles. Choose from green, red or white.
3x3", orig. 2.39
Now 1.59
3x6", orig. 3.29
Now 2.19
3x9", orig. 4 49 .
Now 2.99
Housewares

COLORFLO WOOD ACCESSORIES
Choose frorn bread boxes, recipe boxes, cannister
sets, paper towel holders, spoon rests and more. All in
dark pine with decorative lucite inserts
Housewares

ENTIRE STOCK COPPER•
Save now on these gleaming copper pieces that make
great gifts! Choose from molds,tea kettles, utensil sets,
colanders and measuring sets (Revere Cookware not
included).
.
Housewares
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.88
NORTHLAND 70 PC. FLATWARE SET
From Oneida gleaming stainless, 48 pc. service for 8,
plus 8 seafood forks, 8 tall drink spoons,4 pc. hostess
set, butter knife, sugar spoon.
Housewares

cArgli
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9.99

4.99 your choice
CARVEL HALL CUTLERY
Save to 65% on this open stock Carvel Hall cutlery. Your
choice of parers, boners, forks, carvers and slicing
knives. Each individually gift boxed.
Also, specially priced Solid Wood Knife Block, $20
value Now only 9.99
Housewares

Your Choice
MIKASA CRYSTAL SERVING PIECES
A great selection of gift pieces to choose from! Choose
from 13" and 14" platters, footed compote/cake dish,
2-11" buffet plates and 10" serving bowl. All beautifully
gift boxed.
Housewares
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9.99

20% Off

20% Off

16 PC. DEBUTANTE
DINNER SET FROM FRANCE
Clear glass dinnerware set, service for 4 includes: 4-9"
plates, 4-7" salad plates 4-8 oz. cups and 4-saucers.
Housewares

ENTIRE STOCK TEA KETTLES*
Choose from copper, porcelain-on-steel, enamel,
whistlers . . . too many styles to mention.
Reg. 7.99-29.99
•Does not include 14.99 Revere Kettles

ENTIRE STOCK GLASSWARE SETS
Reg, 8.99-16.99 Now 7.19-13.59
Choose from 6 piece beverage sets, 6 or 8 piece wine
sets, 18 piece or 24 piece sets.
H Tu seWares
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149.99
. .OSTER KITCHEN CENTER
A great Christmas gift to find under the tree of Christmas morning! It's an Osterizer blender, a grinder, mixer, slicer, shredder, salad maker and a doughmaker
too.
___*...2Puree 'N Ricer Accessory, 34.99
Housewares
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15% Off.

9.99'

ENTIRE STOCK FOOD PROCESSORS
The modern tool that every kitchen needs! It chops,
slices, shreds and more! Choose from General Electric,
Sunbeam, Regal-Moulinex, Robot-Coupe.
Reg. 64.99-199.99 Now 55.99-169.99
..,-Housewares
.

ETRON ONE PIECE TELEPHONE
This great phone has outpulse touch-dial with wall
bracket, • FCC approved • Last number automatic
redial • On-off ring switch • Mute button • Automatic shut-off button.
Housewares
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42.99 Regular
34.99 Our Low
-5.00 Mfg. Rebate

G.E. BREW STARTER II COFFEE MAKER
Brews coffee while you sleep. Automatically starts
'brewing at the time you sleep, then switches to "keeps
hot" at end of brewing cycle.'
Housewares
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Your Choice
G.E. HANDMIXER OR CAN OPENER
Handy gifts for the homemaker. The versatile 3 speed
hand mixer that takes the work out of those mixing
jobs. Electric can opener that zips the tops off cans in
no time. Reg. 16.99
Housewares
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G.E. LIGHT'N EASY SELF CLEAN II IRON
Reg. 32.99 Now 26.88
Spray, steam and dry iron that is so easy to use. Cleans
steam system for longer steam life. Power on light lets
you know your iron is plugged in for added safety_
White with brown accents.
Housewares
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Snyder's
SUNRAY OR SILVERSTONEs INTERIORS
1 qt. Sunray sauce pan, reg. $28
1 qt. SilverStone, reg. $33
2 qt. Sunray sauce pan, reg. 29.50 ..
/
11
2 qt. SilverStone, reg. 34.50
/
11
2 qt. Sunray sauce pan, reg. 30.50
2 qt. SilverStone, reg. 36.50
3 qt. cov'd sauce pan, reg. $34
a qt. cov'd sauce pan,
SilverStone, reg. $42
9" Sunray, saute, reg. 23.50 .
9" SilverStone saute, reg. $29
10" covered Fry, reg. $37
10" SilverStone, reg. 43.50
12" cov'd Fryer, reg. 47.50
12" SilverStone, reg. $54
2 qt. Sunray Dutch oven, reg. 46.50
/
41
2 qt. SilverStone, reg. $53
/
41
8 qt. Sunray, Dutch oven, reg. $57
8 qt. SilverStone, reg. $64

Pick Your Color!

to 66%
Save
REVERE OPEN STOCK

Save to 65%
CLUB OPEN STOCK
16.99
17.99
19.99
20.99
22.99
24.99
24.99
26.99
8.99
9.99
19.99
24.99
22.99
27.99
29.99
30.99
33.99
34.99

Stainless or Copper Bottoms,
Double boiler insert, reg $12
7" Fry Pan, reg. $20
10" Fry Pan, reg $34
1 qt. cov'd saucepan, reg. $22
3 pc. Mixing Bowl set, reg. $24
6 qt. Dutch Oven, reg. $51
8 qt. Dutch Oven, reg. $58
7" Fry Pan/SilverStone, reg`. 29.99
Steamer/colander, reg. $15
2 qt. cov'd saucepan, reg. $27
/
11
10" Fry Pan/SilverStone, reg. 34 99
2 qt. cov'd saucepan, reg. $30
3 qt. -cov'd saucepan, reg. $32
10 qt. Stock Pot, reg. $65
•12 qt. Stock Pot, reg. $72
*Available in copper bottom only.

4.99
6 99
11.99
13.99
10.99
24.99
29.99
11.99
12.99
14.99
16.99
19.99
22.99
49.99
54.99

REGAL COOKWARE IN BRIGHT RED,
BLUE, YELLOW OR ALMOND
NOW SALE PRICED

Add style and color to your kitchen with these sizzling
colors . . red, blue, yellow, green or honey beige.
These bright, bold colors in Regal's cookware are designed to bring bold beauty to your kitchen. Each piece
has SilverStonee interior.
3.88
2" Saute
/
81
5.88
10" Saute
9.88
11" Square Griddle
6.88
2 qt. Whistling Tea Kettles
/
Matching 21
12.88
Matching Electric Poly Perks ....
Housewares
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14.99

TEA KETTLE
SALE
5 STYLES TO
CHOOSE
Copper and
stainless styles.
2 quart to
2 quarts.
/
31
Beautifully
boxed.

Save 51%!

free!
9" SAUTE PAN

REVERE 11-PC. COCKWARE SET

WHEN YOU PURCHASE
/THE 7 PC. CLUB SET-SILVERSTONE INTERIORS
$184 Open Stock Value
/ 69.99
2 qt. covered sauce/
This popular set includes: land 11
2 qt. covered Dutch oven.
/
pans. 10" fry pan and 41
Choose almond or chocolate. When you buy this versatile set, you get a 9" saute pan FREE!
4
Housewares f'‘

89.99 Stainless Bottom
99.99 Copper Bottom
This handsome set includes: 1, 2 and 3 quart covered
saucepans,6 quart Dutch Oven,9" covered skillet and
steamer/Colander insert.
Open stock value, $184

19.88

Off
20%
ENTIRE STOCK

This durable oven-to-dish-to-dishwasher
safe set includes 1 & 1': qt. casseroles
with 1 inter-changeable plastic & 1 glass
cover, & 2 qt. glass cover casserole in
19.88
Cornflower pattern'
Spice'0 Life or Wildflower
23.88
pattern

BAKEWARE & GADGETS

CORNINGWARE 6 PC. TRIO SET

Prepare for your Christmas baking with
help from Snyder's. Choose from springform pans, loaf pans, thermometers . .
and much more!

24.99
REGAL 7 PC. COOKWARE SET
Regal heavyweight aluminum set comes with silver2 qt. cov'd sauce/
stone interiors and includes 1 & 11
pans, 5 qt. dutch oven, & 10" open saute pan. In the
practical princess style.
Originally 34.99 24.99

20% Off
ENTIRE STOCK WOK SETS*
Save now on this super gift
item. Chose from 5 pc. to 12
pc. sets that will delight anyone on your Christmas gift
list. Reg. 12.88 to 29.99.
Housewares
•Does not include electric
woks.

Off
20%
ENTIRE STOCK
GENERAL HOUSEWARES
GRANITE WARE
ROASTERS
Serve your holiday meals
deliciously. Start with these
convenient oven roasters in
several styles and sizes to
fit your cooking needs.

S.
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